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I. General Objective,

' The objectiveof the study

I.

SUMMARY

,
in the Olanning of,post-primary eduCation,over the coming detade.

to assist Ivorian authorities'

A rapia'growth in the demand fbr such education is expected.as a

zesult of` the lariie projected increase in -the number of pupils ,

if
reachinc the CM2, and that demand must be met -- at legst until

age 15 urtder the terms'of the recently promArgated Educational

Refprm.,

ft

II Method and Coverage. of the Steady

The report compares the implication5,of alternative "policies"

a0.os." A 'scenario is described by the aboice,of a
,.

ular option in-each relevant -area ofd decision:
,

. *
.

Eas areoident.fied, falling into three major classes:
/

A.' Speci iCation,:of alternative channil of,post7primary
r

...lcaucation
%

Under all-scenari9s,_ two parallel, channels areJassume
e ft.'

S ..
oriAn to students' completing the' :CM2:

1,

r

0
Secondary Educations with its present structure, i.e., -

a'seleciive'first cycle of general studies leading -% tiler to

Ole labor market (preferably via formal tRaining.prog ams)

to'.fUrther'education, and a diversified slicond-cyc e.

- Compiementatty ducationi a new.chelvel'opened to all

who complete the pr mary cycle. gpmplementary edupion

must'incopo±ate general education and work orientation' .

components, with a high degfee of flexibility n,respdhse
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,;,

df admitted pppi . This can be achieved best'through

Lon-graded*cy6.1s, offering a variety of short and lOng courses,*

and which pupils-would normally atteild through their 15th

year. The complementary cycle would also accept pupils who

6

,to the various ageS; educational attainments ana.interests

failed to gain admission to.sikime at the end of their first

CM2 ye.az and wish to renew their candidacy.:
..*, ,

B. Options.afectilg the student flow throUgh'popt-primary 4

education
A.

.,./-N. . 4
These options affect as well the pria enrollmeht through

'

their impct on repetitions. They, concern four areas of decigion: V1) Rate of access to sixieme. This rate isithe per

centage eventually gaining access to si*ieme among pupils'
,

-completingthd p"rim4iy cycle. Three. altern ative optidhs are

.-coAsi-dered under 'this hdading: 30% ,(lean policy), 44% (current.

.4te), and 50% (liberal policy).
r

2) e,friltrol of repetitions in the preparatio4 to the

entr4noe examination. Both op inns retained in this

respect impose a limit of two years on repetitiohs. The

first option, characterized as a loose policy, allows"repeti-

tions to continue at their current cumulative sate; the second
,

)
40.

.

%
, option, described as a tight policy, reduces repetitions

-SUbstantially.v ble,selectecrrate of access and the selected

mode of control. of repetitions determine the proper fate of <---"---)

admission to sixibme, i.eAhe annual percentage of candidates

to admit through examipationor 'other means.- '^ ..,
0
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.4, s
3) Control of pupil flow through the first cyble of

secondary education. The pattern 'of promotiqns, repetitions

.and abandonments in the first cycle is,fixed under the 30%

rate of access. Under the 414 and 0% 9tes,,,hoWever,. two

ralterpative patterns are considered:.:the first generac-es a
.

.

.student flow similar to the current one, while the second

prdduces..a more " fficient" flow, i. reduces_student

40 wastage -.
1,1

. .
. ,

,Givenilaependent annual projections of (i) the numbeil of

c.. students who reach the cme (ii) the growth of capacity in the
P---\\ c.

complementary cycle,,and (ii,i) the enrollment in private seconda

education (first cycle), the combination of- options selected and
.

each of.the three listed area.S, of-policy deterMiqs.annual public --z
."enrollment in bOth'channels post-:primary education. While,

.idintified options pe total of 10 combinations (or scenarids),

only siic of stilese are seibcted for further analysis and - evaluation.analysis
c

*C. Option? fectiyig the-efkiciency'Cand.cost) of providing

post-p _marv)education

. ,
Such.opticne-are.specified only with.respect.to.-secondary

. 4 , ..,
'IF

educati='(first c-t7cIe).. Two areas 'of dec/s4.on are considered:
1) Instructional settings 1.1d their enroliNept.tbare..

Seqondaryjeducation.can be produrea in dliffereqt settings,
._... .-

s,

three.ofwhichare identified in the study- institutionalI. -...
4dugAtion, community education, and extension education.

:...... '' .

The oommunity education IM el is designed to serve .small

groups of students'in the le s urbanized aeas; it relies

on televised. lectures and on the assistanceofitors_witil'

:1

1.



normal-school training. Extension' education addresses

in i uals who lack access to structured classes, and relies

on a mix of radio and corresponqcnce instruction. The,three
options ,consilred under this heading consist of three

.

alternati'Ve *percentage distributions of the first-c cle

student body among the tIee.institubional settings.

2) Techno/ogy of institutional secondary education.

Three "technologidal" options are cdhsidered with respect' to
A

edUcatiph within 'the first cycle:. Traditional

instruction',", Tiaitiohal instruction With co4Plement of media,

an4 Reformed'instruction centered on the utilization of media.

.Individua,1 options with respect to instructional ttt/ang and-.

techndlogyslend themselves to a total of 9 combinations. These

can be linked with the six combinatiorIts selected under Section B.

to proiiide a total of 9' x4 = 54' co m ete scenarios._ However,

the cost projectiont performed in the study/''are limited to a1

1.
"samplet of only, 12 such scenarios.

r
,

'III. "Analysis and Conclusions

A. ,Enrolltents in the first cycle of secondary education

Under the most restrictive set of options, public

enrollment in the first. 6ycleaof.seConday. edudation reachea
c,

i

, -1856000cy 1.990, or 3 times the current ,level. Under the more
. .liberal ootions, themtlt .ipl ication factor is 5. If the private

is liberalsector is included, a i eralloolici gives a 199010 enrollment of

nearly 400,00 1 representing 7% of the total population (the

percentage in France' is only 5%).

./

A
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The resource mobilization required to meet these objectives

will certainly strain Imorian capacities, irrespective of its

financial implications. The analysis of manpowdr'utilization..in

the Ivory Coast also suggests that a large percentage of individ-

uals trained at the secondary level)will have to enter occuvations

,currently accessihfe to less educated people, apd in which general

secondary educatiqn has a low or negative rentability.

Frem the standpoint of both efficiencia-equity, and

independently o.f the Msted options, it is recommended that ("

"parallel" entries into the first cycle be reduced or rationa zecl,

(ii) equivalent.rules be imposed on pupils of the traditiohal and

TV primary systems fdr adiqssion'to'sixieme, and (iii) substantial

repetitions be allowed in prep ring for the sixthme entrance
(

ISVInatibn. k

.N.__

B." Enrollments in the I -=-._./
.

mplementary.cycle
ft.

Total enrollments in the comp entarcycle are projectedI.
4

to reach betWeen 300 000 and 350,000 y 1990 under all options.
,A '.N

.

Excluding-all students working toward the sikieme entrance-examina-

tion (Students who would repeat their preparation in the CM2 under

current practice), the projected 1990 enrollment is 270,00 under

options that re trict access.to.secondary education,sandjap,000

when secondary education is more generally available.

C.° ojected costs
A.

. .

The projections concern ahnial. ex nditures tather.than

(6measures of economic.cost, -since the lat er vary in accordance

10 the decisibn problem under consideration, The component

Contr'buted"b complellritary edUcation is calculated net of
o-I f)-.

-Th
IS.

s. ,

l0
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expenses generated byrepeaters of the preparation to the sixiserne

entrance examination, since the latter are simply transferred

from ble-,CM2 to the new cycle. Expenditures reported for secondary

educatPbn concern okly the fitst_one:

Cogf variations associated witly'shifts in the setting and
. ,

technology. of secondary education are substantial. Options
..'affecting the size of grkoliments have a lesser impact, as a drop

s

in enrollments 'of the secondary cycle to be,compensated
tr;

by 4 rise

in the complementary cycle. The cost is neverthelessreduced

under,options that restrict access to the secon ry cycle4 since

the annual cost.per student there averages about twice'the coat

in the coMplementarycycle. The most costly. policy' (combining

TV.xpensive" secondary educatiOA with liberal access) geteraies
.

an annual expense of 74, billion F CFA in,1990. thder the most

economical policy, this figure drops to9 billions; however, an

'annual minimum ofA56 birlions,(option 10) must be spent byj1990
4,v

to achieve a reasonable level of access to'secondari education.

Given that the Ivory Coast already hasone of} the world's

highest expenditureon' education, whether compared to its public

,budget ..1.0%) or to its GNP (7-8%), financial soundness appears

tb requi.7e that the choice of policy be limited to the less

expel options.

e/
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I. Definition of Issues

The situation faced by.Ivorian post- primary- education at

this time (1977) is: characteristic of whaioccurs in ,most "develop-

ing countries following their rapid passage from a pattern of wide

spread abandonment to one of quasi-universal coMpletion.pf the

primary cycle. ,The pressure of social demand merges with impera-r"

tives of social equity to induce the maintenance or ekpansion of

previous rates of access to post-primary education, so that massive

increases in admission to post-primary programs must be accommo-

dated.. The shift from elite to mass education at the, post-primary

`lever requires in turn that the learning objectives and inirastru-
.

ture of the.system be modified, either through reform of what used

to constitute "secondary education," or through the parallel develop-
_

ment of alternative post-primary programd. In addition to the

medium-term latobiemsraised by this adjustment, more immediate ones

result in the Ivory Coast from the Coexistence of two primary-

education tracks (traditional and TV) duiding the transition period.'

II. Current and Projected Growth of Secondary Education

The challenge faced by the secondary sChool system in the

Ivory Coast can be illustrated quite simply as follows: Assuming a

stabilization of the rate of access to sixi&le (first secondary

grade) near its' current level, and given available projections of

the number of pupils to teach the CM2 (final primary*Agrade) in future

years, the number newly admitted'to sixieTe will grbw from 30,000

in the past year (1976-77) to nearly 70;,000 in 1986 and 95,000 in'

1990. The present level of admissions

20,000 in ,1.971.

to sixi6me is itself up from



The- growth ,in numbers reaching the CM2 is traceahtle to

two circumstances.: The first is a substantial growth in the popu-
-

lation reaching the first grade of primary school (CP1) in re /cent

and future years. As shown in Appendix Table Al, that number was

relativelyrstable in the years. 1962 to 1968-, but has increased,

since 1268 at an average annual rate ,of 7.3% and will, continue to

grdw at an average 7.5% through 1985. Irhe second factor is a
is

rapid increase since 1962 of the proportion of first-tkme enrollees-

in CP1 eventually reaching the' CM2. This Proportion was only 48%

for pupils entering school in 1962, but it 'grew by 5,1/2 points

every year up to 1969, with the result that a full 87% of pupils

entering the CP1 in 1970 could count on reaching the CM2. Given

present propotion ratesin both the traditional and the TV pkimary

systems, 95% of pupils entering primary schools now and .in the.

future will complete the full primary cyle.

The access. rate. from the CM2 to the sixieme has declined

in recent years, with the' result that the growth in number reaching

the CM2 has not beer translated into. a comparable growth of! entries

into sixieme, Of those who enrolled_ in the CM2. for the first,,time

in //973, nearly 50i eventually found their way into sixieme. That

proportion, -howeer, had fallen to-less than -46%forpupi1S-rAching.

the CM2. in 1974.* Correspondingly, while nevenrollmentsin the

.CM? rose by a. full 49% froM 1970. to 1974, admissioristO sixieme
.4

went up by only 30% between.1971'and

.*An additional 3% on more, entered unaccredited secondary schools,
or other schools outside the Ivory Coast, and are not included in
official statistics. Many, however, are incorporated An the stati7
tics of latter grades as the result of their transferring to acctedit-
ted Ivorian schools or of their'school becoming,accredited.-

4
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III. Problem. Identification

The probleM's created by the growth of admi ions to
. %
sixieMe under current (or increased) rates, of, access

as follows: O

can be outlined-/.

Ad) If the"secohdacy System remains unchanged, the cost

ofsupportqng secondary-school enrollments will, increase \in propor-*

tion to thelevel of new admisSions. Given the present-flow of

students through the secondary-school System, each new entry in

sixieme results in an average 3.7 years of enrollment within the

first cycle alone (cycle of four years, running from sixieme to

asieme), and the cost per student -yekr in the public system'is

now averaging 180',000 CEA1(1975 prices). Fbr a full estimate of

the social cost, e foregone productivity of. students should also

be counted. Given the. unrel,iability of earnings as an indicator

of'marginal productivity, however, the magnitude of this cost is

difficult to estimate.

12) Itis not at all cleat that the. projected costs can

be justified in terms bf'related.podial,benefits. In the present

,state cf manpOwet oianning in the.IVory Coast,-any decision to

maintain or increase rates of access to the secondary level of.

ed6Cation will represent a response to social ,(popular) demand

rather than a calculated move to meet the needs of Ivorian

.economicdevelopment. While the value of a more edu6afed"labor

force is recognized by Ivorian economic and social planners,'indi-
.

cations are, at present; that only a minority of,giose projected

to enter secondary schools can expect to be absorbed at the endof

their studies in occupations currently reserved for graduates of

15 )



. secondary or higher education. This suggests that much of the

secondary education to be' Provided Will add tittle to the national

product and may 'generate a net economic loss%:,kurthermore, given

the rapidity Which the stock of new secondary school lPrOducts

will grow in tile'coming decade; the natural,prOcess by -which eSi-,
, a

, .

pectations are lowered ,(in the'light'of observed, employment offers
,. . 4

to rep,kt.graduates)141111aVe no timi4to unfold, sp that each_
. .

new 4graduates toexperienCe.gr Ve,eMRldiRient:.

frustraHions..

Car- Even if the expenditure is jus ified in terms-of its

impac'on the achidyeffient of .national objectives other than eco-
,

nomic productivity, it may place intolerable strains on public

finances'in the Ivory Coast,.i.e., op the goverment',5 capacity to

transfer resources from the private to the public sector.- Further-
.

more, the Ivory Coast may not have on, hand all the specialized

resources required to peet the demands of a rapidly exppnding

secondaryduCation, so that time- consuming investments would have

to- precede any future growth in enrollments. This is especially

true. o`. teaching personnel' already constituted in its majority of

foreign (mostly French) 'cooperantk.
-

(4)- Current plans of the'Ivorian gpvernment call for.'

anextension of =6st-primary education to' all Chtldren up to age
A

15, whether in a co: -lion Cycle that would .displace earlyygrades of
.

the current secondary system, or in two parallel cycles,,the new

"complementary" classes attending to- students wh6 do not.pursue a

secondary edUcation; This woUid add further to the cost'of.educa-

tion in the Ivory Coast, although not.in proportion to additional.

enrollments if, as expected, the per-student cost in new classes
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0 . is less than in secondary schools.

,at. can be argued that a Atbstantial

liyer CifachAldren:edtWated beyond p mary school would increase

their,:produftivity in ekce9s of education costs, if proper efforts

are made to adjust curricula;to prospectiv,e c areers. At...adry ratg).
1 .

.

,,the pupils who Would otherwise vegetate in 'the first secondary
)

,
. t

.

cycle ,might benefit. More frOlio-tbe alternative 'education, and do so -2
. . .

.,

,

.

at iik;les_iPr cost'. 4.7eryl few would shift-tp.,the alternative, how7(
,

ever. if secondary education remains available to them:- What 3.6./'.

. /

thcore'lakely is a popdiAr insistence.' that all post-priMary.institu-.:

tions bec6ffle centers 'of preparation: for further secondary achooiin .

IV. Determinants. of Social Demand

For historical reasona,.and given
t 1

access to'dareers4n. the vory Coast, the demand of'pupila-emerging

1

the current pattdrn.of

./.
the primary cycle ia'Apt fot post-primary echrOation in general,

4 1,
, 1 \

but
5

imore,sPeC:fically,or,the type of 'secondary now ,

) -'
.

0-

.

. .

offered, bv, the,1ycees .and ',FEG's. This does -not mean/of course;
0

that the offer cof.avalidloOst-pecondary alternative cpuldnot:at-
I

f

tract a substantlal.percentage of pupils away-froffi.traditional
)

channels.

view ;of the high pi7ivate

The deae'for

rough estimatrofthese

secondary education is understandable'in,

rate of economic returnlit promises... A

rates can be made from the data reported

in'TabIe 1 concernir4.salary
%
levels.at different levels 'of educaL'

tional attainment in the labor force. Ignoring diredt 'expenditures

incurred by individuals in-pursuit of their studies, and counting

Q.



tMonthly Salary I,evel by, Educatron Level
- ;

(In 1)000 1974 CFA fioranA)*

Level of Education-
(or certif ".sate)' Salary -No. positiop.,Level.- SurVe ed.

-, 211iteratt

R
"\-

E 'Some. PrimaryA
"

.S ..
'I Primary Cyc Completed'N

25 2,114

5,995

29
1,336'

55 2,405

G
N.

Less than. 4 'years Secondary I..E
A '

,
17 . '
Ur CgitriPeP6a. 4-year First CycleC ..of Secpnclary .(BP'C, CAP),A.

,
'

-'. T
.

I Some Second' Cycle of Secondarycr th:Ere, BEI, BEC)
. 99

Completd:(3.1.ce, BS, BTEC)
128

r.:4hre.e \Cycles (6, years )..Secondary

339

(ZUT, faTS)
158 123

--`-..-. ) .
G.:cand, Schools

230 605
t

. .

614

Dit)t: 'Declared

4s r.
32 5,597

, . .
..*The exchange rate ...is. approximately 2-50 CFA Francs = $1 U.S. The

,....CFA Franc is fixed at 50* CFA Francs = 1 F. Fr.. .

.

Source: ,EngueAtes de a Main d' Oeuvre
. ;
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' 4
"foregone earningsr'a the investment

"tateA are as fol4s tOr:ftli increment of
n

;

Illiterate

.Primar,y7- incomplete'
,

Primary - complete!. 4

--Secondary, first cyce
: 1 :

al. lecondary, firSt .cycle - complete . -

14
1

.

Secondary., sebond, cycle CompIete

University!"

inade%y. students,
v.

schooling:*

.'2%

*-1%

-1% '

1
. W,

10(/

-.. -in'CoMer3lete

J.

\-*Example.:1 An calculating the .private rate of return to

incomplete Primary education', the cos dt.e 11,000 CVAsper month

for four .ye up to discount y ar j, while the benefjts are

25,000 - 11,000, 14;000 qFA per month for the next '40 years
' ;

. . .

(assumed working life). The rate is- obtained by usihg the fortula:

\

where -

ic=5.

7

'
Ck

(1+o)
k

(1+r).1
k=j

Ck is the income foregone in year k
1

Bk I. is the income benefit in year A, and

is

. '

the private rate of return-

This is a- rough calculatio\valid only to estimate' genek.1 Magnitudes,

since (i) the income differential` observed in one year will npt

.04'main constant 6ver
-
the working life of. individuals, (ii ) the alter-

native earnings of young' students must be less than the earnings of
I

working individuals with a simalaw education, and (iii) alternative
14.

earnings are 'also fs gitive to the' level "underdMployment.
,
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\

Iheae, economic returns are enough to explain, the' high

4 *
pressure ot ,demand for, education up to the .end of the first cycle.

,

`second
..

..._ _. '

, of Tedugalioti and,_ if poSaible, tOwthc -bacCalaureat levpl.
.. -,, ,,,, _

Thelf alo provide, a good,,;-ati6rile. for -the tendency ofc pupils -;

. . .. , ( .

k .. .
. 41- , . .

.

- . , \,.. r

wiV no prospects :tor a. ,secondary' education 'to,: abandon:sehool, be -.
g

',-: -' - ; %.

fore they 741pach: the: dM2 4' low -rein on -completing the primary'
,

.
.

cycfe) . , From th4 atandgOint Of- contemplated programs_ of 41terna-
,g

ti v4 'post ,primAty education up. to age 15, the,: ]Few (necrative) rate
..--

. 4
,

of 'retur,R currently -ef fect"ive for incomplete education through the
. , .

. - , 0.

secondary ,cycle signals that -pupils completing primAy schooi

initially be reluctant to enroll in any kind of ".complementary
.

yoAlp 6 of only two or three year duration.*
i .

For well known :reasons, he salary differentials reported

in Table 1 ahould not be taken as indicatora of the marginal eco-

riomic, productivity. of corresponding educational increments.** To

the extent that higher 'paid individuals do have grpat prodkctivity,

Y51.1vh*cluctariCe: will be overcome fairly rapidly, even if :the-
- curricul=1 of the new cydle ',fails to match developing economic
opportunities The jobs that recent* "required" a partial .4 corn-.
plete eucati4n will. be "upgraded": as a result of (i) the
generalization. of Primary school completion and the existence
of a new higher ditl,c7la or certificate, and. the- private rate of
return earned a few .-ears ago fro -a partial primary education will
be shifted, first, to full primar i education, and ,later to comple-
tion of _the. next cycle.

f

**The rates subsequently calcFlated should not, in any case, be
interpreted as marginal rates of social return, sipcp the cost of
prOducing education is not included in the computation.

2 0.
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.

. .

'--thelrbetter general education may be 'a si, tole correlate of VI
^

./ r
native ability and more faVored toOio-econoMic'background father

.7
.

'L
7

g. an i dependent factor Of, prodUctivity.- FnrtheriTiore, in all

sector where salaried . employment dominates, Elie. 'hierarchy 'of

4.r

occup tions and rein rations is determined as-much by considera-

;tit) s'Ol'organizational efficienpis th'reidforcement from aaminie-

ratio ;regulation, as by ,Classical m Chanisms. Of tectorgsubsti-
:

14 _

\
. 4- L

-4, .. .

-,-.ution unider competitive market cow:lit onS. .While the acquisition
_ ..i , / A -

,

of more gendtal eduCation allctias indivi uals to reach higher levels
. . -

- ,-
.of the hierarchy, theirsalaty in is partly. at,the expense of-

ir r'

'others and is.ndlt. reflective of-their marginal contributionyto. the

national..produdt.

V. egCe of the AED/AIDStudy

. 1 '
.If Ivorian authorities are to develop anational strategy'

'N- - .

of response to social demands they will ideally reduire two related
... ,

classes D''' information. oranswerS to two classes -of.questions:
-

(1). For each level of-response .to demand, whiCh specific

combina4-Lon of ro7rams will make the maximum contribution-to

national object yes ? *. The question cannot be answered in full by
.

*The decisions of Ivorian authorities, are aSsumedtO respond to
(and achieve a Coiromise beteen) two.types-of stimuli:. (a) group,
pressures toward specific interventions,' such as'Lneinsistence of
pupils and .their families onaccess to.secondary education; and (b)
a fundamental commitment-'to the Maximization of;''Some weighted index
of vtional objectives, previously negotiat'd through the-political
process and incorporated.in natipnal planning. Two national'.
objectives of prime importance IvOrian planning. are increases-in
net economic poduct(economic efficiency) and progress-.toward
greater.social equity. The terms:isocial,benefitand "social
-cost" in thiS document refer tochanges in the Index by which Ivorian..
authorities are presumed to measure the COuntry'sperformance in
terms of, scheduled,national objectives.

21



41.1

'chi* Ikepq t.wisthdAZpreqTpting-politicaloptions of the Ivory

orV

- 10

.. "A . ) .

. ,

Coast ernin9,404e Relative weights to be Placed on various

nationa objectritred. Furthermore, k, quality of the information

avail e to. Carry duethe'analysis,is not such as to justify

' firm,pre o the impact of education policy on relevant
0

economic ;arid social outcomes. It is possible, howeve'r, to (a).
' .

,compare altevlative student flows through'post-primarysyste0V

from the star dpoint of their economic' productivtyt (b).6valuate

.

J

C !N.
e

. ,

i
.

ated effects on employment and' social mobili.t and (c)ass
.1,44,

'.seek.cost- effective methods of4providing instruction.
.. ,

. .
.

J,(#.
.

. (2) Assuming that," as the level of response to popular.
- ., -

'demand.inereaSes, the net social benefits of post7primaiy education

firSt increase, eventually reach a'Maximum, and then decrease, at

r:N*what point should the response be stabiliked? -The liniti*Xions

identified with respect to question,(1) affect the possible scope
. .

of answers tb'this question as well. The selection of an optimum
10)

balance betweengreater satisfaction of popular demand and in- 4

-creased fulfillment of national cobjectiS a political decision

.which r.;,_Ist be left to ivorian'authori.ties. At best, the analysis

can.suggest limits beyond which the sacrifice of economic and other

soc al benefits implied by further concessions to the competitive

for education would, generally be considerediexcessive.

_The objective of the study undertaken by the AED/AID

team is to prOVide Ivorian authoritie-S- with some initial Components,,

of thiS information:

(1) FOL.. alternative scopes and contents, of the poSt--
.

primar education provided in response to social demand, Part One

22



\ a

attempts to evaluatip impacts i terms of ceconomic.prOductivity.,

employment'arid social .equ zation of -opportunitis for education.

The analysis.° produc ivity remains'highly speculative given'the

limited reSour edidated'to it by the.eValuation teaM'and the
. -

lack of valida\ d economic models in this area. While.reference'iS
-/
made. to t onomic cost of alternative enrollments, comprehend

sive cost computations are not garried out until Part Two.
, -

(2) Parr. Two 'of. the document conSiderlternativeop-
.

tuns in Ithe'AechndlOgy ofpost-primary education, with the ob-
,

jective,of provid that education at minimum costunder any

specification of-4ts- scope and content. Initial "estimates of the

annual expenditure over time are provided for altes.native combina:-
r

tions of technologies in association with different policies

re'Specting the growth'of enrollments and theiridistribution between.

major_typeS of education. While the budgetary implicatiOns of

these alteimatives are evaluated by refyrence to projected economic

and 'fiscal capacities of the Ivory Cost, a.rational determination

ilDf their strategy by Ivorian authoriti es requires that theiexpendi-

tures. computed in Part Two be related to the social outccimes iden-

tif.ied in Part One.

-T t
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PART ONE

ALTERNATIVE SCOPES AND CONTENTS-

' OE POST-PRIMARY EDUCATION:

PROJECTEB SOCIAL OUTCOMES

tD

2i

9.

4.



LEVELS OFRESVONSE TO SOCTA DEMAND A PLAN OPANALYSIS

(1) To simplify exposition,, levels of (response to social'

demand are initially specified in terms.of rates of access to

the' first grade pf secoliaa.ryi education (si9eme), i.e., of the

percentage of pupils reaching the last primary grade (CM2) who

gain admission to Ipie'sefsoridary Chapter = II, following,

deals with `the socialimPliciations. of these'alternativet Th

extent towhich social demand is satisfied, however, depends

not juste on-levels orf admission to sixieme but on the entire

flow of students through the system. The impact of alternative

flew patterns on (i) popular perceptions of the aoceSsibility'

Of secondary education and (ii) social outcomes of interest must

accordingly be evaluated.

(2) It is assumed that the guarantee of free education to

all until age 15', promised under the' ivorian Education ;Reform,

-will be progressively implemented'between 1977 and'1985,.-. This

,meang that.-4an increasing proportion of people under 15 whp have

vompletef_ the prima__- .77cle and are not,enrolled in .secondary

/-schools w.1.11 be absorbed under all projected 'alternatives by a.

"doMplenentary_cycle" -0ihicii,offers a maximum of thr-ee year,s of

instruct:. This.basia'schema is analyzed in .some detail in ;

IChapter II

(3) The satisfaction of social demand:is also sensitive to

the conditions under which, students mare admitted to "ither of the
.

,
.

post-primary.cycles -- especially, the 'of chances offered-
,1.eaCil individual., The limits/placed on repeated prdparations of

1r 1-

,..25
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the sixieme entrance examination cannot, however, be decided in-- ,

dependently of the objectives and policies of the secondary edu-.

cation system. .Given.the access rate intended by that system

(percentage ofnew CM2 students to be eventually admitted in _
.

, -

,sixieme), the cumulative repetition rate must be,seleqted by
,.

. .referenc.e to the admission rate allowed by secondary institutions.

fpereentage oecindidates admitted at the-end of 'the school year),
°

unless admission rate is itself adjusted to the repetition
f

policy effeCtive at the CM2 level.

The implications of alternative combinationsof rates of ad-.

Mission to sixieme and repetition patterns in CM2 are accordingly

examined in. Chapter IV, while the special problems raised in the

transition period by t)e parallel existence of two primary systems

(traditional and TV) with Offerent flow structures are discussed

in Chapter V.

9
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II. SECONDARY EDUCATION: SOCIAL IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE. STUDENT FLOWS

Framework of.the AnalysiA.

. At present,, 62% of students entering secondary education

' reach; ther last class of the first cycleltroitime),* 22% are ad-:

`matted to the second cycle (Seconde)., 14% reach the terminal grade,

and 12% obtain the "baccalaureatu'Aegree. Even 'though another 18%

become absorbed in related training' programs; it,is evident that

the attrition process is severe, and th4t it"affects both the

composition of secondary-school outputs and the total level of en-
)

rollment. Specifically, each student admitted to 'sixie-me . spends an
it,

4

average of only 4.3 years in secondary school,and as many as 63%

of admitted Istudents are quickly deliver to active life with no
p 1

.

other-qualification than-a few additional years of geneial education.

Assuming that the teaching dispensed in, the first cycle

of secondary education by the,lycees and CEG's will continue to

deal with general education, the yarious educational careers of

sOcondary-school students can be regroupd into a. number of

"modules," based on (i) thi number of grades completed in the first

cycip, ead-(ii) the type of formal education or training structure,

if any, entered upon leaving the cycle. The distribution of ad-
..

mitted students by module can be read from standard charts describ-

ing the student flow, through the first cycle and into receiving

ructures: (See'Diagram :p. 61.)

*Based on transition and repetition rates of school,year
1973-74, collected by the Service'Autonome in: Le Rendement
Interne de L'Enseignement du Second Degie dcg:1973/74 a 1974/75.
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From the.standpoint ofsmodule identification, the student

flow data presented at the beginning of this section can be re-

interpreted as follows: At present, 48 out of,100 Students,who

enter the cycle leave it before they reach the fourthgrade

(troisieme), and only 5 of these are reported as securing formal

occupational training. Of the 52 who complete the cycle, 22 con-
.

tinue.their education through the upper clicle of the secondary

level, and 10 are known to redeive training in accredited occupa-

tional programs.* In terms of students reach-
.

ing the CM2- (rather-than number admitted to sixiame), 20 out of 100

. get a partial first-cycle education, with 2 going to complementary

training; and 25 replete the firstpcycie, of which 9 continue

into the second cycle and 4 are accepted in compAemen'tary training.

d

Given the average productivity gain and education cost '--

associated with each education module, the first question to ask is

whether the percentage of admitted Students "assigned" by the

system ,.q different modules is such as to 'maximize net economic

productivity (or ecortomic efficiency). The system's net produc-

tivity is the excess of aggregate gains in the future productivkty

*Cpmputed from data reported by the Service Autonome, op. cit.'

A sim,-:lifiedversion of the current 'student flow is presented in.
Diagram 1.. For:students leaving thefirsft cycle iin 1974, the ac-
fual distribution by structure d' accueil'was as follows:

Left before .enterirfq troisieme

With further
training

1,080

Without further
training

7,047

Completed.troisieme

With passage With other Without furtl
to 2nd cycle training training

4,017 1,891; '1' 5,578

28
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I

of students* over'the total cost of resources imputed to their edu-
4

cation. At first sight, the way to maximize economic efficiency
.

is to increase the percentage of admitted students in "profitable"

modules'(where the value of productivity gains exceeds educatioP,

costs) and to reduce-the percentage ending up in "deficit" modules`

(where productivity gains fall short of education cbsts). This

receipe, however, needs to be corrected on two accounts:

(1) . Given the percentage of CM2 cohorts progressirig

through profitable 'module.X, a rise in the levei of admissions tot

the cycle may so increase the output of studeRts trained through

the module that the net benefit generated by new recruits falls to

zero or becomes negative. Put another way, there is a limit to
.

the number of profitable educations which a system can produce

within'each module. The efficiency properties of a student flow

should, therefore, be evaluated in relation to (i) the projected

profile of admissions to the cycle and (ii), the absorption capaCity

of the economy'for different'educational'outputs.

Since some individuals are better able than others

`to enhance their preclf.:ctivity through the education of module X,

the syszem18 efficiency can be 5.mproved through better student

selecticn. If the selection of individuals'for'profitable modules

is imprc'.-ed by the Parallel education of others along deficit paths,

the incorporation of the latter may contribute positively to .-

economic. efficiency-'

*The futuzie productivity gain is calculated ata discounted
sum of annual v'alues, and is net of additional training expenses.
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Whatever )tile economic advantages of a particular student

,flow through secondary education, itsasocidl d9irability must be
71/4

qualified by the consideration-of other social benefits and costs.

One important benefit of increasing admissions beyond the economi-

cally efficient level is the lulfillment of social7equity objectives

An associated cost, if students "in excess" are )not eliminated
-

early-in the cycle, is the eventual,ftustration of individuals pre-

sumably qualified for certain occupations by long years' of

secondary schooling but unable to find related employment.

Finally, some value must be placed on general secondary education
f

as a factor of cultural enrichment and more effective social parti-

cipation.

The latter consideration becomes crucial in determining

the social benefit of providing,jducation to individuals who will

,play their major social .role outside the market econothy. Inthe

Ivory.Coast, as elsewhere, the most prominent group in this class

is that of "non-working" married women, active primarily as homes.
-

managers and facilitators of their spouse's career. Women have

made LID almost 30% admissions to sixieme in recent years, up from

18% in 1965, and the percenta4e,of admitted females reaching the

0
second cycles or absorbed in complementary training is only slillhtlY

less than the male 'oercentage-. The representation of women.in

Secondary educationvis likely to reach 40% or more by 1985,
)

line with the rising percentage Of girls in CM2 clastes.* If, as

is probable, opportunities for employment -- and the disposition-of

I I r

*The percentage of females in CM2 classes rose from,'22%' in
1965-66 to: 30% in 1973-74, and, it' will approach .45% over `the coming..
dec"ade.
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educated women to seek such employment do not rise accordingly,

a high proportion a
'--

women educated through the firsticyCle will
. .

/cycle
,

. .

enter active life as wlves and mothers rather than ai'direct, con-
tr-

''tributors to economic productivity.
. ,.

The secondary education of womensdestinedforfaMily
f

),
( t

roles cannot be treated as-sociaily waSteful. There is a strong
.

,.

likelihood that econbmi.c performance of'working"males is en-

hanced by their wi education, and .it- is evident that 'the

creation of more equal- opportunities for women must begin. with
.

education Perhaps even more important, however, isithe contribu-

tion that more educated women can make tolthe evolution of per-
.

ceptions,attitudes and cultural expressions in Ivorian society;

both directly,and through their influende cry he,d velopment of

younger generations.

1E1 Economic Efficiency -- First Approximation

tion,

1... Principles of Evaluation c

Leaving aside gall probl5ms retatihg to student delec-
t

the specification of an economically efficient student flow

through secondary education can be determined by reference to the

projected capacitY of each -"profitable" education-Module As a first

.approximation, a module ,is classified as profitable aS.long as the num-
..-

. <
bets of individuals it, annually delivers to the labor force does not

exceed the number of ,job openings for which the training provided

Under the module constitutes a qualification.*
/

*This assumes that (i) the module is cost efficient, in fulfilling
its training objectives, ,(ii) the "cost of that training iS inferior
to the gain in productivity it achieves for individuals eMployed in
occupations that "require" that much training or more, and (iii)^ the
cost exceeds the productivity gain for individuals employed in
occupations which do not "require" that much training.

la
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. .

By'this standard/ the great'majp ity.of students

Issued from s6condary.education until, recently have been absorbed.
..1. . ,

.

in profitable mOdules.: Table 2 ildicates that in 1971; for the
,

'
.

4,private sector, moet individuals with some secondary'education.

were emp,loyed in occupational classes where such eddcation was
.

Y

*required," under standards 'effective in the Ivory Coast. Specifi-
:

,

cally, the percentage found in the "ouvier sp6cialise" and
.

.

, . ,

"manoeuvre" categories are low for all'individ6,als with some first-
-

.

cycle educatioh (27%. for those withfess than 4 years, 6% for
, .

. . .
.

.

completers of the cycle), and the percentage of "non- qualifies"

among-those with'a second-cycle edudation is only 2 %. , ,

The validity of the efficienCy assumptions.(previoxis

footnote) m4 with-respect-to current and developing standards\

of quallfication in the Ivory Coast, however, is not beyond ques-
,

.

tion. Ivorian planners are contemplating a requirement of two

years of secondgy education for '"ouvriers qualitigs," fbur years' .

'for "employes quali'fies," and,up to six years for higher categories
. ,

'"

of personnel,.with a complement of specialized- training in all

cases. Yet., it is evident from Table'2 that the privafe sector of

the Ivc=lan economy has managed to survive, until recently with a

labOr force far less educated than "required" in accordance with

the standards.. Foi- example, one worker outcof two,in the "employe

qualie" category, and one out of foUr in the "maitrise" category,

had not completed their primary education in 1271. Among the
- .

, .

"ouviers 5ualifi,es," only a sinority had gone beyond the primary

leVel, and one quarter or more.were illiterate. Would the educ-')

tion of all,, this personnel through`-spme grades of the fir4 second-
.

ary cycle have generated'a net ecohomic gain?
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TABLE 2-

Private Sector: Actual Employment Classifications with Actual Education LeAls, 1971

'Edubation

(certif.)

, Actual EmploYmntClasiificatiOni

(W., AC-T) (M) , (EQ) , (OQ) .(ENQ). .(0S) (MO) OTHERS

iaet 130; 13 88 139 3,247 2,811 10,962 36,373
. . .

rimary .120 28 , 244 821 1,454 1,518 2,1185, 1,330

ted,
y (CEPE) ,190 103 .628 .2,311 1,195 2,575 460 1,119

han 4 yrs
ondary 75. 127 245 740 312 559 525 2'86

ted ,First

(4 yrs) .

dr

ari (CAP,
n,

,

260 493 1,104' 1,5E1" '540 556 163 40

5cbnd
of Secon-

? .

BEC,BEI,
177 289 363 325 '15 21 7 , 5

ted*Secon- ,

BAC,BSEC) . 357' , 369 346 175
,

12

20 64 42 '2:
.

Ecoles 5$8 971. 104 32 . .

:lardd 657. 1,370 2,523 3,301 . 7,810 4,05k 12,178 P.15.,837 95.3.

4

4574 3,777 5,687 09,433 14,633 .12,103 28,070 54,990 993

Enquftes de ),a.Main d'oeuvre

'ment Classification Abbreviations: (D) , Direction: ;(C-T) , Ciadh Techniciens; (M),
;,e; (OQ), Ouvriers Qualifies; (EQ),"Employes Qualifies; (ENQ1,9 Employes Non Qualif ;

wriers Specialise; (M0), Manoeuvres.

a/
number of persons for each 'employment classification and educatipp level.
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There is, unfortunately, no firm evidence on which

to lbase, an answer.. The reference to general-education required

(Or observed as an average) in more advanced countries is mis/ad-

since the education expected in eachIlccupation depends,pri-

marily on the overall level of education of the population, and
/

policies affecting the latter have had very little to do, his-

torically, with informed evaluations of the impact of education on

productivity.- Nevertheless, it is probably safe to assume that a
,

-positive net economic gain accrues from '(i)-primary education (6

years) in all bccupations above that of "manoeuvre," (ii) some

first-cycle educationfor all but '"manoeuvres," "ouvriers sp4cial-

ises," and-the lower scale of "employ4s non-.qualifi6s," anc (iii)

a complete secondary education for "cadret/techni4ens" and a high'

percentage of occupations in the "dAction" and "mattrise" cate-

gories.*

There is much less groUhd- to queStion the economic

rentability.f the specialized training required as'a complement

to general education under the proposed standardS. Such a training

must currently be provided by employers (both private and public)

*711e.low potential of secondary'education-for the leaSt
categcrj.e8 can be'illustrated as follows. Three years

:of first. cycle education would cost a minimum of 600,000 francs
...CFA (1975 prices) under existing technolggies, excluding all fore-

gone social product.. given an average',salary of 200000 francs
,11975) in these categories,, and diScounting at ,10 %, a worker's
general secondary education would have to increase his productivity.
by some .30% to' justify the expenditure. If the foregone social
.product is added in -- and conservatively valued at two years of
sararyr-, the-necessary productivity increase would .be 50%.
Such.a favorable outcome Of general education at this level appears
most unlikely.



. when not acquired in independent programs. This alternative sag-

gests that'occupational training might, indeed, be,ieft to

employers rather than be expanded as a formal activity of the edu-

cation system. Training by employers is much moreilikely to be

realized at minimum cost and to meet the test of economic renta-

bility since, the private sector at least, these conditions

coincide with those of maximum profitability.
a

Employer training does have its drawbacks, however,

especially with.respect to transferability. Furthermore, as long

qualified non-Ivorians retain alarge degfee of competitive

access to jobs, they Will be hired in preference to Ivorians if

the latter enter the labor market without a full complement of

training. While a'aominance of non-Ivorianain the labor force oc-
, I

-'curs only at both extremes of the occupational classificatiOn

("direction" and "cadre-techniciens" on the or,e hand; "manoeuvres"

on the other), about one-third of all qualified workers in the
.

private sector originated from outside the Ivory Coast in 1971
s

(see Table 3) : "'For the sake' of Ivorian-ihomesand vorian con;-.
,

troy, tnerefore, an increased reliance on accredited training in-

stitutions appears desirable.

2. LimiLimits of Economic Productivity

The capacity of bgheficial secondary -education

modules can be'projected in the light of adjusted occupational re-
.

i4tarements" specified above, based on expected new job Openings in

each occupational category. Capacities are expressed as a percerit-

age of each cohort completing the primary cycle (number first en-

rolled in the CM2 class), with an rizonof 12-15 years.



-TABLE 3

ate Sectdr: Employment Levels by Sex, Nationality and Employment Classification, 1971

t
.

Ivorians
Africans

Non-Ivorian Non-African Not Declaredation
i Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

chniciens

Dualities (Cat. 5 et +)

Non-Qualifies
5) -

Zualifies
e + )

Specialises
t 4)

(Cat. 4et 2)

!es

325

634

2,490

5,569

6,628

10,259

17,208

16,370.

64Q

4

. 35

.61

183

736
,;.

473

..

.155

152,

255

33

2

220

251

707

1,554

4,790

3,906

10,200

37,041

, '153

, -3

13,

19

36
.

113'

68

29

49

26

4

3

1,752
.

2,555

1 604
'

151

16

93.

7

3

6

. 217

256

584

1,305

27

60

.

11

20

60

:28

83

126

.

425
'44

1,292

22

82

1

1
.

25

17

18

26

5

3

36

60,127 2,083' 58,785- 360 '6,167

.

,

2,454
,

.

2,149 135

nquetes de la Main d'oeuvre
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(1) With respect to "employes qualifies"'and

"ouvriers qualifies," the annual output of individuals. with some

iirst cycle education and occupational training has reiaiesehted .

less than half the estimated requireitent in recent years. Bpi

1065 (pee Table 4), the annual demand for,"employes qualifies"

will be over 4,000, and that for "ouvriers qualifies" in the

neighborho?4, of 5,500... In terms of ccthorts-completing th? pri-

mary cycle: in relevan, years (see Appehdix'Table A2), the demand

for individuals with-Ja complete first-cycle education and train-
:

ang will thus come t4 5%, and that'for people with a partial

first-cycle edadatiotkand training to nearly 6%.

Given the current level of formal training for in-
s.,

dividuals leaving the first cycle, meetin4the demand for individ-

uals in these two categories 'would'require a moderate increase in
w,

the availability of training Orograms following completion of the
, 1h*

first cycle (from 4...tb 5% of each cohort completing the primary

cycle), and a sharp increase in traini.ng opportuni ies after 2-3'

years of first cycle education. (from 2 to 6% of each cohort).

Sche reorientation of this trAining.is also in order, since the

shortage is acute in many technical-occupations, whilea Surplus

is observed-in commercial and clerical jobs.

(2) On the other hand, the output of individuals

with a second-tvole education appears more-than adequate to satisfy

projected requirements. By 1985, the annual demand for new persOnnel

in the "direction," "cadres-techniciens" and "maitrise" categories

*The annual demand is approximated through division pf the,
projected 1981-85 demand by 5.
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Table Demand for New Labor, 1973 and 1981 -85 by Employment' and Industry ClassificatiOn

Po

OCCUPATION

INDUSTRY
,

DIRECTION

CADRES/

TECHNICIANS MAITRISE

EMPLOYES'

QUALIFIES*

1

OTHERS

1973

NA

19111-8

,

3,602

1973

..898

1981785

3,508

1973

982

1981 85

8,594

1973.

3,390

1981-85

20r506

1973

6,857

1981 -85

78,870

.

TOTAL

Forestry, Breeding

Geology, Mines, ouarries

6oletructiOn,

Wood, Plastics

Textile

Leather

Transformation of

ricultaral Products .

Chemistry

Metes, Mechanics

Electricity'

Transportation, Freight.
.

iGraphitlArts

Disc. Technical. .

CoMMerce

Tourism, Hotels

Domestic, .

NA 357

NA 3

NA 44.

NA 44

NA 30

NA 1

NA ,' 31

NA 12

'NA 83

NA .17

NA 21

NA 6

NA '3

NA 1)499

NA /c'' ..,138

NA 4

201.

16

10

13

2

8

3,10

71

53

39

6

13.2

167

2(

,155

53..

99'

'' 11

86

.90

261

142

310

15

47

.542

159

3

13

86

26

23

3

6'

1

142

50

.31..

11

110-

79

28

1, 415..

94

10.:

2'

.129

: 254

1,164

426

'292

32

991

557

265.

16'

.169

.6 18

378 1,.554

324' 1)239
H,

":71 '435

13" 64

21 244

37 372

592 3,876

166 1,392:

538. 2,831

. ,

'43 118

;63"

.395 1,831

524

297

,..,

..l8,277

55 *: N,

865. 2,365

495 2,253

777 3,388

.37 405

,

135 2,329

89. 1,507°"

993 4,221

'228 1,198

1,535 30,835-

62' 229 '

47

1,174 2,884

906)

.4 ifii:
.,.,
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[Table - continued)

OCCUPATION

INDUSTRY , ',

DIRECTION

CADRES/ ,

TECHNICIANS MAITRISE

EMPLOYES

QUALIFIES OTHERS

1973 190145 1973 1981-85 1973 1981-85, 1973 1981-85 1973 1981-85

Economics NA 4 a 299 74 251 56 643 12 180

Office ,
. NA 28 73 506 266 1,285 774 4,329 332 2,S84

Judicial OA 1;234 347 393 118 206 58 12 15 12
. )

Teaching, Research N1' 9 27 109 56 21

Medical, Social NA 50 44 t 67 195 139

Literature NA 4 4. 33 30 10 111 46 165

MiscellaneouS NA' 13 2 47 1,061 5 61 7 341

SOURCES:

1973: Besoins En Main D'Oeuvre Et Ressources Fournies Par Les Etablissements De Formation,
Bilan 1973; Office National. De Formation Professionnelle, Ministitre De L'Enseignement
Technique Et De La Formation Professionnelle..

1981-

1985 . Les Besoins En Main D'Oeuvre De LIEconomie Ivoirienne, 1976/80, 1981/85, Office
,National De Formation Professionnelle, Ministere De L'Enseignement Technique'Et De Li
Formation Professionnelle .and Direction Des EtudeS De. Div,plopment, Ministke Du Plan.
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w();11 add up to 3,200, or:about 4.5% of the relevant cohorts cm,

pleting their primary education. This is only half the 9% cut-
.

rently admitted 'to the second cycle.

Since only 6% reach the terminal grade c4 the cycle

and 5% obtain the "baccalaure-at," there, is no sign Of an actual

striplus of individuals with a complete secondary education. Given

the imbalance of enrollments in favor of commercial careers, a

_shortage of technical personnel ruld, indeed, continue to-be ob-

served in association with surpluses in other areas, even if the

9% admission to the cycle is maintained. Assuming that the process.

of student selection and orientation at the upper secondary and

university levels will not improve dramatically in the coming

years, the satisfaction Of national needs' in this area may require.

an intake of up to 10% of each cohort (completers of primary edu-

cation) by theseCond cycle.. Ait

(3) The 1985 demand for "employes; non-qualifies" is

--projected in the range of 5 to 6 000. For all to,:_teceive an aver-

e three years of first-cycle education, an additional 5% of

cohorts completing their primary education would have to be ad-

mitted to the cycle. Since the economic rentability of secondary

education in a large percentage of jobs in this category is 'open to

question, a "general-education" module of variable length is counted

as beneficial for up to 4% of each cohort.

(4) The recapitulation of capacities identified for

different beneficial modules in the preceding review-justifies a

total of admissions to the first cycle ofsecondary education equal
L.

to \25% of each cohort completing their primary education (of reacti-
I .

_

E

ing/CM2), with 15%'slated to complete the first cycle (10%

44



continuing into the second cycle and 5% going to,occupational
N.

training), and 10%'rell.eased before the end of. thec-first cycle' (6% -I

6
going to occupational training and A% entering the labor market).

This total constitutes a first approximation of

the economically efficient flow of students through the first

,secondary cyCle and beyond, to be corrected in the next section.

It must also be taken as Preliminary, since it rests on a s

ficial review of available training and manpower data.* A more
'\ -

detailed and better documented analysis of the problem of transi-
.

tion from secondary education should be undertaken, by Ivorian

authorities at the earliest opportunity.

C. %Economic Efficiency - Second Approximation and Qualifications

( IAdmissions to the tycle in excess of the number of liko-
0

fitable educations which-The system can provide are nevertheless

:defensible on several grounds, including that of economic efficienc .

Specifically, the exclusion of students from further education or

training at the end of each grade of the first cycle represents a

far better process of selection than equivalent cuts in the rate of.

access sixiame. Deferred exclusions-are based on a cudulative,

record cf performance that is clearly more relevant than student

responses to a

,47!4orcing out" students following liberal

ne-time examination; accordingly, the process of

issions is more likely

to match individuals and educational modules in accordance with the

requirements of maximum net prOductivity.

*See notes to Tables 1-4 for sources.

1



The Opening up of 6dmtSsions at the level of the sixieme..
also represents a positive Fasponse to the requ rements of social

eqbity, which is only pareiroffSeX by exclus ns at a later

stage. Chances to acquire a proddCtive secon

enlarged for the less advantaged students,

experienced at the end of the prima

prevent further efforts toward their removal.

ary education are

ce development lags

are longer used to

Furthermore, several

important benefits derive from the admieSipn of women in closer

equality with men, even though a sizeable 'propo ion of each feMale

cohort can be expected to remain out of .the ;.abor force.

The question, once Again; is whether the cost of "excess

initial enrollments is justified by their' benefits -- or; more

preqisely, beyond what point the Marginal

tions exceeds the marginal bei Tlefit they pro

Case the Maximum number of pro-

flows througli the system and

initial. enrollment exceeds in an'

fitable educations, since tuden

beyond are not fully ci3iirollab

st'of deficit educa-

°The efficient

and a "contingency reserve"

Must be incorporated How many students should be

/admitted beyond that,qe ehids.d02the value placed by Ivorian

author::ties on differe4,cdpkohefitS 'Of the associated benefits and

on thelr responsivenesS::tb the.7pregsUres, of popular', demand.** It

*On the other hand,tthe43Fqyision of 'a full secondary educa-
tion to all students at cphteihrUktOTIevels of admission would'
generate both high economid.bistp-andklangerous expectation gaps.

**The respohse to sockaiklmalUlj Pot .fully measured by the
number of admissions to the:tirSt%4cle, 'since candidates are seek-
ing completion

sec
cycle.iter::,:However, it is probable

o'that failures tecce secorldpir:leyq,6iplomas are more easily
accepted by student g and their' 'pria,nts,One the challenge of
secondary studies has. been e*Perienp0:;'-
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4
would seem, however, that the realistic range of admissions ip ex-

*

cess of the numberieducable in profitable modules fal s within 20%

and 100%, any percentage under 20 clearly lacking in (political

feasibility and social equity, and any percentage over 100 leading

almost certainly to unacceptable social. losses at the margin.

11 Quantititative Options in Secondary Education

The above analysis identifies two extreme sets of para-

meters between which Ivorian policies respecting secondary educa-

'tion call reasonably belbcated.

(1) The first is a "lean" polic , baSed on a number of

profitable educations equal to the maximum estimated in section B.

and on an "excess" of admissions equal to2pnly one-fifth that

.
.

The rate of access to sl.xieme under this alternative is

reduced to 30% (one-fifth in exc ss of 25%). For all profitable

mpdules tobe filled to capacit , the student flow must be such
. .

'Of 100 students admitted to sixieme,.33 lor 10/.3) eventually

.second Cycle, 17 4br. 5/.3) go to formal training after

the firs; cycle, 20 (or 6/.3) do so before finishing the.
J.

1

30 (the remainder) leave the cycle without further

; ;--Utaticn or tr44c---

Given the,narrowing of entries into the first cycle under

this alternative, special attention would have to be given to the

promotion of more equal access among-regions and social groups.

Regional,disparities are.sharp in the present stage of Ivorian de-
.

velopmpnt, and-theiriMination is: an important objective of

*An illustrative student flow consistent with this pattern is
shown in Diagram .2, p. 62.
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national planning. On a per capita basis, the'number of secondary-

school students originating from different Departements varies

from a low of 4.0 per thousand in Touba to 25.11 per thousand in

Gagnoa. As in other social areas, equalization is easier to
t

achieve under conditions of general expansion than otherwise, and

its progress would undoubtedly be slo d by a general policy of

restricted access. The same applies to the equalization of access
t

by sex: For women to achieve a 40%-repr sentation inadmissions

to sixieme (now 25%),and for all occup tins to be filled with

qualified individuals, women would have to geenearly 30% of all

jobs requiring some secondary-education more if some of the men

are hired in jobs for which their secondary education is not re-

quired).

(2), The second alternatiV.e may be termed--4Itberal" for

lack of a better word. It is based in part on more optipistic

expectations concerning the productivity of general secondary edu-
.

cation . and /dr its cost of production, with due regard for the

possible adoption of more efficient education technologies. It'.

also implies alhigh valuation of the benefits. Of more informed

student selection and better equalized, social opportunities.

Finally, it recognizes the political difficulty of narrowingup

entry.into any established cycle of education.

Under this policy, admission to sixieme is raised from

the present 45% of cohorts reaching the CM2 to 50%, or twice the

chpacity of profitabk4 modules. The student flow required to ex-

'haust the capacity of profitable modules can again be determined

from percentages estimated in section 13: out of 100 students enter-

ing sixieme, 20 (or 10/.5) reach the se6ond aycle, 10 (or 5/.5) go

48.
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.to formal training at the end of the first cycle, 12 (or 6/.'5) do

so before completing the cycle, and 58 leave without thb benefit

of complementary training. .

Given the large size of the latter group, its members
0

will compete for jobs currently held by individuals with a CM2

education and, as well for places in formal training programs

now,entered at that level. .Pressures for access to secondary:

level training programs will also tend to raise, admission re-
,

qvirements there, so that programs currently accessible after one

or two grades of a first cycle will call for three or four, and

those already requiring four grades'will become more competitive.'

If the first cycle' is to-play its role as a selection device, and

if all feasible economies are to be achieved consistently with

stated objectives, the bulk of student eliminations (exclusions

from prOfitable modules-) should be accomplished .at the end of the

first and second grades, rather than through anotherset of massive

examinatiOhs after bringingmost students to the fourth grade

-(troisieme).* Students eliminated at the end of the first two

grades should then be allowed to transfer to the complementary cycle

(see below)-, although the expectation is that few would choose

to do,so.

The choice of policy alternatives close to the "liberal"
I ,

,educational technologies capable of effecting a substantial re-

pole may not be justifiable in the absence of a shift to new

d tion of the cost per student ye r. "Technology," in the pie-

Nntext, refers to' the whole- modus operandi of schools or

An illustrative student flow consistAt with thispattern
is shown in Diagram 3,.p. 63.

5(9
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training programs, and incorporates as a component the possible

utilization of modern audio-visual means (for which the term

"technology" is often reserved in educational literature).

(3) The policy'choice extends to any rate of access be-

tween the 30% specified under 'the lean policy and the 50% effective

under the liberal policy. The only alternatives considered in the

review carried out in Part Two, however, are 34% 44% and 50%, the

intermediate rate being that recently observed in,the system .and

selected as a potential objective in several d curents of the Service

Autonome.

,

Alternative options are *alsci-idorth considering with

respect to the student flow beyond admission. The two extreme

policies, as described, incorporate a relatively "efficient" student

flow, i.e:, the number of students carried through each identified

IseqUence..is exactly "the number required-to satisfy m

'and the weight of student elimination's is shifted to

gradei of the cycle.

in Part Two are those

The specific "efficient"' flows

npower demands,

lard the early

to be considered

illustrated in ,diagram 2 (for the.30% rate of

access) and diagram 3 (for the 50% and, by extension, the 44% rates

of access ). Less efficient solutions may have to be accepted,

however, in response to parental pressures for a high rate of stu-.

dent rerenzion. Accordingly, two alternative student flows are

considered in association' with the 50% and 44% rates of access:.

(a)' the relatively efficient flow represented by diagram 3, and (b)

the less efficient flow iMplemente in the current: system and

represented by diagram 1.
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III. CURRICULUM OPTIONS IN COMPLEMENTARY EDUCATION

If the rate of access to sixime becomes stabilized at 44%,

and if no alternative post-primary channel is developed, the number

of completers of the primary cycle left 1.4kout further schooling

will grow from an annual 40;000 at present to 85,000 in 19p5 and

nearly 120;000 in 1990. Any reduction in the rate of access to

pixieme ("lean" alternative), would result in even higher'figures.

Such an outcome, howeveris excluded under existing commitments

of the Ivorian govermet: The Educatipn Reform mandates the

provision of free ed&ation to all children upto age 15, and thus

beyona the expected age of primary school completion.

The guarantee of some post-primary education to pupils left

out`of the secondary system represents a minimum response of Ivorian'

atithorities to pressures of the less favored classes for equal 4c-
_

cess to education. While the expansion of secondary schooling al-

ready represents a massive advance toward more equal opportunities,

the very size of the secondary enrollment (nearly one-half of those

completing the pririary cycle) removes post-primary education froM

the catec-orx of "sP1,.-"vg." cycles and-creates for all who reach

the end o: primary education and expectation (and a recognizable
c4

right) of access to further studies. To refuse this access to over

half of the qualifying- cohdrt would generate a.high level of. frus-

tration.

The generalization of education up to age 15, however, appears

to be quite justified by the benefits it promises in terms of

national objectives. Not only.does the institution: f a complemen.tar

r.
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cycle beyond,theprimary years help equalizing opportunities, among

different sectors of the population, bat it has the potential 'of

generating a substantial net economic' return. The primary system

provides no specAfic preparation for the integration of individuals

in production structures, whether in the form of occupational

training, general skill development or vocational orientation.

Such preparation is likely to,be highly productive .and cost effi-

cient during the coming phase of Ivorian development, since a ma-
_

jority of the individualS to be absorbed in modern sector (or

,modernized) occupatiols can rely on no'personal, family or community:

experience in developing appropriate'attitudes and perceptions.

Under the nearly automatic promotion now prevalent in all branches

of the'primary education system, a substantial proportion of

pupils completing the C1,42 will also be lacking ae,.basic skills

sought by primary education. The functionality of Otis group can

be improved at relatively low cost through the-provision of a.;nix

of general education at the upper primary level and occupational

training or orientation.

The development. of,post-primary alternatives poses problergs

similar to those identified in relation, to the growth of secondary

scheolin financial costs and constraints on .resource mobiliza-

tion. An additional difficulty met in the-development of , alterna.4

tives is that no infrastructure, exists as yet; furthermoi'e, there is

paucity of tested educational models.relevant ta the learning

objectives outlined earlier. On the,'.othet hand,.an eduCation

clearly ident4cfied as comOrementary to the primary cycle is lesS
,

likely to generate acute e-Xpecttion gaps than eraditidnal'SedOndary

0educatiori.

011



The options available to the Ivory Coast with respect to oom-
,

pleMentary education concern two related areas of. decision:

A.. Curriculum of the Complementary Cycle, Including Length

of Studies.

The preceding analysis suggests the desirability of gene-

ral education and work-orientation components with a l?igh degree

of-flexibility in response to the various ages, educational attain -

ments and intergst&of admitted pupils. Two main options.,can be
b 4

contemplated with respect to length of studies and curriculuM

structure:

One (first.,47Tiel) is a three -year dydle4.providing Al='
,

ternative graded curriculum sequences which adMitted pupils would
.normally be expected to complete..

-The other (second model) is a non-graded, variable-

length cydle offering a variety of short apd long courses, and

which puPils,would.normVy attend through their,15th,year.

"Under the second model, the complementary cycle' could ac-

cept pupils who failed to n admission to sikieme at the end of

their first CM2 year and intend to renew their canaidacy.. This sug-

gestion ot the.-Service-Autonome would eliminate CM2 repetitions whict.

currently ru n at the rate of 85 for every 100 pupils reaching that
7.

.ClaSs: Students working toward the examination could divide their

time 'between academic review courses in the areas where their pre-

paation is weak, and occupational orientation or training courses.

Not only would this approadh eliminate repetitive instruction of no

value
4k 1.

tO candidates but those who never succeed in gaining admissior
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. ,
. 0,

. -)66 the secondary system would end up with a useful complement of r-^
work - oriented' education.-

This outline-bf. possible curricula under tOltwo mode4,
is equate for the. rough cost projections-carried out iril-Prt Two

It-sho be clear, however, that a muah larger pool of resources

expertise need be applied by.Ivorian authorities in order to

determine the optimum content and.structure of .t./10 instruction to

be_provIde.l. in the complementary cycle.

Rat4pf Growth of .Enrollments in the Complementary Cycle

The computations presented in,thisdocumen't..are based on.opti-

mistic projeCtions of, entry and retention rates by-1985, the pto-
,

portion, of.qualified students who ac4ually enroll .rising progressively

up to thit date.

The number qualified for enrollment in the cycle will,

self, depend on two factors: (a) Folicies pursued with respect to

scheduling of access ..to the secondary syStem; and .(1)).0which of the

two Models of'comple7entary education destribed under (1) is

adopted. Since,the first of these conditions also dete;rmilies new

en.rollthents in 5sixi-:71s, and both togethe? affect total enrollment
4

inthe cl,pss,mal categories of enrollments ;f011owing the first
year of

chapter-,

,education:

im=2 are projected jointly in the following

dealing- with the scheduling of access do post-primary

tq.



4- IV. :ScileDULINGi,OF'ACCESS:TO POST-PRIMARY EDUCATION
#

4.
*

7
-

ContrOl21412Rate of Access to Sixleme: Alternative
(v.

4,

InstrUM8hts.
dr, 4. 0 e

. 0

The rattof,accessixo sixieme is-defined with reference to
*

vy
pupiAdvreac4 Cng the CM2: it is the percentage of, such pupils event-

.

uall? ad fitted fq sixime: , A given rate of access can be tbtained,'
44

through arious combinations of (a$ rates of admission and "(b)
. - 41

,

cumulative rates'of.CM2 repetitio.n. The rate of admission is define(

as the pe'rCentage df. each CM2 class admitted to,s.ixiere in the .f011o

ing academic year: The cumulative rate of repetition is the number

of years repeated per'100 tents reaching the CM2; it,diffe'rs from

the simple "rate of repetition," which dedignates the percentage of

each CM 2 class repeating during the next academic year.

* .Fbr'eXamPle, a 44% rate of access can :bereached by.CM2

°cohorts based on the current 24% admission rate and a 84% cu(llula-
j ,4

tive repletition rate: for 100 students reaching the 042, there will!

be (100 + 44) x .24 =44 admissions. -.The same rate, of accesscould,

h ecolver, be Obtained by any4'coratilation of. admissiOn rate Ar
a ) and

.. .

'F 4cumulative repetition rate (rd such .that (i) r is less than 44%

and (ii) rdo (r r
c

) r
a

= 44. For example:

r, =. 30%
a

r = 40%

1/4, 4

The two determining:rstets are -not independent of
4/4.

one an-

others n ra/e.they set directly -ducation authorities.- Rather,

:4 a

=.47%

= 13%

4
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they jointly result from the interaction of various public decisions

and individual behaviors:

(1) 'The admission rate far exceeds the passing rate of

pupils taking the examination admidsion to sixieme in the public

system. At present, less than 14 of all candidates are passeld,'

while the admission rate stand's t 24%. The differences is explained

by "parallel" (public system) an "paying" (private system) admis-
,

'sions that by -pass the examination. The pressure for either type

of admission, given the examination passing rates, is affectedloy

limitations placed on CM2 repetitions (or on re-examinations), and

the size of "paying" admissions depends in-turn on the availability

and cost of private secondary education (which now accounts for 1/3

of all hew enrollments in sixieme). Both the efficiency and the

equity of title selection of individuals for secondary education

could be improved by admitting a higher percentage of students

through examination, i.e., by raising the passing rate closer to

the desired admission rate and reducin.9Lparallel entries correspond-

cingly.

(2) The curn:lative repetition rate depends not only on
.

the admission rate(which determines what percentage of CM2 pupil.

.must repeat if they are. to gain admission at a later-date) and on

Whatever direct Orindirectlimits are placed on. repe tion by

.scheolallthoritie6; it is also affected by (i) the .way in which

reOetition.affects tliei competitive position of pupils in the next.

3.

round of admissions, (4) the disposition of, rejected. pupils to re-

new their attempt, and (iii) alternatives offered by private educa-

iion., To the extent that each cohort of. CM2 entrants must compete

with pupils from obber cUOrts, thelrate of growth of new CM2
[

enrollments also affects the-otitcome.

4'
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As previously noted, the current rate of admission to

sixieme is. 24%. The 'repetition of pupils intent on admission in.
the public secondary system is indirectly controlled by,the age

"
limit of admission to sixieme: 15 years within the calendary year.*

Public schools allow their pupils to repeat as long as their en-

rollment is cOnsistentwith this limit. Pupils bound for the

private secondary system and enrolled in priv'ate schools can, in

principle, repeamore years, but they can gain admission without

doing so. No quantitative inforCation bearing directly on individ-
7

ual resgbnses to these (or other) conditions was available for the

present study. A number of working assumptions, had to be substi-

--1 tuded for the missing behavioral model in order t ,generate the

required p ections of pupil ,f lows. TheSe assumptions are listed

in C. below.

Cost-benefit Evaluation of Alternatives

epetitions are generally viewed as inefficient, with the

result that a preference is generally, expressed by policy makers

for student flows exhibititig low'rates'of repetition. In the pre-

Sent ccntext,such an approach would mandate the setting of an ad-

mission rate close to the
4

desireclaccess rate and.the imposition of
l'

severe c=itrols o CM I2 repetitions. f should be kept in mind,
, i

however, that repetition's at the CM2Jevel generate benefits as well

as costs.
r .

(1) On the cost side, thetpain comp

alternati.ve earnings or learning'on thapart oflpupils who never

succeed in gaining admission to the stcondary system. In future

is the loss of,

*The age limit is actually specified with respect to the ex-
amination for admission tovsixieme.
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yeaxs, the foregone alternatjve will be that of a work-oriented ed-

ucation within the complementary cycle, although the loss could be
4

greatly mitigated if, following suggestions of the Service Autoribme,

second and third preparations of the sixiamd entrance examination

are in fact carried out within the new cycle and leave room for a

complement of other courses.

For students who do eventually gain admission tosixieme,

there is no loss from repetition if the learning acquired during

,.repeated years is essential to their.successful pursuit of.secondary

education: If, on the other hand, the admission rate is so low as

to exclUde from the current selection pupils who could immediately

benefit from secondary training (and will be permitted to do so

after one or several repetitions), there is a clear social waste in

the form of postponed entries into the labor force.

(2) The allowance of substantial repetitions does, how-
' S

.

ever, generate imptprtant benefits of the same nature as those de-

)scribed earlier in Charter III. Thelprobability of obtaining an

effiCienz and equitable selection of.pupils for the secondary system

is greatly enhanced by allowing students reaching the CM2 several

chance compete: as we 1 as sOme'additional year to,prove their

. aptitude. Thkproblem is made more acute by the existence of a

private school system in which repetitions cannot be directly cOn-

tr011ed: Were public-school pupils prevented.from repeating up to

the present age limit, their chances of admission through examina=

tion would be reduced in relation to thoseof private -Students.*

*Opportunities can be made less unequal through a tighter form of
indirect control: disqualificattpn from future admission in the public
secondary system of all pupils ehrning less than a given mark in the
eAtrance examination. Private-sChool pupils would still retain an ad-
vantage, however, since (a) the schools could have them repeat the CM2
"ahead of time," i.e., until,} they are ready to takethe examination
with a chance of success, and (b) they are also more likely to have
access to private secondary education.
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This would only enhance existing inequalities, since private- school

pupils are also the.more likely to benefit from parallel or paying

.admissions. A liberal repetition policy can also be eXpected to

increase the satisfaction of popular demand -- by creating a

heightened perception of access.to secondary educatiqn given any

selected rate of effective access to sixieme.*

C. Main Policy Option; Control of Repetitions

Based -on the preceding considerations; it appears that *an

excessive,reduction,In'allowable repetitions would be neither de-

sirabie npr pradeicAle. 'The range of options to be considered

with respect ,to Contro14of CM2 repetitions -- 'or, more generally,
. -

additional years ofkepapaqqn for admission to sixi&me -- reflects

this evaluation.

Only two' alternatives are considered, both of which

limit the number of CM2 repetitions to two (or the number of exam-
:

ination years-to three). Additional rules must be specified in each

case, to that the following percentages of rejected pupils repeat after

their fizst and se"oond-attempt at gaining admission: Under option 1, 80%

and 50%; under option 50% and 50%. Percentages under the first option

floose ::-tntrol) generate'oughly the'game student flow as the cur-

rent re-zetition although .the latter trains off over addi-

tionaLvears: The Second option (tight control), on the other hand,

*Individuals are much less likely to question the fairness of
their rejection following several sets of examinations than if,it is
.irretrievably decided at the end of their first CM2year.
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. results in _a substantial reductiorijor t ,in,6idence of repetitions,

The simplest-rule. ava.,401O-fio*,00 generation of

desired anneal repetition perce4400:1*.t4e.disqualification of a
ti

,

fixed proportion of failed.studarfrOm examination in later years.

The disqualification rate is specified 'in terms of failed students

not already excluded from furtbOidpqation by the age limit. The
.

1

more 'students reach the age -thelless the number to be dis-

qualified in order to generate, a giver ,.repetition percentage, but

the higher-the disqualificatiO rate required to'achieve a given
,

total of di.4qualifications.. Bals'edO:na simulation carried out in Chapt4

V,_ and on the assamption that ,paralXel admissions.are ellginated, option

can be aloPrWcimated.by disqualific'atiOn of the "low',..A% of

failed 'pupils' (.under:,the.,,ageliMitnd option'

CUrateSPecification of diSq01it*0 on
,

rates, however., would recpkre: the collection and a aalysiss;.'of detailed
.

. .

enrollment' and examination data, including, in partikular, the

results Of;eaminations adritini.Ptered to pupils educated(in

syst6m4

.*The stability Qf,r0f*tition rates in tesponse to'currerit'pais
is hi,ghl sensitive tO .the age distribution of pupils at, the Cbq10ve/..
In the fradition41 school-sYstem, 2/3 of -the pupils complete,their
firctlyear of CM2 bet* the agep.of 13 and 15, so that tbey. are
limited tozerot,O'nc..0 Or .two repetitions in accordance wkth tU.'PxaMiz.
nation age limit.. The percentage of repetitions could 'go much4igher

majority'otpupils completed their first CM2 at ages art4A.3,
as is now occuring sin;: the. TV schools undei automatic grade4pr*6'tion.
The proposed alternatives greatly reduce the impact of ate distreb-
tion on number:Of-repetitlons. However (see Chapter V) A, the acW''e4e-
ment of clesirea.r*Ptitians in the traditional system during the :trans
ition to gerrprld7.ed automatic-pcamtgOn may require a one-yeardp-
crease in the ,e)tzilinatio age limit.

60



A
O. Interaction of Options Governing Post-primary Enrollments.

Enrollments in the complementary cycle and admissions to

the secondary cycle are controlled by (i) the selection of a model

of complementary education and' (ii) the selection of an option

within any two of the following three decision areas: rate of ac-

cess'to sixierde rate of admission and contro/.of repetitions

toward the entrance 'examination`. The classification!of-policies or

"scenarios" reviewed in this study is based on optieris relating to

the-rate of access and the control of repetitions. Tkiis means

that the desirable,admi,p,sion rate is specified as a:function of

options Selected in the latter areas.*

To the extent that (1) the choice Of rate of access and

'control of repetitions affects the numbet of repeated'preparationS

. ,:ta the Sixieme entrance examination , and. 42) these preparations,PW

under the secona'modelof-6omplementary educaion, are shifted from,'

the CM2 to the complementary cycle, the options that govern post-'

primary enrollments have a strong residual effect 042 enrollments.

It,is th'Us logical to review the impact of alter ative. combinations

of the three sets of 'options sirrultaneously in-both areas. This is

.4on# in Appendix Table A3 in accordance with the following model:

*Given therepetition,pereentages of failed pupils in the ffti.
and sccnd year, an appropriate rate of admission can always be i -7d11
ciliated to generate the desired rate of access. The calculation4
'quite simple if it is assumed that the percentage gaining admission

'm,eaCh year is equal for all classes' Of pupils, whether first-year or
repeaters.

. -- . AP
If, under this assumption, the admissipn rate is k, and the

pe centages of failed pupils repeating after the first and second year
ar a and a.respectively, k is related to'the rate-of access ra, by:

)01 + a(1 - k) + as (1 - k)
2

] = r
a

The relationship serves to estimate the proper rate of dmission given
the desired rate ef access and the selected option resp cting control
4 repetitions (associated parameters a and 13).

61
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Each sub-table describes the flow of 100 first-year

CM2 pupils under one of six combinations of .(a) rate of access to

sixieme (3 options) and (b) regulation of repetitions (2 options).

- The 'flow in each sub-table is calculated underthe

two options specified with respect to complementary. education:

A

Option 1 :' Complementary education functions in ac-

cordance with the-iirst model (sequence of threeirears with al-
-,

ternative graded curricula), and preparation for the sixieme

entrance examination after the first CM2 year-is, carried out

through repetition of the CM2 class.

Option 2: CompleMentary education is provided in ac-

Cordance with-the 'setond model '(ungraded offering 'of short and

TOfig.cciurses normally available up to age 15),'and all:1*eparations

for the entrance examination after the first year except

those of private school pupils are transferred to the comple-

mentary,cycle.*

- The flow of secondary school students is not described

beYond admission to sixieme,` since flow phrameters beyond, that point

are specified under a different set of options (choice of diigram

1, 2 or 3). The student flow in the complementary cycle is fully

described Note, howATr, that the flow calculated under the second

model includes all repeaters of the preparation to,Ithe sixieme

entrance examination, whether in publid or in private schools.**

*The initial projection is obtained as the ium of complementary
cycle enrollments under option (1) and CM2 repetitions pr6jeated under
that option. However, all enrollments projected under option (1)
beyond the third year (from the year of first enrollment in the
CM2) are cancelled, since most pupils would then exceed the normal
age limit of 15.

**Complemenliary cycle enrollments in Part Two are first projectedi
on the basis of flows calculated in Table A3. Undei the second
-model', repetitions of private school pupils are subsequently netted out
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E.. Special Features of the Enrollment Projection

The transition from the present flow pattern to that

-projectedunder each set of options is assumed in all cases to

take iplace over the period 1977-1985. The selected transition

parameters are described in Part Two, where enrollment projections

Are actually carried out. In the caSe of complementary educatioi,

however, the transition process raises special problems and calls

for additional adjustments:

- One difficulty results from the gcheduled extension of

automatic promotioh to all parts of.the,pitimary systerri (See Chapter

V) ; %he rates of entry and retention undeilying enrollment pro-
.

jectons in the; complementary cycle are consistent with the loW

average age of CM2 cohorts projected under generalized automatic

promOtion, but would imly a substantial carry-over of pupilsbeyonc

the age of 15 under the current age distributiOn., While, some

over-age-enrollment could; indeed, be permitted during the transi-

tion period (in the first model to allo0 completion of ttp three-

year curriculum, in the ,'second to accomodate the desired f4uota of

repeated pOarat'ions to the 6ixibme entrance examination) rge

ume cf older stude;:ts is not likely to materialize. ThuS, actua:
%

y

entollrents will fail. short of the projected level until automatic

,promotion in the primary grades is firmly established.

- Other .major drags on the size of enTollments in the

complementary cycle during the.early years are, on the one-hand,

:'The percentages entering1the cycle each year under the first'
model are set in relation to the number of pupils who neither re-
'peat 'nor enter sixeme the next year. The percentages are set
optimistically at 90%, 80% an0 70% respectively for pupils in their

Ajfirst, second and third year bf CM2. Net retention between grades
(CC1 to CC2 and CC2 to CC3) is set at an arbitrary 80%.

.-1 63
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. A

Iwr . .0

the low valuation which firtilievill, place initially on this new
A , ,.. !-"'....-"- , . t

form 'Of educaiionand, on tile other, ;th logistical problem of

'de"irelopin9? adequate facilities.

- JUmirdingly, and with th

imputed to preparations of the sixier

ro; '

tion of student ear

Stance examination mnde
* . - .

the second model, coMpleMentarl-entol*40t.S initially proiec ed it
,,.

Part Two in accordance with Table'A arViteduced up to 1985, thel
...

cut dedreasingprOgressiVely-from a dratic 80" in1977
.. .

1985.

ti

4
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V. PROBLEMS OF TRANSITION: OUTPUTS Off' TV AND .TRADITIONAL

PRIMARY EDUCATION':
e

A number of controveestal issues are currently alive .n the

Ivory Coast,, concerning the transition of pupils.eductited in TV

primarrschools to the first cycle of secondary education. The

first gioup to complete its primary education in TV classes.

reached he CM2 in the previous academic year. (1976-77), and is

currently seeking access to secondary education. This group was

18000 strong and represented 23% of all pupils reaching the CM2

idv1976. By 1980, however, the number of pupils Finishing their

primary education in, TV schools will have grown to ovv,25,000,

6% of the total,i and by 1990 the percentage will be 84%.

The concerns expressed with respect to the transition of TV

pupils are manifested at' three levels.

A. Performance of TV Pupils' in the Second*ary :cycle

Because the attitudes and aptitudes developed through

the TV schools (inclusive of all pedagogical innovationS) are sub-

tstantially at variance with those produced by the-traditional sys-

tem, it. is feared that new TV generations will not: benefit ade-

quately from .Le type of education currently offered in Ivorian

secondary schools. In its.morepositive (and official) version,

the argument is that TV pupils exposed to traditional secondary,

teaching will lose the benefit of innovations introduced earlier.

in their education career. The view more often expressed by both -

friends and foes of television education, however) that pupils

emerging from TV schools will have difficulties competing with their

colleagues from the traditional system.
65.



Since the pedagogical evaluation undertaken by the

Service d'Eyaluation with Belgian assistance will nbt reach.CM2
.

pupils fort, some time', and since no attemptitlas made to administer

comparative" tests on a -bampling basis' to recent CM1 (3r, new CM2)

.pupils in both types of schools, the validity of these misgivings

cannot be rated with much confidence. The impression gathered by

some outside observers .of classes under both, regimes, ilo4Aver, is

that the gap.between TV'and traditional.pupilhas been unduly

emphasized.* 'There 'is MUch'of the traditional that remains in TV

classes' (where effective expOsure to TV programs averages only 10

minutes per period)

in. turn,

with TV education.-

and traditional classes.have been..affected,

by .the-pedagogicannovations introduCed in connection

The achievement profile generated by one

'learning 'Modemay,.indeed,- differ:in some respects frOm the profile

prOduced.bYtheOther.; but:both profiles 'are likely to translate

into fairly similar apptitudes for secondary educatipn.

As long 'as similar proportions of student cohorts arm

admitted to the first cycle from ei,ther, system, there is," thus
.di'

, , ,.. ,

reason to expect tat (i) TV pupils will do as well as, or better

than, p.1p Us of' simi1.4.r badlcground originating from traditional'
.

. 0

schoOls, and (ii) plqpilsV.11 benefit from their secondary edu-
..r

cation_to

one harp

1
the same extent as .60ers

that educational*.methq

secondary ducation are not in ne:60

'This 'does notmean, on the
a

the-first cycle of IvoFian
at, .e

f ref arm -- to, the beneg t

, 4 b.

*The blamd.for exaggerated Ivorian perceptions of, the. 1
ence in school products rests in part with thcblosi:fed lyrAeisM
international media buffs in their praise of TV edtkAtionr'
part with the consent readiness of conservative-e1'Onentiptp pro-4-
'claim,the failure of 'educational innovations wittout."the-benefkt-of

' proof.



all pupils" ox.,- on 'the other, thA TV 173Upils'would not:bencolfit

from adaptive'4easures applied durihg thAir year

'extent, for'instance, that-TV teaching\has de-emphasized formal

in CM2. Tpthe

,testing` And written work, reintroduction of these' components in

CM2 classes could substantially improve the performance of TV' *.
4 to,

pupils in'sixiame: 'It is alsp apparent th.at the transition will

.

.be, facilitated for those same pupils'rf modern audio-visual means

are irForporated..in secondary teaching, even oh.a modest scale..

ma

Access to th4Sdqohdary SysfeM

In ,the same ;perspective, fears are ,expressed that the

examination for admission to sixieme in ts "present form will 4n-,

duly discriminate against TV pupils, The reason given is that

the skills developed through the TV schoor pedagogy diilribv..4.4m

those tested in the examination:
4, //

a special examination be designed for pupils issuing' from kV

It is accordingly suggested that

schools, with the irp'lication that it shTld result' in a rate of

admission at least as favorable as the examination administered totradi- PI

Some c= the diffiCulties to be'encountered.by TV pupils
)

simply resUlt fry::, the,ir lack of familiarity with 'examication fOr-

Mats., ai-,d'they.could be, remediedthro4Igh:appropriate-drills duting.

the CM2.year. the other hand,the balance of acqUited skills

may,..ind4Pd, vary sufficidbtly between, the two groupS'than an

amination desigmed to evaluate secohdary-school aptitudes witi4n''.

one .group would provide erratic or biaSed measures within the

iecond, .Rather than administering two separate examinations, how-,

'ever, the possibility of broadening the test bdttery, and, in initial.
t

-6 7
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q 't- .
applyingyers at least, applying differcnt_pondbrations to test components

.?...
.. : 4in - accordance witti:pupil-origin, should Abe explOred;at.once.

i ,-There is, in any case, ample reason te'reform the present, examina-
-,

tion, even from' the standpoint of°admissions from the traditional ,

#f-
.

t system.
*

t-
.

Mf

Some qUbstions remain

,examinations would necessArily rekglt in an approxi-mike equalizar

W.

'11#
as 'to whether a "fair" systbm of

tion of admissiOn rates. Fmk, the two systems to perforth equally

\4

A , , U.

611 on an examination which, whil variable in ills 'Contept, fs

meant to select in adoord5pce with a single Cftterion (projectqd

performance in secondary studies), each must exhibit, similar dis-
*v ,

, q4tributions of its CM2 pupils in terms of aptitude for secondary0
*

eduqation. The latter condition, however, cannot be ia en-for

granted: even though the two systems may produce fairly similar

aptitudes when applied to similar individuals, the aptitude di,-
, ,1

,trOutions in CM2 will show significant differences if one -of the

'

systems-has.a-less.advantageo4*ntelethant.the other, o allows

a°; higher percentage of entrants toreach the CM2. 'rlsecaUse TV

educaticn'exCludes the advantaged class of pupils registered'in

.private,schools and operates on the princiOlt of-nearly automatic

promotion. it has been suggested that CM2 glasses in TV schools

would, indeed, exhiit lower averainaptitus than correspondin4

classes in the traditional systeth:#

tid
cie

This expq tation is nod well founded, however, since, on
P ,p

,the one hand, presence of private school pupils. in the tradi-

tional sector is (and will be) counterbalanced by the inclusion of

pupils from the more remote 'tillage areas and on the Other,

automatic promotion'is,rapid1S, taking hold in the traditional sector

G8
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' . as well.
IN
AWhif: less than 4,0 of impils entering the til.adition al

44 .

41.

0,
ev

.,.

primary systdM in 1963 eroilleached th'd CM2, the percentage was

i
nearby 75% AIt

*r

hod" tllo entered in 1968", and it will reach 87%

for those who camA. 1973. v th8 transition rates projected
4

4. 4
4 dIP

..by.-the DO6H arid the Sery Autonome actually become implemented;
"

* ..

the caoMpletion rate will be stabilized at 95% for cohorts entpring

the system a.fter 19175. ,,By compaison, the first TV sch k 'cohort
. -

.'

will have achieved:a comp:Letion rate of about 85%, an stabilize-
o' 4

e *i 1
tion at the same'95% level is projected fo; all TV school cohorts

..», g
., 4"

,,

entering after 1973 Thus, the difference between systems for
$ .

4

P ' _
pupils red the4CM2 in 1976

.

and4peydnd will be negligible.,,,
(It ,

.Meanwhile ths disadvantage suffered by pupils reaching

the CM2 through, TV school4i5 likely to be compensatedopy the
4 e$

dower standh3ids of admission to sixiem4 currently ,applied to 'Young,

rl,

Candidates. As alr'PadV riitted, 3Nor pupils in their first C142 ake

ne, Atly a year you0br, on° t id` average,pthan*heir counterpatts in

r+

. t,traditional schools, SQ that wtever automatic promotiOn may .have
4 .:* 4.

taken from-them in the wartbf ,.,average fteparation level will be
. C ; , *,

returned iINZghdform of a more TIvoraltd.Wtpeatment in the entrance
. .

A -
4

, 4 %

examination. Were TV pupils allowed to repeat 4. CM2 under or

current rules, the,:r rate of accepts woulOreceive Another
.

.

accepts
g

'qr t .1
1

from ---..ir having more opportunities to retake' thP examination
"7

'1 .,
.

,

44,

under;' the a ilmit (15 years). .

,

4 c 0'.

con once of Pupil Flows

This p tentiltor equalized treatm ent is ueset,4Kow-eVer,

by the appare determination of Ivorian.planners toi'iimtt*ropetid-
4

tiaras among pupils reaching the CM2 via TV schools down to a

*

, 4*

469'
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fration of tlhe repetitions observed in the traditional system

(curreritly 85 repetitions for every 100 pupils reaching -the. CM2).

The corresponding percentage'of CM2 repetitions -proposed for TV

schools in early 1976' was as 16w 'as 11.

To establish a common 44% access rate under the speci-

fied repetition percentages- requires that the admission rate of

CM2 pupils in sixieme be 40% for TV pupils and only 24% for tradi=

tional studets.* Since such a degree of disparity is neither,

fair nor likely to be well received by the clinteleot traditional

-.ACM:91s, it was proposed by experts of the Service Autdhome that

the admission ra4for,TV classes be set at 40%, but that the ad-
,

mission rate of traditional CM2 classes (now 26%) be raised pro-

gressively to the same 40% over a ten-Oar period; with a siMul-

taneous decrease of their repetition percentage clatulated 01-keep

the access rate at a constant 44%. .-
.

4 . , -"
Some of the support for this policy is grounded in the*

.

notion that the. tow repetition :rate achieved `.in TV schools
,.- to

naturally. nshould aturally extend to.their CM2 class while students from

the trad:_tipnal
I
y e:- are boundound by thnyerse principle to cod].e co.

theilheels in ,tle;,c.z.2. It ought to ipe clear, however, that the

"high per%aaritage of reDeitions in traditional CM2's (the only ones

dbservable so far) does not constitute an inciependent policy of
,,

I-

the primary system:-it results initially from admiss441?n (including
4

examinati5n standards)of the secondary school system, which currently

*See page 39for definitiopL The admission rate relates to
the total enrollmpt of°CM2 classes and covers -a11 pupils admitted
to s'ixieme.before the next academic year, whether through examination
or through "pAallel" and "paying" Channels. The access rate relates
to the cohort of puplls reachihg the. CM2 (first -time enrollment) and
similarly includes all. channels of admission.

70
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allow only. 24%,of each CM2 class to enter the secondary cycle.
</^,

Ai long as 0such standards, are maintained, the achievement of a

.44% rate of access will require that some 85 repetitions be

allowed for each 100 pupils reaching the.CM2. Conversely, the

lOW.repetition percentage sought by TV schools'can only come about

through a lowering of standards of admission to sixieme, to the

point where 40% of each CM2 class is accepted each year. That low

'percientage, furthermore, can be achieve just. as quickly by

.,traditional schools if the same lower: ndards of admission are

applied to their pupils as to those emerging from TV schools.'

The rationale offered by the Service Autonome for lower-

ing repetitions and:raising admission-rates among TV pupils is far,

more defensible: It rests on the observation that, given the rela-

tively Young age of students reaching the CM2 through TV schools,

and thus the large nuiber of repetitions which they can afford under

the examination age limit, the low admission rate currently in effect

in traditional eduCaticn.would result in a'large P\Imulation of.

repeaters and bloat C!2 classes in the TV system..

This point is illustratedin Table 5, based on a set

of parametes that capttfre the general characteristics of (i)

the age distribu,tion cf new CM2 pupils in-eth system,' aid (ii).

their admission rates under :specified goMinoitexar44.nation standards,

assuming that all failed stud is repeatGt'he CM until the age

limit (15) and that paralle missionsfare,excluded. r If
A

rejected candidates do, indeed, repeat as tong as they

*All parameters used in the illustration afeKrouneled estimates
basted on nom-numerical descriPtaons ofthe actual Situation. They
may differ Substantially from parameters calculated by the;Service.
Autonome on the 'basis of actual examination data.
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airg allowed to, the traditional system .generates a 43% rate of

access with 96 repetitions per 100 pupils reaching the CM2, while

the TV system ends up with a.48% rate-of access and 158 repetitions

Assuming that 10% of potential repeaters drap out before enroll-

ing, the repetition percentages are 86 and 142 respectively. This

means that CM2 c asses in TV education would be even Bore over-
2 .

J

loaded than. they e currently in the traditional system, with ad-,

verse effcts on the cost and internal efficiency of primary edu-

cation.

While all this is certainly true, it is just as evident .

that the age differential betwegn new CM2 pupils in the two systems,

can ke,overcome without creating gross'inequities in the rate of

admission. By allowing all students only one repetition, the rate

of access in both systems is equalized at 37%, and repetition

percentages drop to a comqpn range: 53 in traditional education, 69

in TV education.*. If, more generously, two repetitions are allowed

and the examination age limit is$'2'aised Joy one fear, the rate of

access is 47% in both systems with, howevqF, high levels of repeti-

tion all around: 110 in traditional sACots,,,. 126 in. TV schools.

The repe:ition percentages can be cut through the simple expedient
0

qof barring a fraction, of failed,tandidates from further. examination.**

elf that/raction is '25%, repetttions per 100 students reaching the

CM2 fall to 82 and 91 respectively-, and tthe terminal student flow

*The rate of access can 'e raised to ttib 40-50 1bl/el by
creasing the average admission rate.

**The following calculations see Table 5) assume th t the
number of admissions is unaffected by the previous elimi ation
of low-performance candidates.

.0 72
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in both systems accords with the Pattern' specified-r,for a "loose".

control of repetitions in IV C- If the fraction is 50%, repeti -, .;

tions drop to 4b and 51; and the terminal .flow in bo61* systeins

.is consistent with the patt.erri specified for a "tight" contrilNt.10-

repetitions. These results "detailed in Table .5 clearly
,

establish the feasibility of

common patterns ,of admissidt

education.*

applying common rules and generatj.ng

and repetition atid
I,

.

4.1

While some more receA.' documents of the Service Autbnome**
_

appear to move away froril, the advocacy of extremedidpakities' ixt the'

conditions of admissioh from eacli ,system, and also i,edognize

value of maintaining a substantialrate o repeibri

level, there is still a strong dhereqFe o the -:'11Ai

admission rates for TV pupi18. -,One,mUs hope that

process of evaluation and analysis:carried out
01,

IgService Autonome, the DOGE and, the Miriistbre d Plan ritually

produce a less arbitrary iosolutn 'to t. Problelth po's5,:ge§. ....-

. 0 1
differences in the transition' period On lihe side,, tets'

. .

of prirary TV educal:.-iOlt shou14A44oqnize that t vriAc
4

automatic pro otien th4bUgh 'al i?r-imary' dties is sin no f

sullied
qk

e a'llowance:o1-.repetitioriS,,.at . the poiht wherN
.

Sion standerrdso; f the n4N t'pe Met:.

40N :47=0
X,OP,

*An' a i,*bn
by eliminat,i filof
and 50%'° afie..Ime re

**Pro ibn
l'En86i

zinglt;p0 6#1 is generated 'rli:Taple 5
fai aidates after tie-fi it'

etlt ien ,
4

.,
) .

..

d'Effe ,,,,,. , de lasSes et i'de, M
: .,xv
mni'yd.



(1). Implicit age

: Simulati of Alternative
Regulations of CM2 Repetition

A: Specification of Parameters
distribution of 1.00 pupils reaching

No examination years permitted
under '-the.a9e dimit

pupil's, of traditional
Pupils :of TV system:.

system

:!-(1

(21, Admission -rates (see below for specifications)
L.. .
- . ,, - a Traditional. Sy' e.bi -: :7'

. . ... . . -. .. .

... eXaminati:On.,years erMitt d
. _ . .unde th:a9e'' Aimit 't ,,,,,,,P '''

.. ' '
.,..',Fercent gdmiSted '''" ....

.-,.;'. T' '''' )r.ier. lk
V. ''''' : '; ; ',.;,04' ''' "17

"', ."'" ,t,:.::;4 .','Vear 2
,: ' . 4i, 'I,

e.: /ear 3
*k\''' Year .4

'.., .,,, . -,

' -, bC TV 'System
4

Cli

O' (

0, . ' -JO X T 7, i n . a:t i 9 x 1 ysars rmitted .''
Unde.*:.t.1:41,elaclEelii-.-.: .: '. 4.;-.r,

,,

Year 3
a 4

s'f;,...- . .
Iate-sere projected for a common' examination

undkz whi,- 22% "6:f, tiO:dittional CM2 pupils are admitted,, ajid on theassumPtiditthat-43...*pils who fail the examination repeat until-
.they eithe*:,,p4Ss`, o'x'Apac,A. the age limit. The lack of selectivity

(r,iea automatic promotion) is reflected in loweradinission over,41., The relative magnitude of rates within
each sysiem"-is,_meant. to -,,reflect the relatio9 of 'age at examination,time to 'aillOssion standards and (especiallY in the traditional sys-it .0 ti e4 level.tem) to O b. . a

74
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I
Table, : Simulation of Alternative

Regulations of cM2 Repetition,

B: Projection of Repetitions and Admissions

No.

(1)

exam. years

Free repetition up to the current age limit

Repet. Admit.4.

R

(20)
13
10
8

R

(56).
37
30
25

A

7

3

2

1

A

13
7

5,

2

R

(30)
'22
17-

R.

(40)
32
26

2

A R

8 '. (30) 16
5 24 5

3 ,-

A 'R A

8 (1012
6 8 1
4

1.

Al Z.

(20)13-
.

I

.a:

b.

Traditional

(100)
59
27'
8 .

(86)*

(142)*

24
13
5
1

Year 1
Year 2.
Year 3 I

Year 4

T.V.

'

96

(1001
.77
56
25

43

23
14
9'

.2

Year 1
Year 2
Year" 3
;Year 4

158 48

(2)

No.110am;"years

Limit of one repetition L- Current age limit

2

A

2

,R A

2

"R A

1

R A

Repet., Admit.

a. Traditional R
,,.

Year 1 (20) 7. (30)18 (30)16 -(20)13 1100) 24
Year 2 13 3 22 15 4 15 59 '13

59'(53)* .37.

b. T.V. R A. R A R A

Year 1 (50) 113 (40) (10)12' ("N.' (100) 23
Year 2 37 I7

18

32 6 :8 1 77 14
37 (69)* 37

*Repetitions after 10% deduction for drop outs

A
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Table 5: Part B (continued)

'Limit ofttwo repetitions - Age limit raised by one year

No. exam. years 3

R A

3

R A

3

R 'Aa. Traditional
s'

Year 1 (20) 7 (30) 8 (30) 6
Year 2 13. 3 22 5 24. 5
Year 3 10 2 17 3 19 .3

b. TV A R. A R
Year = (50) 13 (40) 8 10) 2
Year 2 37 7 32 6 8 1
Year 3 30 5 26 4 7 1

2

R A' Repet. Admit.
(20)13 ". (100) 24
17 12' 76 15

46' 8
122 (110)1. 47

(100) 23
77 14
63 10

140-(126)* 47

(4) Limit of two repetitions - Age limit' raised by One year -

Exclusion-OC25% of failed students from further examinations **

No. exam years

a. Traditional

Year
Year 2 .

Year 3

b. TV

Year 1 (50)113 (40) 8 q10) 2
Year 2' 26 17 24 6 6 1
Year 3 16 5 13 4 4 1

3

RA
3

RA,RA
3

(20) 7 (30) 8 (30) 6
10 3 17 5 1c8 5
5 2 9 -3 10 3

R A R A '' R A

2

R A Repet. Admit.

(2013
13 2

(100) 24
58 15
24 8
82 47

(100) 23
58 14

33 10
91 47

*Repetitions after 10% deduction for drop outs.,

**All cells are assumed to be affected uniformly by this
exclusion.
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Table : Part B (continued)

(5) Limit of two repetitions - Age limit raised,by oneyeari:

Exclusion of 'sp% of failed students fiSom further e3/amination

No. exam. years
r

3

.

a.. Traditional, R QA

Year 1
' 7 3

F20) '7

Year 2
Year 3- 2 2

. TV

_Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

R 2!

(50) li
18 7

\ 6 5

3

R *A

11 5'

R

(30)
12_

.

A

6
5.

. 2 Repet.

1t li. A

(2013 1100)
.8 2 38

3 '3 , 4 3 9

R *A R A
,

(4Q) 8 (10) 2 (100)
.1:6 6 4. 1 38
. 5 4 2 1 13

51

(6) Limit of two repetitions - Age limit raised one year
4

.Exclusion of 15% ofHtaned students after one year;

50% after two years

No. exam. year?

a. .Traditional R

Year 1
Year 2-
Year 3

b.' TV . .

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

0

3

A R A

24
15
8

47

23
14
10
47.

3 Repet. Admit.

-R A R A

(20) 7 (30) 8 (20)13 0.00)'
11 3. 19

.

5 20 5- 11 12 61
4.. 2 :7 3 8 3 19

go.

R A. R A II- A R A.

(50) 13. (40).8, (10) 2 (100)
'31 7. 27 6, '7 1 65.
.12 5 10 4 3 1 25

90'

24
15
8

47

23
14
10
47
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Diagram 1: ...Summary student, flow in the secondary system:
Public + Private

(Based on 1973-74 transition.k repetition rates)

A. Flow of 1000 students admitted to sixieme (tirst time)

Legend Transfer to
occup.Ittraining

Abandonments'

Xiomotions

B. Additional fiqw: Transfer from foreign & non-accrodited schools
(inc. new 'accredidation of'schools)

4

(Repetitionk not,shown)

assion o
MOted.'
dellts

Admission
of repeaters

21
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Diagram 2: Suggested student flow in the secon r$ system:
4

Lean policy /30% rate of access to sixieme)
P

so,

Legend

Trensfer to
occup. training

Abandonments

Promotir

I

1
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: Sucnested student flow in the secondary system
Liberal poliax (571..itate of access to -sikieme)

Transfer to
.occup. training.:

Abandonments



TECHNOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES



.

TEdAVRIOUCAL OPTIONS

I' ,

Several,technologicalalternatives are available in the pro-,
,t.

vision of both secondary schoOl education (first cycle) and com-1

.plementary education. These have already been exploted by the,.,"
.

Comitg Scientifique* in 10:5 and, earlier, by UNESCO:** the short

4! review,which follows identifies similar models with, however; some
*0 eimportant shifts in emphasis.

41
Although reports of'the Comite Scientifique carryiio implica-

tions to, that effect, there has been an unfortunate tendenCy among

readers to view tlif identified alternatives as mutually exclusive.'
4,,

while the production Of an education servingwell-deled objecT

tiVes and designed for a homogenous population is ,likely to ex-
,

hibit a single optimal mode, the variety' of external constraints
1 .

under which delOery.to'various groups must, in fact, operate calls

for
0

o4) no tt,the adoption f whichever techlogy is most efficien in each
\ao

. *
cases .Accordingly, the options reviewed in this section iitclude

the a.allel utilization of several.eduoational modes; in different

y.

parts cf the.syster,:.

A. Technol:D=i'caf OptVjns in Secc5fidary Educationst.Cycle)

Gen'eral Typb1o4x .. 1.

OptiOns in the fist cycle of, secohdary cdtcation. A A A '

4

:.carLbe degcribed in terms :et two leve'l's of choice:

*Comite Scientifique Consultatif du Programme d'Education
Televisuelle, Compte-rendh des travaux (1975)

**Mission FAd/UNE40: Etude de.s Possibilites d'Introd*tion
dela Technologie Audiovisuelle dan,s les Enseignernts du Second
tegr6 en Cate d'Ivoire (1973f

482
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(a) Peicentages of .the en-terin9 cohort absorbed in

each of three paraliqa-,-educational.settings.:

Institutional.schookeducation

- Commuiity school edudation
. 4

- Extension or "distanc6" education'

(b) Specific technology (assumed exclusive) within

each educational mode.
a.

2. Educational Settings and Cohort Distribution

The three eclucationalsettings can be. summarily

scribed as follows:

Y.

0

- Institutional school education: Education concen-

trated in an integrated school plant with major input of qual-

if ied 'secOndary-school teachers.

- Community.school education: Education concentrated

in coMmunity.facilities, witti substantial input of teacher/

monitors trained at the primary.level.ad strong dependence on

centralized services del4vered through mail, radio or tele-

vision. This system appears more efficient than standard

sotoolingin spe.T.Isely popu:latdd areas, where the c9st of

or

,s-.:andard schools 'is raised eithC by thee. low 'scale of their

.ceration (if they are dispersed) or by trant(Poitatio-r; expenses

they dre concentrated), Based on the experience. of

Mexico, where the system' is
.

in effect, the, community school

may have cost-saving potential in densely populated areas as

Wellvon the other, hand, the proportdon of their targetTpopu-

lation which communW-schoolS are able to attract is not

known, given the very limited,s.copttofthe Mexican'eperiment,

8



- Extension or "distance" education: Education. ..
, .

centered in, tge hbme with exclusive input of centralized

teaching services delivered through mail and evening radio 1

or television. Such a system functions on the British "open,

university " model and is most efficient for the educati/n of
individuals forced by family circumstances to engage in i

come-pOducing activities. Standard or community school

eau', t*On could not, in fact, reach these individuals at

un OksUbstantial, scholarships are paid:

Since each of the three settings is the most effi-

.cient in relation tof'onemportant segment of the target population'

(admissible individuals,'all three s uld operate in par611e1.

The decision concerning-what percentage of each dmissible cohort

will'be orie4ted toward each setting must rest on '(i) detailed cost.'

comparisonsan&Aii) information cohberhing.the spatial .distribu-
,

tion and work obligationsof cohort members.

3. SelectionSelection of Specific .Technology under Each Setting

No. Attempt is -made in this review to 'compare technologi-.,,

cal alternativAS.in cCmmunity and extension (distance) education.

Ilswever, specific technologies ar suggested in each case and out-

lined in endix A. .1t should be noted that the community schb

ephnolcgy implemented in Mexico bears a superficial, resembla
. ,

to the last of the four models identified by the Cdmit4 Scientifique.,
,

,

powever;'the Mexican system remains highly institutionaliZed and
.44

q 7
CoMite tcientifique,

- ke,
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t

fairly dependent on traditional teacher/student relationships; in

spite of the central role played by teleyision and the disappearance

of qualified secondary teachers froM thie classroom. Structured

lectures are presented .from the TVYscrdltn rather than from the-
,. P 06

platfdrm, and the monitors attempt a cl6Willitation of the tradi-'

tional teaiber in its roles of drill master and disciplinarian.

With respect to institutional%schpol education, three

alternatives are retained, correspondin4"in a ge'neral way to the
4

,

fifst three models identified by the Cemil, Sclentifilgue.,* but
. 1 4

1 .
,

with less ambitious refortn objectives:
/

14.,

. 0 0 * 11

.Model 1 (Traditional)4. Traditional teaching* with mar-
,- 0 14

et $ginal introduction of.elementarllaudio-visual means as effi-
.

it stI'll'

4
cient substitutses for tale blackboarcrea dOthetpextbook.'

6

Model 2 (Medi4a Complemented): 'Traditional teaching,

I 4) 4 '
prcvided by tlachert meeting formal standards `of qualifica-

4 di. *
1 ti9

tion currently in eff8ct, but with strong reinforcement from

4
alldio- isual macariaAs'ulpd under the teacher's control and

es

6
- Q

capable of comolementing his instruction.
5

t
, p

is not, as in the'perspective of the

set the stage for a, media-centered4i-enovation of se ndary
\

li.. 1

schooling, cr to insure that sttidents issuTilg from TV rimary'

.'t.

*.

f, , -
schools will not be "penalized,'",* but rather to permit Aft

4 ;

(The main objective
0

mid Scientifique, to

.

*Comte Scientifique, op. cit.

**The implication that pupils produced by, the TV System. cannot
,

survive in a different pedagogibalenvi,tonment As.A surprising one,
comingas it dbes from a'group evidently committecrto the new peda7
gogy. One. wourd.expect a progressiye teChnology'to'brOaden, rather
than constrict'

f

the aptitudes of litipias. As argued in Part One,
..---

.
.Chapter_V,. thew is good'reason'to belieVe that TV- pupils will be
as capable as. others -- and hopefAlY more so to benefit ,from,
secondary education,inwhatever form is available. . A,

,.

, 4 k ., :.;. p

. , .

8o
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St.

accelerated(vorization of Mlle teacher fotce even as the

system expands during the next decade.'f

Given past deficiencies at all levels c) educatittn in

the Ivory Coast; and considering the presen ucture of

the education pipeline, it is apparent thit,an ssive ef7
4

fort to train IVo-rian personnel "for secondary t ovex \
,Tv

a short period Will result in the production of a

centage of minimally qualified

*context that the complement of ins

t
onal mater

play a d isiv-e role: as an agent of*

cation of the, teacher's mess g and

learning byst}adents. qiuch a role d

tion of the'he0--,c-omponen s as a qmeang
4.7

hment and

vice foi S<
-exClude-

, .

eIeratlin,g760uoa-Lif.,,_

tional reform, since th
A 4\

materials would be cfntr

prodp tion ancl'cliairlbu'tionof -
4" br

ortkolled. ",1

While some open 61.'rc4r,f,central; transmi4qop,m0y be
44 * 4.4 104

the Ocallolemehting- ofconsidered as part of the p
410

(led thixiA.nd

iirdifitktuf

teacher instruction

be achieved p

library .materi
. .

Model 3

, ,ov
out the classtooriq

zafion

pres6ntation devices.

. Massiv tintrttsion

visuall resources, with a subs, tanticompoitent ofsys

telecasts, a.,1 central control thR'teaching process
,,> - .

eming to systatic reform. 'his alternatives is in
,

.

in
.

4 ,t,14

spirit to the conc9pt (if not the reality) or PrimarvrTvl

N, 6
schools. 4

7,1 '
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i. 4 %,,,.

Technological Options in Complementpry EducqtiOn
....

Options in this area have .not. been a etitately .Silrveyed ''.
atlthis stage and cannot be fully Specified plan'tina itokiesipstion

.of the curricula and/or course offerings has. beeehRrpptired., , As
,04- .-....7 . ,prev,iously noted; the description of complempfltitry oducatiOn

..niildes beyonci.sthe otitlineS presented in ,PartfOne, eip a' ri t e r Ili, /,.
., .

.1.

'recitak-es, an -.i.pdependent effort based o thtll ttigiotough survey of
.

r experi.irCents nations at dif enft ta,Ffes

tt't 44' 4 4volopmen.t.

r.
It' agparent, however, that the mdst stritie

vs. ; ...`4 4

16a7 em faced-44' omp ertt a ry eduCation is on'e opEVting

.p0aAe.i., Thee t.a.iioririg'' of instruction to' indiVidu needs
. . . . . .. . ,

410alone, dan. make the. complementary cycle socialli, fpr'ocdetlyet, re-
c:ja.lires, the simultaneous availabiliy olidiff..ent it'etql#,Vng/k. it I

v 1.716 / ' tt,x,fir
earning resources.,, a,nd i rohus a minimum-enllment at eacsh Aga-' 41

.

,tion for its Production at, moderate cost: - i

I

oT t wag lid
Determination of Minimum if f `74

*Under traditional technololes, anti. essue,
. , .

resour.S ',applied must not exceed .one teacher and..4porri...13e, 4
N-; ' . , .

. . . .pupils,'...1e4tning-conditions would change as follows in acco
4. ,4re ,..!,,,:.

., IV

.14 \ . ,w..th. enip9.lment .a.t any location: i..- .

4.,

go. thatl

ance

. t
4nA

r 0
.(a) 40 pupils. One teacher is employed.; covering

.
'fl, . . ...

from 5 tp 10\subje,ct-/levels in the course of .. eacheach' school dgy
. ,

,:4

with various proportions of the student b-Fdy 'taught at- any

one

the

Z1.time while&the remainder learns independently. This is
model of the "one-room'` school. familiar in village pri-

0,4

ma education. .
kg? 87
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Th f,Model has IpOt been very successful, however,
;sA
W xeh exceptional' 'achers. It faces:additional limi-

atlthe post-primary level since (Wthe teaching of

jeviss (especiallynin technical/vocational fields)

k-galq0Xes'ia,degree of specialization which a .-single teachek

chieve in all areas, (ii) the period, reserved for

ese ects may have .to be faikly lengthy and require
-'r--
4*14tg sUpervision in order to be-effective, (iii) the

time reserved for independent leaknir0 may be poorly used

",the .uncertain' mottiVation of pupils absorbed in the

cp9plementary cycle, and (dv) the size of, the claSs may in-

'.fere with a diversified instructiounless the physical

e is appropriately (and expensively) adjusted. It 'is'
,apparent, therefore, that a one-teacher operation could

nly produce a somewhat undifferentiated education based oh
4.
;5 the review of.,primary school"dhterials and some vocational/

training in agriculture.

(b) 80 pupils. Two teachers are permitted, each

wi7..'n his own specialization in academic and vocational sub4-

JECZ.S. The academic specialization may be along the.lines

of language-social studies vs. mathematics-sciences, or

cc=ensatory education (upper priMarS, level) vs. continuing-

education (including repeated - preparations to the sixi`

entrace examination under thesecond model). The 'logcal

specialization in vocajtSto areas is farming'and home manage-

ment vs. manual /mechanical skills.

For the same nlimbek of subject/levels taught as

the one-teacher situation, the.pci4ht ofirndependent

s'ar

8.8
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. -vz

studieg can be cut in half, providingtomeleeway for pro-
;

gram enrichment and adequhte supp4Pisiontf vocational acti-

vities. Some-degree of specialiiktionies achieved' in the

teaching staff, and activities can be spread over two rooms

instead of one at the same unit cost:

7 (c) 120 pupils. The system utilizes three teaches

allowing the employment of a upolivalene" vocational teacher

and two teachers of academic subjects ;with the type of

specialization suggested for the lower enrollment. Programs

can be enriched further and independent studies be reduced

to the level that is optimum for student learning.
/ -

While each further increase in enrollment permits

additional improvements, it appears that a tolerable approximatioi

to the objectiVes of complementary educition can be achieved with-
, i.

dk in the specified resource limits when local. enrollment reaches
'4r

120% This,, however, leaves otit the requirement for equipment in

fhe teaching of vocational .ce,urses. A tet,of basic non-power
#

tools fcr-agriculiaur.e, carpentry'lland sigOleirechanical repairs

Ican)oe supplied centers of qv 40- pu llsOlt moderate cost,

and S079 agriculturall land can be made a liable nearly emery-

°where in relation to training needs, buts substantially larger

enrollment is nee2ed to just fy a 'full inventory of power tools

(wood and metl work),demonstration engines and transmission,
. .

. k
systems, agricultural-machin y,, home industry (e.g., textile)

equipment, etc. 74S, I e4

. \ ' Tor. this
6

equipment to be utilized on a ficient
I

..scale, small schools must dither .send their pupils

training sessions 'at ce_tr tovo_ational shops establiShed in each

t



district, or depend on specialized motile units (with inptrUbtor)

that spend from one to three 'weeks in each school for intensive

training in a given area. The second approach appears preferable
,

frpm the standpoint of maximizing pupil access and generating in-

terest amoag all pupils as well as adults in their community.,

The utilization of instructional 'media, such as

televised programs,''can considerablyienrich the training, in parti-

cular.by broadening the experience of pupils with respect to the

ineerporation of vocational skills in actual production situations.

Since, however, the stare of this instruction cannot be large, and

much of it requires monktoring the incidence of television on

personnel utilittion will be negligible.

2. Limits of. Implementation'

The problem of scale is essentially,a rural one,

since' enrollments in towns and urban areas will always be suffi-
-, 0

cient to support an adequate volume of staff=-6lafacilitieS at a

low per-pupil cost.

For a substantial village enrolling 250-300 pupils

in its pr:mary school and employing six teachers under the tradi-
,

tional s,-stem, the:com.plementary cycle enrollment would -eventually

run to some 30 students under the first model (3-yeA-,gFadedcr-

riculum sequences) and some 40 under .the. second (free choice of

courses up to age 15 and inco oration of repeated preparations to

the sixiementiance examination) . Under atitomatic promotion,

however,. the same village could have as M'411y as 50 pupils enrolled

In the complementary cycle under the firtt',.bode, .and.80 under the

second -- assuming that repeated preparatio'n2fo the sixieme

90
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entrance cxardination arc held at their current level (80 repeti-

tions for each 100 pupils reaching the CM2). Not only, then,

could two teachers be 'justified under the second. model, but the

fact that a high proportion, of pupils are working toward sthe

examination would make it profitable to link the CM2 and the

complementary cyCle into one system, thus reaching an aggLegate

enrollment of 120-'130 stu ents'with three teachers specialized in

faccordanze with the pattern previously described.

'ThiS suggests that cOmplementary'education can

eventually be offered under efficient conditions in all locali-

ties where the primary school system empl ys six teachers or more,

as long as the second model Lsiin is "l excludes a

substantial number of villages, since close to°ha f of all primary

school districts (I.E.P.'s) in the public syStem average only

four teachers per school .01973-74 figures),ealthough their enroll-

merit is only one third of the public primary enrollment and one

fourth-of all primary enrollments. Wherever the scale is too small

to support an efficient complementary cycle, and where .the state

of commdnication facilities prevents a majority of pupils' from
1

attendin= re ular classes at central localities in the district,

the complementary cycle will either have to.be abandoned (very

small scl-!osiAl;pr 6ffered with a limited choice of Pgrams.
e-,

e'

dr

91:
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II. RANGE OF POLICY OPTIONS: RECAPITULATION

A. General Scope. of Projections.
The set of policy options, or "scenarios," to be con-

sidered in 'the remaining chapters results from the intersection
of the seven classes of mutually exclusive options considered in.

the course of the preceding analysis. Each class of options

cdnstitutes a partliblar decision domain.

The combination of options from the first three classes
(rate of access to sixieme, control of repetitions, model of

complementary education) determineh alternative flows of students
into sixieme, enrollments, in the complementary cycle and repetitions
in the CM2. Given any schedule of admissions to sixieme, options

in .the next, two ,classes (flow parameters in secondary education

and enrcllment she of the private sectbr) generate different

enrollments':in the fist cycle of public secondary education. The
e

remaining options (distribution of first cyole enrollments by

educational settin= and choice of educational technology) assign a

cost to .-...,tstrprimary enrollments.

This chapter reviews all classes of options a didentifies

the testri.cted set of policy options vectors of one compatible

option trt=1 each class) costed in Chapter III.

B. Alternative.

.

lows into Post-ArAry Education'

The following options were-identified under the first

three classes'decisidn domains listed

92
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(a) Rate of access to sixieme (3 options)

Options: (1) . (2) (3)

Rate of access: 30% 4'4% 50%

lb) Control of repetition bf preparations'for sixieme

entrance examinationw-(2 options)
0.-\

Options: (1)

LOose Policy Tight 4Policy;',

(80% and 50% repe- (50% 'and 50% repe-
,

tition of 'rejected tition of rejected

candidates in first :candidates '`in first

° and second year)
, and second year)

(c) Model of complementary education (2 options)
irt

Options (1) (2) . .

. ,

; First Model

.. The admission.rates and flow
. .

,

om all 12 Combinat,ins of optjons under classes (a), (b),. (c) are47'

Io 7,
.Calculated in Appendix Table AT. Annual flows (new enrollment. in 6e,,

..

CM2 repetition er4.7 liment4incOMpleMentary cycle) are projected. in.:.

0 1990 for'each COmbinPtion of options.: In

. 4

Second,Mogiel

rameters resultin4

.Appen

'.each case a' progres4re trang,itiOn froni the 'present tp the' selected
t

set of f2.3-.: parfteters is posiiiMed.*'- ',.

z

:.*The-:!(1,3411.oin;" asSimptiOn's are 'made concerning the transition,tzsCW f1owl4parameters foitloWing a decision to ,implement one parti-cdTtr set.o optioh$: (&) the flow parameters of pupi;seitering-the'Clin'1976 are those of S'ubtable (1),, fable 1A3, based ai-k-a 44% rateof! 'ccess and current policies governing repetitions; (fol) '3the,floWparametets each cohort eidaering the CM2 froM 1977 to 1980` shiftlinearly fiont their 1976 1 1 to.thelevel calcUlate4 under then9selected7set of optio. Thb 4ctual transitiOn policy,:,,wduld de-viate frim this model, since.ne rules affecting admi'ssion-and repe-tition weutd, have to be agplie in a school-year rather than ahort bads': ;The floWs:4-estalti rom a linear shift cJ annual rulesover.avAimilar time perio4 woUiloot, hOWever, diffet substantiallythoseose calculated in-Table,,, 0

g 3,
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The projection'of enrollments in *he complementary
,

cycle has the. following special characteristibs:

_ - Enrollment .inithe complementary cycle under
,

the second model in Table )13 overestimated bythe number ,of_

repetitions in priyate schools (since it is aSsume that the lat-

-ter will continue tobe performed within the'framewOrk of private.

primary., schools rather thn be tranSfer the jOrlpleMe,
cycle). Enro3.1ments in the compleffentary cycleUnger. the second

model are first obtaiied on the baSis of Table A3 parameters. CM2

repetitions in private schools are subsequently netted out to

-taiD the desired 'projection.

- For zelsons ddscus8ed in Part One,,Chapter -

this projection is modified once again over the period 1977 785-

Except, for student.Oyears imputed. to .preparation of.the sixieme en

trance examination under the seconds-tmodel,. a reduction is.apPlie4

to all enrollmentt'initiallyprojected,.the reductip fa=ctor de-
,

Creasing IroM 80' in 1977 to Oin 1985'2

Altern'atAve Enrollmens in Public Secondary Education

(First Cycle)

Given ,annual apimissions to sixime,projeCted under. an
i

.,4... .

combinaticn of the precedin4:oPtions', public enrollments in the

cfirbt cycle of se ondaryedueation are determiried. over the 1971-,.

,

1990 period by 'two classes' of options:

(d) Flow parameters in,Secoridarx_:education (3 options)

, $The transition-to new 'flow parameters inisecondary education '.,1'

is parallel to the transition'
,

w fieW parametersii the-accessH.
to- -post7priMary 4ducation:. T fl.w parameters ,of pupils entering
up to°1976-ae those of diagr he flow parameters of each cc-
hort entering from 1977 to 198 linearly from their .1976
level ,to the level specified un selected option. ,

cl.
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(1)

Diagram 1 Diagram 2. ,Digram

iiAt of the analyst's carried out in Part One-,

.option (2) is only consid'eted in association with

the 30% rate of dccessg, while ()lotions (1).and (3) are only;

cons4ider in association' with the 44% and 50$ rates -of access.

(e)

I

.Distri _pbutidn of rojected _first- cycle e ollment

betweempublic and private systEet (1 option)
,

This distribution is based on an indepndent projection

of enrorlment in the prkvate system, with putlic-enroilment"caiCu-,

.fated as .a residual. The private enfollMent projection is that

.-generated by PRO3tDOR, Version 09: N

The maNpimum,number,af alteinative enrollment Pro-

.jections in the first. secondary cycle gen,erated by option classes:

ia).ta (e s, only 10 since (i) classes," pro-=`together pro.
... t

F Ili .
' '

4 duce Only Wicompatible.combinations,.(ii) each; .of these-can.b&
i

associated th ei4A option- in cfass (b), and. (iii) options under
*". .. . - . t. ,

laSsAcl d6 notaffect seconddryenrollments..:.
r

Restricted t of Alternat'ive En*011ment,ProjectiOne

1 ,

...

- ,, ,

In oraer to llmit'the computational work. 'and,provIde a,
.4 .

.

,: - ,
-,

- ...,T

legible document, the combillation oft.options(a), to (1) actualW
. f, -.

. - .

colilvidered-in Chapter III are2'restricted to 3_,c, generatxng six
,

i_
A 1 1, ..

u .

:alter` natiye patterns of enrollment. The:selected combinations, df.4
(

'options are described ,in Table ,AA.
.1 ?
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Table Options Governing Enrollment: Selected Combinations

pesignatiOn of the
enrollment policy

.-
I- II III IV V VIm

/
.

(a) Rate of access to 6e 30%. 44%
.

44%
.

50% 50% 50%

(b) Control of repeti-eiorcs
toward the.sixime .

entrance examinatiq)

tight.
(50/
50)

loose
(80/
50)

tight
(50/
'50)

loose
(80/
50)

--,,

loose
(80/
50)

tight
(50/
50.

(c) Model of complenanta,r
'education 4

second
model

second
model

second
model

Second
model

second
model

second
model

(d) Flow parameters in
'. secondary education

Diag.
2

Diag.
1

Diag:
- 1

Diag.
1

Diag.
3

Diag.
3

The justification for this particular selection is pxe-,

sented in Chapter iII, Sections A and C, and projected public en-

rollments under each combination of options are shown inTables 7

(first cycle of secondary education) and 19 (complementary cycle).

Detailed projections of first-cycle enrollments by grade, inclusive

of private school enrollnents, are also reported in Appendix Table

A5.
1

Technolocical Alternatives in Secondary Education

The'technological alternatives introduced in the next

Chapter for the computation of education costs are derived from the

following two classes of options.
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(f) Distributionof public first-cycle enrollment

between educational settings (3 options)

Options:- (1) (2) (3).

in institutional educatfon

in do ununity educ tion*

lop,

. 0

80%

20%

60$

301

in extension education* 0 .0 10%
/

(g) Specific Technology - Insti6uttional secondad

education (3 options)

Options: (3)

t

Classes f) and

Traditional
.

(g) generat

eomplemented** Media-centered**

c
9 combinations of. compatible

options. If the 10 combinations ide tified with respect to the

determination of first -cycle enrollments are t

their association with'technological

into acco9nt,

optiotts-generates a maximum,

number of alterpative cost projections-equal to .9 x-10 = 9e 0.

When options relative to complementary education are also considered,

the number of possible "scenarios" increases to 180.

*Community and extension education ere introduced in accordance
with the Schedule' of enrollment percentages shown in the.next foot-
note, after multiplying all terms in the table.by.the percentage of
enrollments selected for those educationalsettings.'

$

**The new technologies, are introduceciamaccordance with the
schedule of enrollment percentages shown below:

Transition Schedule
, j

(Percentage
..

of enrollment in grade/year educated. through new technology)

Grade/year 1979 1980 1981 '1982 1983 1984

6e
5,
e

4e
3e

10%.'' 20.
15

.' 40%
30
20'

70%
60
40 ,

25

100%
.100
80
50

100%-
100
100
100

97
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The cost projections carried out in Cnapter III, how6yer,

Will refer VC) a sample of only ]2 of these scenarios. .These result

from_ the association Of the 6 combinations of "enrollrslent" options,

selected in 'Section D, T4ble,-.6A, with different technologica?-

mixes. belo4-shows, for. each of.th0 altern ves selected

under which technological options are incorporated to complete

C the stenarrO.
rj

Designat-ion of .Alip,
enrollme:it poli
(Table 6) ,

-:

II III IV

\
Option in class (f) , (1) ( ) (1.)

Option in class (g) (1)
.,

(1) (1) (1)

Designationof ,

resulting scenario [1] ). [2]

-

[3] [4]r °

Designation of--,,
enrollment poW.cy
(Tab1e6A)

.

_ .

-,

.

.

k.

%

VI

.

Option in "cliss (f) (k)- (1) (1.) '(2) (2)
.'

(3)*, (1)

Option :_,:-1- class (c) . (1,) *(2 (3) "(1), (2) (1) _ (g) (2)

Designn of
resulti:-.7 scenario

.

j51 .?.[6] [8]

,

[9] [101, [11 12) [;7]

F. 4
.

.
.

I

..%

,Table.63 (page'82) provides a.illecap#ulatiO1 of the

whole sep.,:ence of options fOr each of the 12 scenario

t
T-he propdsed s2lectiorl'oc cost projection is intended

, .

pi-Oxide han efeciive illustration of the impact of dIfferent

.options in each class -Based on ,the' developed mOde.and.data
. '''

bank, additioelal Prolections
\
Can bop .supplied at moderate east in

.

response to specific requests of Ivoridn'authoristies.
, .

(------% 1

r.
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TABLE 6B SELECTip ALTERNATIVES GDVERING FIRST

Designation of entolltiatxdiq
, [1] [2]

Tir

c Pli. [5]

ii
[6]

.

Rate

, .

(, of access to Sixiemb
,

. .

30%.

,

44% SO% SO% -0%,
,

,, ,

(b) COntrol Qf repetitions toward

the siXi62. entrance .e2xiii mti on

tight; H

150/p0)

,

loose

180450)

, 1 y

tigle''

.(50/50)

loose -I,

A (80/50)

loose

(80/50)

loose

(80/50)

(d) Flow parameters through

'secondary %Itication
diaq. ia . 0, diag. 1 : diag. 1 .diag. 3

i,

Lag.' 3

(f)\piStributiony Educational .4

:setting (secondary)

ve

100% inst. 10054'5 inst. i00% inst. 100% inst. 100% inst. 100% inst.

1 ,,,, .

to.rti t--

(g) Technology (institutional

secondary education)
traditional tray

,

traditional traditional traditional traditional

,

.
.

Designation of enrollment policy .1'r.

, .

.
.

,

[7] .

.
.

q '[9],

\

. [10] , [11]

.

-.[12]

,

(a) Rate of access to sixAme . 90%

v ,

50% .50%, 50%

.

504- 50% Ac

1.1:) Control of r

the six

toward

trance examination'

tight ,

(50/50)

looses

'' (80/50)

1
looser

(80/50)

Abase

(80/5

loose.'

(80/50) .

lobse .

'(80/50) 7

(d) Flow parameters through

secondary education
diag.,3 diag.

.

diag., 3

.

diag, 3

, ,,

iia. 3 diag. 3

. ,

.(f) Distributio by ee. ational.

setting (se ndary)

i i

-

,

AO% ,J,.nst., -100% illst.
BO% inst.

2d% com.

8G% inst.

20% oom.

60% inst.

3
10% en;

60% inst.

30% ocom. /

10% extent

1

(g) Technology (institutional

l seco education) 1

wtmed1.4

support

media

4,based

%

tiaditiona1traditional
-

w/ Tedia
support

}

t wi me"a
support

99
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III. PR N' OF EXPENDITURES UNDER ALTERNATIVE PAST-PRIMARY

EDUCATIr. POLICIES.

A. Plan of Study, Definitions and Methodology 6'
A '

I Tile.tweve alternatives selected in the preceding chap-

-ter witA regard to 'secondary education, and their associated

options respecting t.he,complementarycycle, do not cover the entire

range ol possible scenarios. They are nevertheless sufficiently

`varied to provipl.gooa sampling of available options and probably

include he'extreme assumptions that can realistically be made

concerning the 40veloPmeni of-secondary education in the Iird'cry Coast.

1/It,see.:A essential to envisage these scenariosein the

light of't4a cost. of their implementation to t e Ivory Conk. economy.

This atalysiS of costs as a function.Of.alternat ve developMent prod

files is' pro ay speaking a serisitivity-analygis - - a tech-
*

nique tha-trequi s the computati n of complex cost functions,
6

bbscure tb.daministratorsiand dec'S'ion-makers alike - - but the.

rangergf Options Actually considered comes close to providing ,/..
A such n analysis and permits a fair" estimate, of the economic, imp ct

of an

with

troi

The

rec

i .e 4
selected rate.of access or sp\ ecifie technology.

he analysis pro;:epds in two stagesr The first is conc ed
4

the first cycle of secondary education, from sixieme through

whichvrtrmally leads students into the second cycle.

ary

cr

wi

dtage deals with the complementary cycle: a pew

g structute disguised to serve students included from second-
.

oling, anc1.which,attempts to resolve thp thorny BiOblem

in'the Ivory Coast by early' school leavers. Our conclusion

bbth a recapitulation f totd1 costs according to the alter-
.

selected and dLan analysis or-results from'- the standpoint Of the

s" impled by each scenario.



C..

Thg,computation dp/als with - annual expenditures imputable

to the activities clscribed for the period 19771 on the assumption

that financing' it through current resources. At the risk

dreating certain confusions, but in keeping with government prac-

tice, the term "costs\m is used interchan ably.in.most of this

remain-ing chapter. Thus. annual cost, as understood in this report,

includes all yearly gross investment expenditures, but excludes any

'amortization or interest charge.

The various simplifiCations made in the course of this compu-
.

tation tend nearly always to generate underestimated of the cost

(Apenditures) , The main reasons for'this bias are (i) the

ofomission of teachers training coskks;(ii) the assumption of no

margin-cost fortheuse.of personnel ancl'equipmeAt attached

to the existing E'V Co ex the Complex operates below full'

capadity); and (iii) the affectat,ivn.of all expenses for,installation

of a,se=nd tIlevision channel' ekransMission) to the non-educational

uses cf the RTI (IvorlaA Radio and Television). Given the conclusions

impli,e.T. by the presentlprojections (i.e.-,- the expenditures under

all alternatives are enormous in relation to tjcountry's resourcesZ,

the systematic underestimation of those expensesdoes not present

serious problems of interpretatiOn.
A

Lastly, it shduld,be pointed out tnat costs-in this report

are expressed in 1975 CFA F.
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. Costs of the
First Cycle of

Secondary
Education

Total First Cycle
Enrollment Under

Selected Alter-

natives

ig
'Th1se

enrollments are
projected in Table 7,on the basis

of
different

combinations of
options from (a), (b), and (d)

selected in the
preceding

chapter and
described in

Table'6A.
Enrollrent

projections (Table 7)
lead,.us

to.the-following

conclusions:

- There *is

practically-no
ditference among

alternatives in

corporating
different cont o s of

renetitiOnsi The main impact

of,

regtrictingrepetitions 'is on
enrqllments in t CM2 class

and,in
the'complementary cycle (see

Table,A4).
'- The

"leanest"
`alternative (I)

''results irp public school

enrollMents that are almost
three times ter in 1990 than

,

today. The most
"liberal"

altex;hative (IV)
multiplies these

.1
enrollments 'by more

than'5.

alterpatlyes entail a,
'-

N.

multiplying
coefficient between 3 an 5, but on the

average'

qloser to 4.5:\

In
gassing it

shc-.:13 be noted then an
.gnrollment of.

400 000 ih the first cycle of
secondary

education (both public

and
private:

represents about 7% of pie total
pOpulation-, whereas

.

4.0

in a country,'
like France with,

granted, a very
diPferent age

distribution, the
propprtion is less than 5%. This is only

meant to
underline the

considerable burden that
eduadflonal4

expenses impose on the
Ivory Coast and, more

generally, on all

4. .
_

On

countries`v,kth a young
demographic

structure, that
is,-developing

"Cbuntries.
tr.
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-Costs of the First Cycle

a

First cycle costs ate computed for the 12 scenarios'
.

Obtained by associating differentAechnoVical options

(option categories Of) and (g) with the sic enrollment pro-

jections identified earlier. These 12 alternatives are des-
.

cribed in ChaPterII, Section E, and summarized in Table 6B.

- ,

1

44.
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Tab: PrOjectO Enrollments; First Cycle o'flecondkry Education

Year

PRIVATE sEcTon

(Projedor 9)

PUBLIC SECTOR'
r

1975 -76

1976 -77

1977-78.

1978-79

1979-80

1980-81

1911-82,

1982-83.

ii83-84

1984-851,,

19854.6

'1986-87

1987-88

A88-89

1990-91

28167

31420'

35192

37159

42974

46591

49976

52789

55216

56756

57785'

57843

57731

57275

57123

56771

ALT, I

b l 1187

66216

78009

86975

92996

97006

96484

97070

/ ,

1000,76

105961

115790,

127278

139982

153224'

168145

183674

ALT, II ALT, III 4W:1V Wr. V ALT, VI'

61887 61887 11881 61.887 61887

66216 66216 66116 66216 66216
si

i2849 82849 82849 72779, 72770

97951 98760 98960 .1 80264 . 82244I

110974' 113916 11394.', 89050 92852

12277 128474 129623 100888 10 92

J'134469 142965 149264 115422 5449

150590 159497 17,2569 134948

171703 18000 200912 158362

1958292 20 671 '30879 182802'
\ ,

.220172 '2,9460 ,257940 206211 210542

-'243694 217281 ,284356 227450
......../

231360

?

265478 268697 308895 247667 251543

287241 , 290689. 333643 268419 222.369

310760 315121 360616r 291102 295727

339111 340612 389618 315081 ' 319628

144347

k

167129

189357

,

105
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4*

cThe gpmpatation onsists continually in estiMating individual4

unit costs, which are then multiplied by the relevant enrollment's.
A

'45The following 5 unit costs are regaired:.

a) per student tOst of traditlonal institutional' education

(present system)

b) "per student cost of instiutibnal education (with media

support) .
-

c) per student cost of institutional education (media-based)

`1DU per student cost of community education

e) per student cost of extension'of "distance" education".

Unit costs are estimated in succession for these 5 types of

enrollments.

a) Cost of the traditional student

To compute this cost we will use Projedor.data, after.

first simplifying them somewhat.

i) Cost 'of the teaching personnel

The most delicate point'concerns the participation

of Frenoh technical assistants, Idhose cost is' considerAbly higher

than that of their ivorian counterparts. We will use the partici-,
.

'pation ratios protected by?rojedor 9, since they are,in -regard

*to enrollments, close-to our-average-assumption

7
107
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Table 8: 8: Rictr6s OF tRENOH-tECHNICAL ASSISTANTS AMONG
THE TEA HR

STAFF OF THE'FIRST SECONDARY CYCLE

YEAR ..RATIO OF F.T.A. YEAR RATIO OF F.T.A.

, -
1976-77 40.0 Z 1984-85 18.6 %

1977-78 38.6 % 1985-86 15.0 Z

197E-79 37.1 %' 1986-87
.

13.2 Z
.

1979-80 ' 35.4 Z ,1987-88 ,
11.3 Z

1980-81 33.3 Z 1988-89 9.5 %

1981-82
i ,

29.6 X
r

A

1989-90 . 7.7 %

1982-83 . 26.0 Z' 1990-91 5-.6 %

1983-84 22.3 Z
,,

.

A decrease in FTA numbers will cause progressive decrease

in unit cost based on two assumptions: that the teacher/student

ratio remains the same (one teacher per 30 students) and that

teachers' real salaries remain constant, i.e., 2,500,000 CFA F on

the average for an Ivcrian and 4,000,000 CFA F for an FLA.

Thus, the annual per student, cost is as follows:

AC = (2,500,000_x (% Ivorians) + (4,000,000 x FTA's)).

30.
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Table 9: UNIT COST OF TEACHERS

Year
i

.AC
f

(CFA 'ill,
- -

Year
i.

AC
1.

, (CFA F) .

1976 -77 103 300 1984,85
. 92 600'

l'1977-78 102 600 1985-86 90,800

1978 -79 101 800 1986-87 89 900

1979-80 lbl 000 1987-88. 89 000
.

'1980-81.
: 100 800 1988-89 88 100

1981-82 98 100 1989-90, 87 200 .i:

-:1902-83 96 300 1990-91 86 100.

1983 -84 94 500
,,/,

*All costs in this report are expressed in 1975 CFA F.

ii) Facilities unit'cost

The average cost of building and furnishing'a

classrccm in the first,cyclel:s slightly higher than 7,000,000

CFA F. Such a 61as8rccm accommodates an average of 46 students,

so that the new facilities expenditure incurred by the addition

of,one student is 7;000,000/46, or 150,'000 CFA F.

Given the low percentage of total expenditures going to this

item, and the fairly regular growth of enrollments Shp to 1990, an

approximate annual figure for the expenditure on new facilities i

obtained based on a constant rate of increase (k) in enrollments. In

that case, the annual exoenditure is .proportional to the enrollment,

the multiplying factor being 150,000 x k.* Except, under

* The expenditure Dt in the year14)2s equal to C x DEt+1 where C
represents the unit cost per. - student and DEt4.1 the enrollment
increase between't and t+1. For an enrollment Et, DEt+1 = k Et;
By-substituting factors in:the,preceding equation, we obtain
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Alternative I, the annual average increase in enrollments is

.about'.11% .yielding a multiplying faCtor. or ,"unit cost" of

16,500 CFA F.

Repracement'costs are also computed on aun basis. Assum-

ing half the existing buildings and furniture in 19 -76 are

replaced within the" next-fifteen years, the unit cost (except
!.

under Alternative 1) is approximately 1,500 CFA F.

Thus,'the total unit cost for.facilities is 16

18,000 CFA F, except under Alternative I.

500 =

this latt se,

the slower rate of increase in enrollments (8%) yields a ower

unit cost of new construction (12,000 CFA F) and a higher unit -

cost of replacement (2,500.CFA F). A total unit cost of 18,000

CFA F is nevertheless used in all computations, leading to an

overestimate under Alternative I.

iii) Other operating costs (scholarships, boarding,
equipment) .

According to Projedor 9, these costs average

for the entire period 62,000 CFA F per student per year. We

accept this projection.

iv) Summary unit cost of traditional education .

According to the preceding computations, the

total unit cost for facilities and other operating costs is

18,000 + 62,00U CFA F = 80,000 CFA F. This cost is reduced to

0

75,000 CFA. F to account for economies of scale on several levels

expected,' as 'a result of the ,.system's rapid growth.
y

The aggregate of all unit costs'previously.reviewed is shown

in Table 10 on the.following P.

110
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C

Table 10: PER STUDEVT COST OF TRADITIONAL EDUCATION

YEAR TOTAL AC
i

YEAR TOTAL AC
i

1976-77 178 300 1984-:85
.
167 600'

1977-78 177 600 1985-86 165 000

1978-79 - 176 800 1986z87 164 900

164.000
7.109-80 176 000_ 1987-88

t 1980-81. 175 800 1988-89 63;100
. , t

10t1 -82 . 1 73' 100 1989-90, .

e , 162 200

1982-83' 171 300' 1990-91 161 100

1983-84 169'500

)b) P:r student
e ucation

Un er this al

the new media,

media com lemented (inStitutional)

ernative, the rationale for the use of

'%(:) comple.entcthe teaching ,of newly trained and
\

relatively ine perinced I orian teacherg, especially in such

areas as mathematics and mo

of othe

The analysis

subjects

\ "
ern\ languages, and.to enrich the

\-

rough short documentaries.. 1

presented iii Part I suggests thesutilization,of

audio - visual mate ials under the teachers' direct responsibility,

such materialsbei g obtained either from the school's own audio/

visual resource cen or from t at of districts serving

several schools. A dequate supp y of-projectors and. recorder

would,be made availabl- to each school: The use of the audio-

visual resource center =nd the projectors/recorders would be p t

under the control of a tabher (small schools) or under a spe ial

adjninistrator (large scho 1s): ,
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In 'thee absence of adequate data, the costs compUted for
NO
this

. section are those of-television media support. 'Atha g this
. .

- - .

alternative considerably tedua,es ,theteachert" abili freely:to
e

use and control the audio - visual mat rial,it has theadvantage

of being based on an experiences a

%

,,Coast. Itscosts,s4 incidentallx,

early the Ivory

are certain to-be lower than

those c decentralized' use of audiol)isual:matelials given' the

existence c/ a pOwerful infrastructUre in the field q television.

The support. provided -Under this aasumption.Woul& con t of fewei

and ,slightly longer progr'amd than in theriorimary cycle (twenty

minutes). These programs woad;be accompanied by.a.pripted text

designed to complement them and facilitate their utilization.

TwotvRes of , expenditure 'mist be incurred to'reach this objective:

- For the reception'of TV programs, a 'television

receiver must be installed, maintained, and connected with

mainline power in each classroom. Given i) 'the gradual'

introduction of this instrument in the system and iif

very low corresp-siding expense"(the investment. cost for

the

receivers is ever:-lower), we adopt the unit cost figures"

J

cc7:c,uted for

eveT:46t.fough

prima ,,school system by Eicher and drivel,

represent an "economic" cost rather than'an

annual.expendiure.

For the production and distribution of support

materials we only include additional costs for paper,

based on 700 CFA F per student (presen't unit cost for the

primary school system). Assuming th t these support materials
. ,

will be used by more than one student the average,

1 1 21 2



cost is slightly ove'restimated: On the other. hand,
P # -

it is apparent that a higher financial effort:is necessary
E

for the efficient distribution of support materials to lee

students..

ale consider. that all '.other sts, i.e., those of the produ-
",

tion an4/trAnsd;ission of TV progiams, and the produ tion and

prin -tir y of support.mate'i:ials, are already acounked fOr
k

the PETV's operating Costs. 'This program central to the.refokm of

the Ivorian, primary edudAtionr, includes a TV program

production and,transmission unit and a printed support material

production aild prin 410 .unit Within the scope of their'evalua-

tion, J. C. Eicher d,14- Orivel evaluated total past,vpresent,

and future costs,of these pro,du n unit and 'showed that

they largely operate below capa ity (between 20 and 50%); this
, .

observation has also been made by DOGE expertg and by a recent

UNESCO mission (BruswiC, 1977).

It is well known that in,this type of ooeration, efficiency
ost

requires a comtitment to-substantial fixed costs and may-entail

orodUctipn beloW capacity. While .the primary school system cost

, study to allccate2all of these costs to primary education, the

introc-.:Ftio of A secopdary user requires that .fixed costs be newly
T

imputdf: From s:andpoine of project expenditures, however,
,

using part of.these instruments for media production in the first

cycle of secondary school only,entairs marginal .outlays related to

,variable Laputs. Conlequently, the -costs (exrenditures) Shown in

Table 11 are liMited.to the two 'Items (rec ption;paper) analyzed
' I*

above

*Eicher, Jean-Claude and OriveI,'Francois. "Cost Analysis of
Primary Education 4.1 the Ivory Coast.",Abidjan:Evaluation
Service, 1977.'
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-
The introduction of new media does riot . change the-

',J. *

strUcttre o otier costs, p4ticularly those-of teacher

Thus, t e med cost Per student is added tolthe unit co. t

/ftraditional eduaation. Actually, it,Aoes not sign14cantly

affect-the later figure which, as we have a4ready seen, is,

approximAtly 170,00 d'A F.

a.

,

Tirble 11:2:NEW MEDirti PER STUDEVT,COSTS FROM,1977 TO 1990.

: 'CFA F 197,5

BEAR TV TV REOEPTiON PAP ER TOTAL

.

' :-1977-78

'---,-3-1-70'--)
2640 700.

700

iriO '..

7131978-79

197980 , 2680 7,00 3380

1980-81 '3320 . 700 4020

1981 -82
:

''
.

2650
1

700 3350

1982.-83 1500 .700 2200

- 1983-84 1460 700 . '7 2166 .

. 1984,85. 1410
,

700
J .

2110

19S5-86 1460 700 2160'

.196 -87 1460 :7Q0 2160

1957,-S8 1460 . 700 2160

1938-89 1310 '-' 70 . , 2010

1989-90 . 1220 700 1920

1990-91 1310 700 2010

1. This c!0%-t is, reproduced from the Eicher-
Orivel-report on the PETV. (Table 15, p.35.)
The decrease explained 'by lowered
electrioty and maibtDnance costs.

1 1.4
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TOTAL PEI STUDENT COST OF INSTITUTIONAL. EDUCATION
WITH' MEDIA SUPPORT , .

YEAR , PER S DENT .CO$T
4 .

YEAR 4. ,, PER STUDENT COST i

4N

197)-78,
., ,a

180. 940
'44 .

180 670

1984-.-85

1985-86

' 1969 710

167 960

'

1978 -79

;1979-80 '. 179 380
)___L____

.ri '179'820 *

,1986 -871986-87

1987 -88
.-..

1.67.060

166 160:1980-431

1981-82' ..176A50
. .

1988-89 165. 1.10

1982-83
. .

173 500 1989-90 ' 16.4 120

1983-84, 171 660 . ". 1990-91
.-

163 '110

Per ,student cost of media-based (institutional)
education.

The assumption of no change in the teaching staff

_e4ructure crumbles with the massive introduction of new media.
,

The powerful educationalasSistave these media can provide would

sallow vaiious reductions in personnef costs, either through
L.

subst*ati$i117 of primary school. teachers (somewhat as in, the

Brazilian state of Marahao , or through reduction of the

stu erit/teacher ratio, or through the, combination of a very small

numb r- of secondary school teachers with monitors trained at the

pri y school level. The assumption made in these

co putations is 'that of one primary school teacher ;per 46 students,

paid at the.pfimary school teacher salary.

On the other hand, .the additional costs represented by the

new Media would be higher.

1 I 5
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i) 'Tdather-Eqsts

14- `-2-'1 Starting from the premise of one IvoriA primary

school teacher for ever 46 Students, the-unit cost will slightly.
. _

- .-

increase as a-result Of the seniority acquired by teachers',

who will become slightly older, on th erage, during 'the course
N

of _the next 'fifteen years'.
1_

the annual profile of average per studenosts-in'tftat,°

by- Projeddr9 for public prdmary educatio.

..f,

Tatjle 13: 'PER STUDENT 'TEACHER COST OF MEDIA-BASED '
EDUCATION

/1-

`;YEAR PER STUDENT COST YEAR .pER STUDENT COST
.

1977-78 30 370 ' 1984765 ?8 600 .-

,

1978-7/
t

'31 6.30 '1965786
.

39 010

1979-60 32 800 1986-87 41 05?

1980-81 33 950 1987768 42 320

1981-82 35 240. 1988 -89. 43.600

1982-83 36.210 1989 -90 44 910

.1983-84 ± 39037' . 1990 -91 45 800

11) M.1dia costs

In .gpite' of .existing available air time, the

introduction of many TV programs would require the-installation

of a' second television.channel. Since for the mom nt we are only

considerlingprogram transmissions for the first cycle, consisting

of fogr grades, daily programs could be spread out-over six

1 1 6
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co / 1

school hours and reac0 ea b0054Wlasro64t.Tefoe'a minimum of 8Q minutes.
. - .. .

AfT.,-The distribution of Program time.pmeng . periods may.vary with, fosr

examplei two 26-minute and two 15-minute programs transmitted in

-

A

fou different periods.

, The installation of a second channel has bien sought indepenc-,

dently by RTI, which -would thus enjoy more flexibility and have an

additional outleE for evening viewing. One-6dad therefore, en-

visage,, as in'the case of the first.,dhannel, asharing of financial

responsibility. The fee charged by -RTI-for maintenance of the=

jfirst channel is 162AMillion CFA F per:year, with no imputation

for the cost of amoktizatidrit. It is difficult to estimate the

cost of the'new installation, which in any ca e should not be more

than that of the first: channel. At any rate, this cost is entirely

imputed to RTI's general activities, and an annual maintenance fee

of 200, million CFA is charged to the budgetlof the secondary

education system.

As in the preceding case, the progra5Lproduction caacity of

the Ea-: Complex would not need bolstering. This statement may

cause surprise, cna must not, forget that the PETV was designed

is to modify current ^orms of technical quality toward a reduced

'-signifizant numbe'r c 'remakes, assuming a massive use of the tele-

vision medium. Moreover, it has been obsdrved by evaluation teams

'that 'production flexibility is generally very great: In fact, all

that is necessary to increase the number' f programs produCed,

level of sophistication; no serious empirical study has shown that

this would have a qualitative impact on the education provided.

As a' result this alternative does not increase variable

production costs of TV"programs. It would nevc4theless be

1 1 7
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desiiable'to increase the quantity of support materials and the

reach of the distribution system. To
2./

that end, we'project
.$

tripling of the redrurces budgeted for primary education, raising

the amount to 2,000 CFA F per student per year.

iii) Other costs and total per student cots

Other costs (scholarships, boarding, various

materials, classroom construction) 'do not vary with respect-to

the preceding alternatives, their total being 75,000 dFA'F per

studentl Setting aside the fixed annual expense of 200 million

CPA F for network maintenance, the total unit cost under this option

will- increase as follows:

Table 14: TOTAL PER STUDENT COST OF MEDIA-BASED(INSTITUTIONAL)
EDUC TION

. YEAR TOTAL ,PER STUDENT COST YEAR TOTAL PER STUDENT COST

1977-7S 107 370 1984-85 115 600

1978 -79 108 370 1985.-86 116 810

1979-80 109 800 a , 1986-87 138 050

19-' 1 110 950 = 1987-88 119 320 ,,

1901 S2 11"2 2:40A
.

1988-89 120 600

1982-53 113 210 l989-90 v 121 910

1983-54 . 414 390 r
..

1990-91
.

. 122 800

Note: Total cost is the sum of teachers cost.(Table 12), classroom
facilities and miscellaneous (75,000) and paper(2,000).
have not included the)fiXedtadditional cost of 260 million N;
network maintenance.

1

1L8
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03) Per student cost of community education.

The community'education system is based on the Mexican./

model, intended to provitle education to rural areas where it would

have been irripossiblk to build secondary schools. The. system

:relies on distance-media ltelevision, printed support materials)

but instead of building traditional,schools, available 'make-.

shift " :^.cans are u4ed as much as nos ible .(existing buildings)'
,

and villagers are expected to pai-tiCi ate actively.

In the case of the Ivory Coast al partial adoption of this

system in some rural areas would inVblve lower-cost'resources than ,

the precedihg model, i.e., a primary school teacher supported by

substantial audio-visual meanst and a makeshift school run blethe

villagers that would sale the cost of building a traditional school.
. .

.Associated costs .(scholarships, boarding, Aerials, and various

operating costs)-would also be considerably lower as a result of

village solidarity and could be reduced by 75%, that is, to

15,000 CFA F.

:In .41e absence of a massive introduction of new media in insti-
.

tutional education, community education on the suggested model

would in.gpendently rec!uire the establishment of a. second t.evision

-channel. Agairt, the installation expense is affected in its entirety to

RTI"s general use. Since In the alternatives cOnsidered community

education is never associated With media based institutional education,

the annual network maintenance fee is charged entirely to the

'budget of Community education.,

Apart from the fixed annual network maintenance fee (2oa

million CFA F), the unit cost of,such alternative would include:

119
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that of the television medium shown in Tare 11, 2,000 CFA .F f&r.

paper, and the teaching costs in Table 12, yielding the following

total:.

Table 15: COMUNITY EDUCATION PER STUDENT COST

N YEAR PER STUDENT COST . YEAR 4 PER tTerDENT COST

1977-78 . , 50.010 1984-85 57 010

1978-79
, .

'51 800- 1985-86, 58 270

1979-80 52 480 1986-87 59 510,

1980-81 54 270 1987-88 60 780

1981-82 54.890 1988-89 . 61 910

1982 -83 54 710 1989-90 63 130

1983-84
,

55850 1990-91
.

64 110 :

It- will be noted that this - alternative which replaces'

[.secondary school,teachers (French and Ivorian) w,ith Ivorian

primary school.' supported by media, and which

on the :oncept Of village solidarity, Will .reducepergtuaent

costs tc a third cf what they are in the traditional secondary

school s-,stem.

e) Per cost of distance'education..
.

,

The problem of distance education in, 'country, such

as the. /vory'Coastis mainly that of the post office, whi4h is

not asegular,' reliable and ektensive.as.in the Wi!Te'develbped
. 7

countres.

That is,why,in all their alternatives under rel.?ialo,, distance

education is envisaged only ,as a marginal comp9nent designed

120
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for the relatively few individuals who cannot attend regular

Classes..,

Television' program scheduling makes it practically impossible I,

to use this 'medium on a large scale outside, school. hours. Ope

could hot.rever envisage three daily programs (in the morning beforeN

school,. at noon during lunchtime, and in the evening, just after

school and before the evening entertainment and _news. programsS
t)-

;Likewise, Saturday morning'couid b& devoted to,a,few programs.:

Radio .could also provid6 a more substantidl time slot'

between 6 p.m. and.8:30 p.m. Indeed it would be desirable to rely

more on radio thanyon television, since the requirement of a

television set at home in the latter case automatically excludes

a great number of potential-users. The ETV. Complex could be thp

production unit for these radio television, programs, as.well,as

for printed suppOrt

'However, a Central unit should be created consisting-Of

teachers and ;curriculti specialists to organize and operate

correspondence courses, including the dispatch and correction of

homework.

In this case we assume a ratio. of one teacher per 92 students

that is twice the usual ratio. A team of five currc-

ulum paid at the same rate as,French technical qssis-

tants, would represent the fixed cost of this system, or 20 million

CFA' F per year.

Additional expe ditures on audio-visual personnel and equipment

will again be neglected, assuming unusual capacities at theETV

Complex. -The volume of materials issued by the Complex will fall

bptween the Volutes projected under options (b) and (c),

'1 2 1
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giving an approximate cost of 1,000 F per student.

Materials issued fromithe central educatioh unit will be

sent w6ekly, implying some 35. per year both ways. If one

such exchange costs 400 CFA F (including postage), the cost of this

activity comes to 14,000 CFA .F per student per year. Adding the

cost of the primary, tchool teachers team, or half the figure shown in

Table 12, the per studentcost of the _entire system will be at

follows:

'Table 16: TOTAL PER STUDENT COSTS OF DISTANCE EDUCATION

YEAR TOTAL PER STUDENT' COST YEAR TOTAL PER STUDENT )COST

1977-78 30.190: 1984-85 34 300'

1978-79 30 820
. .

1985-86s , 34 900'

1979 -80
. 31 A00 1986287

.
35'530

)

:1980-81 31 980 ,1987-88..- 36.160 ,

.

1981762 . 32 620 1988-89 36 800'

1932'783 33 100
. 1989-90 37 460

.1983,84 ;700
, 1990 -91 37 900

Conclusion on the cost of reviewed alternatives.

Table. 17 summarizes for the next foUrteen yearsthe cost

of the 1.Vrious alternatives reviewed with respect to t3.hel*rst.

cycle of secondary education. Based on their total cost in the

final year of the projection (1990), these alternatives can be

classified into two groups: those with significant and tflose

with minor budgetary impact.



Table 17: SUMARY OF TOTAL COST UNDER THE TWELVE ALTERNATIVES
REVIEWED:' ,FIRST CYCLE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

YEAR . [11 [2/ . 1 . [3) [41 [54 61 [71 (81 (9] (10] (11) (121

1977 -73 13854 14714 14714 14714 12924 13167 13167 80131 11267 11261 9246 9442

1978-79 15377 .17118 17496 17496

10049

14191

15673

14502. 14959

15974 16656,

8998

.9978

12394

13693

12632

13914

10268.

11286

10395

11466
1979 -80 16367 19531, 2006,

.1980-81 17054 1584 22586 .22788. 17736 118142 19329' 11394: 15484 15806 12808 13051

1981-82 16701 25796 27322 25838 19930' 20367. 22135 13155 17451 17760 1 14466 .14698

1982 -83 16628 25796 27322

30518'

29561

34055

23114
26842

25044

27184 28689

15477 20170

18315: 23443.

20408

23717

16732 16909

19492 19698
1983784 16963 .29104-

1984-85 17159 32731 33800 38695 3Q638 31024. 32136 21332 26794 27163 22536 22567.

1985,86 19198 .36505 37215 42766 3419,0 34635' 35363 24288 29955 30311 25039 25306

.1986-87Nowsrmommoopumlov=m.....7.,41
1987-88.

..20988

22957

40185 0777 46890 37507 37998 38998 2700 32912 33305 1 27573 27978.

30303
43538. 44066 50659 40617 41152 41796 29752 .35705' 36133 29982,

1988 89

............7,,,,

.1959-90.

24991 46859 47411 34417 43,9 44319,: 44971 32571 38346 36979. 32440 32764

26462' 50405 51113' 58492 47217. 47776 "46535 35688 '416481 42096 35134 35465

1990-91 29590 54635 54873 6276.7 50760 51393, 52135 38892 44848 45354 37910 36290

0
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The rise in expenditures between the least (1) and most (14)
4

'costly alternative exceeds 100% (29.6 billion versus 62.6).

The difference in this partibular case is explained by the

size of enrollments, which doubles between (1) and (4). These

enrollments depend on three variables:

- rate of access

-.control4of repetitions

- efficiency of student flow through the cycle ,
/

We have already seen that the control of repetitions has
. \

\i

- little impact on4enrollments in the first secondary cycle( as

opposed to enrollments in the CM2 class). The, rate of access'

< into sixiame is clearly the major determinant. However, the

impact of the selected student flow is.far-from negligible,'since

with the same rate of ccess, shifting from flow diagram 1, to 3

cuts enrollment growth by' ligood third.

Technological options (educational setting and specific'

technology) represent the second ,important cause of cost variations.

The traditional education 4stem is the most costly, especially

when marzinally supported by media. On the other hand, a media-o

based technology reduces costs considerably (about 30%).

The explanation, is the following: a hLgh level of media,

assistance makes it possible to replace present secondary school
ft

teachers with' Ivorian primary school teachers. This substitution

generates two savings:

- One-subject secondary school teachers are replaced

by1 "polyvalent" teachers, thus ,cutting the teacher

student ratio from 1:30 to 1:46._

121
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- Present secondary school teachers cost 4 million a year

if they are French (which is still generally the. case) end

2.5 million if they are Ivorian. These costs, incidenta ly,
(-

are exhorbitant for a country in the early stages of dev lopment,

since they are rather higher than those incurred by devel ped
.4

'countries. 'The replacement of secondary school personnel

by Ivorian primary school teachers, who are them-

selves relatively well paid, cuts the average salary by half.

An objection to this substitution is that secondary

sc4pol teachers are employed at this time and cannot be dismissed

pn masse. Such an objection is ealikly disposed of. iumerous

countries and especially Fran6e have a two-tiered teaching staff in

the-first cycle of seco dary education: a minority that holds

secondary school teaching* credentials and a majority of primary

school teachers. The two bodies coexist quite successfully,

and there.lsno reason why the Ivory Coast should. give up this
k

altprna-Ave.

Such are therefcfe the,two key variables that explain. the

variability of total costs under different alternatives: enroll-

ments status cf reaching staff.

.Costs of the Cdmplementary Cycle

1. Enrollments in the complementary cycle. under

selected alternatives

Enrollment projections for the complementary cycle

are given in Table A4, and summarized in Table 18 under the

various alternatives defined in'Chapter It, Section D, and

described in Table A6.

125



Table 18: SUMMARYODErENEOLLMENT PROJECTIONS IN THE COMPLEMENTARY

CYCLE. SECOND MODEL

Alternative I.

Pate of access to 6e: 30%
Control of repetitions*:

tiglit -

Alternative II
.Rate of acq ss to Ge: 44%

Control of'reeetitions*: loose

Year Transit Termin. 'Total .

.Transit Torthin, Total
.

1977 -76 3S 400 .2 200 40 60.0
3t 400. 2 200 40 600

1978-79 52'000 11 50Q. 463 500
55.300 10 200 65 500

1979-80' 43 300 31500 79 800
59 800 25900 '85 700

1980-81 45'600 47 700 93'300
66 700 34 900 111 600,

1981-82 19 600 71 209 110.800 73 100 . .45 700 118 800
1982-83 41 600 99 800 141 400

85. 600 , 59 600 145 20,0
1983-34 47000 129 200 176.200

.97 900 76 100 174 000 O198445. 51.001 162 400 213 400/t
107 500: 96 SOO 204 300

1985-86 54 800. 194 Iloo 249 200.
115 900 116 600' 232 500

198647 59 100 206 500 265 600
124 800 :123 800 ,. 248 600

1987-88' 64 300 220:100 284.40.0 135 400 131 700 .167 100
1988-89 68 600 235 100, 700 145 400 140'400 285 800'.
198940 75 000 251800 326 800

157 900 150 800 308 700...
1990,41 79 COO 268.500 347 500

167 ZOO 14 000 328 800

titions of preparation for sixiime entrance examination

27



imum .mmem arm , pis mam

Alterulve 1I1
Rea of access to. 6e: 44%

Control of, repetitions*z: tight

Transit,

38 400

'9 51400.

K) 48 900

1
f
47 400

2 TO 500

3 v448 100

4 55 000

5 60 Oo

6 6.5 000

7 69 900

8 75 900!

9 81 ADO.

0 .88 400

1 94 160.

.popm MON ammo mew poom maw som4

Table 18 - Continued

onsa pawl

' Alternatives IV 5 V' Alternative l
Rate of access to 6e: 50% Rate of access to be: '50%

CQntro.l of repetitions*: loose Control of repetitions*: tight

Termin. Tot11 Transit Termin. Total Transit Termin. ',Total

2 200 40 600 3313 400 2 200 40 600 38 400 2 200 40 600

11 200 '62 600 54.700 10 200 64 900 50 700 11 20 1 900
29 400 78 300 58..400 25 500 83)00 V-500 a 000 500

43 200 90 600 64 400 33 600 '.98 000 45 000 42.30g 300

60 300 103 800 68900 43 000 111 900 39 800 56 900 96. 700

80:200 128 300. 80 600 55 100 135 7.00, ' 43 900 .73 900 117 8p0

101 800 156 800 93 300 :69 400 162,700 50300 92 000 142 300

127 800 188 0.00, 101 200 88 400 189 GOO 55 100 115 400 170 500.

152 700 217700 109'000' 106 300 215 300' 59 400 138 100 97 500
162 300 232 200 117 300 112. poo -230 200.. 64 000 146 600 600

173 100 249 000, 127 300 .120 200 247 500 .69,500 156 400 225.900

184 800 266 ido .136 800 128 400 265,200 `,4.400: 166 i00 241 3001:

198 400 286 800 148 700 137 400. 76 100 81 000 179 000 260 000

210' 900 305 000 157 900. 146.700 304800, 86-106 190 703 .276 800.

itions of preparation for sixiame entrance examination.

129
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The only pedagogical alternative selected with respect to

complementary education is that, of the second model. Thi4)Model was

introduced in Part I, Chapter. IV, and its technology w s described in

Part II, Chapter I. It allows students to design the curriculum

best suited-to their needs, and incorporates students repeating

their preparation for the sixieme ,entrance examination. This model

has many edu&tional advantages over the other alternatiye:and is

also less costly since it can be implemented on an efficient

scale in a greater 'number 'of villages.

Enrollments are divided into two groups: a) students whose

objective Is to enter sixieme. described here as "transit" students

and b) students preparing to enter tile labor market,
,

; ,

described as "terminal" students. This distinction is

import nt sihz on the'one hand, the enrollment of "terminal"

students is the only one attributable to the existence of, the

complementary cycle (in its absence students who failed the

sixieme entrance examination would remain in CM2); and, on the

other hand, teaching costs vary, considerably between the two groups.

Total enrollment is rather insensitive to policy changes

represented by the different scenarios, since reductions in the

numbei- c)f. "transit" students are offset by increases in the

Number of "terminal" students. Total enrollment varies from

40,600 in 1977-78 (mainly consisting of transit students) to a,

figure somewhere between 300,000 and 350,000 in 1990-91. On the

other hand, the relative growth in the two types Of students is

strongly influenced ly t1e policy adopted: terminal student

enrollment for 1990-91 only reaches 150,000 under Alternatives

130.
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IV and V (high rate ok,access to Sixime and loose control of

repetitions) but rises ix; 270,000 under Alternative I (low rate

of access and tight control of repetitions); the growth of tran-
.

'sit student enrollments varies inversely with the same amplitude.

It should also be noted that(the eventual enrollment of ter-

minal student in the compleinentary cycle is of the same order as

enrollment in the first cycle (minimum: 483,674; maximum: 389,618),

but varies inversely as a-function of the alternatives considered.

It may appear ificial to specify student enrollments for

the year 1977-78 given the date this report was prepared (Septem-

ber 1977). It should, however, be noted that ihitial enrollments

consiet primarily of transit students who, instead of being counted
s

as CM2 students, may be immediately classified as belonging to

the complementary cycle- 'In the absence of the 2,200 terminal

gudents projected for 1977-78, their cost may be ascribed to

the development of the complementary cycle during that year. At

any rte, initial investment expenditures related to the education

of terminal students are computed on'the basis' of a 1978-79 starting

date, with the enrollment projected for this second year.
"

2. Cost components of 'the complementary cycle

Annual excerses for the. complementary cycle are pioiected

to the, year 1990-91 in three stages: I) computatiah of costs pro-

portional to enrollment (mainly operating expenses), 2) computation

/
_of costs related o the growth of e roIlments (investment ekpendi-

ture) and 3) computation of total and net costs. The net annul
)

.cost of the complementary cycle is obtained by suLtracting the

alternative cost of transit students, w.re repetitiotis transferred

131
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back to the CM2 Class

a) Costs proportional to enrollment

These costs are regrouped under five categories:'

i) . Teacher CostSl regular staff

At the projected level the regular teadhing

staff will consist of primarir school teachers, some of whom will
ham acguirpd specialized trainingtAA vocational education. Per4
student cost is the same as in Table 13 above.

ii) Cost of,school materials and supplies

This cost is projected at 5,000 CFA F per
student per year.

iii) Cost of television support
1!'The cost of television support is expresaed

as a multiple of total enrollment, based on the rationale developed \
in cohliuting the cost? of secondary education with some media

support. Unit costs are those shown in Table 11 above.

iv). Cost of supplie, operation and maintance of
,:e=ui=ment in vocational educatiOn

This cost is projected separately for students
preparing the sixime entrance ex . =tion and for terminal studentS..

For the latter it 's set at 5,000 F per student per year.*

Assuming that the participation of transit students in. vocational

education courses will be one fourth that of terminal students,

the cost figure adopted for the former is only 1,25u CFA F.

132°
At least in the case of agricultuial training, part of the costs will
be defrayed by the'sale of products generated in the course of vocationaltraining.
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6

Cost of training specialists 'An vocational
education

These 'training .specialists are assictned tb the

mobile units described in Chapter.II, or to-fixed facilities in the

case of large institutions.. The computations beloW suggeSt the use 1*
1

of one specialist per 150 terminal students., Based on an, annual

salary of 600,000 CFA F, the cost per term041 student is therefore

600,000/150 = 4,000,CFA P.

Cos.ts proportional to enrollment are summarizred in Table 19

for the two categories of students.

Table 19: PER STUDENT COSTS IN THE.COMPLEMENTARY.CYCLE
(COSTS PROPORTIONAL TO ENROLLMENT)

Year

Per stUdent cost, .

Year

.Per Stu
.1--

eht cost

Transit Terminal Transit, Terminal

1977778

1978 -79

1979-80

19,30-81--

19E1-82

1932-83

1933-84

39 960

41 750

42 430 .

43 5S0

, 44 E40

'44 660

45 SOO

47

49

.50

51

52

52

53

710

503

180

330

590 .

410

550.

1984-85 .

..1985786

1986-,.S7

-1987-88

1988-89

1989-93

190 -91

:

46

48

49

50

51

53

54

960

220,

460.

730

860

080

060

54.710'

,55.970

57 210.

58 480

59 610.,

60 830

61 810

4,

b) Costs related to enrollment growth

These costs are those of classroom and workshop

:construction, and, ,of vocational training eauipmPht.*

It is assumed that the agricultural land needed for vocational

training will he made available free to the schools by the

communities involved. 133
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4

.31 Construction and furnishing of classrooms
andttrkshoes

4

4

We assume one classroom per 45 students of

`any category and one workshop per 45,terminal students. This

latter figure is based on an average use of the workshop equal to 36

hours per week and an occupancy of plIours;per Weekpers,student

in groups of ten.,
t

After 19.66, the ratio, of transit students to terminal stu-

dents vaties between. 1:3 and 1;1 .according ko the alternative

selected. The occupancy of workshops by transit .students,;being

one fourth that of terminalstudentS, can thetefore be accomodat-,

ed within the normal stretch of the projected canacity. The propor-

tion of transit students win. be higher at the start, decreasing-
.

ptogressively to its stationary level between 1978 and 1985. On the

-other hand, one.must realize that at first the participation-of

transit students in,vocational courses will atifirst,be'insignificant,

reaching its anticipated rate progressively during the-course

of the same period.

The average cost of building and furnishing a primary School
l`f

classroom is estimated at 3.4 million CFA F. The 'same cost will

be adopted'for a workshop (with work-benches). 'The annual cost of
.),

new construction is therefore obtained through multiplication of.the

increase 'in transit enrollment by 3'.4 million 75,000/CFA F, and,
' 45

of the increase in terminal enrollment by 150,000 CFA F. Replacement'

costs which, for the period considered, apply only to CM2 classes free(

by transit students and transferred to the complementary cycle, are

not taken into account.

Jp
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ii) Costs of vocational trainin2 equipment

This cbst is computed 'strictly by teference to tne''

.growth of terminal student enrollments ince the participation of L/

transit students will not be substantial.

The need for simple manual tools is estimated at 4,000 CFA F

I. per student, and that oemechan4i.cal equipment, in fixed or mobile

units, at 30,000 CFA F. This latter figure is based on an effec-
.

tive utilization of each unit equal to 1,40a flours per year...,

Assuming that each terminal student will have access to l'such
* . /

units ,per year,. working -30 hours at each unit in. groups of 110,'

the number of necessary units is 3 x 30/10 per S0, students-.

The averageCost of a. single unit is estimated ,4.5 milaiohH

CFA F*; the investment per student is.,thus 4.5.million/150

30,000' FA F.

Replacement costs for both types of equipment are based,on an

average utilization of five years, a fourth of the purchase price .

being recovered upon resale.

c) Total and net costs

Total costs are.computed in Table 20 for each of

the six enrollment profiles described in Table 18., Table -20" al'so
.00

yield's the alternative cost of transit students under the assump-
.

tion.of their being held the CM2 class. The difference between the

total cost and this alternative cost is the net cost of the Coaple-

mentary cycle, since transit students would be found in the CM2 in

i- absence. table AG gives a more detailed anaZysis'of total costs.
41,

*The cost will be less for fixed units and considerably higher
for mobile ones,since the latter include vehcle.and generator.

135 P.



Table 20: SUMMARY OF TOTAL AND NET COSTS OF THE COMPLEMENTARY CYCLE UNDER

M ALTERNATIVES

Second 41
Unit : million of CFA Francs

Alternative

Rate of access to.6e: 30%

Control of repetitions*: tight

Alternative II

. Rate of access to .6e: 44%

Control of:repetitions*: loose

CM2 .

CM2
Total altern, 'Net Total altern, Net

. Year cont. cost Cost Cost 'Cost Cost...--
..........

1911778. 4 .374' 2 554 .2 220 4 783. 2 802 ., 1 981

1978-79 6 420 2 171 '4 249 6.040 2 646 ', 3 39.4. ''''.1)
I

1979 -80 6 611
, 2 049 4 562 . 6 011 3.055 2.956

198081'. 8 759 1 937 6 772 7 165 3 337, 3.778

'1981782, 10 782 1 776 9 006. 9 176 . 4 215, 4 961

1982-83 12 792 1 858 10.934 10966 4 746 6.420

1983-4 15 691 2.153 13 538. 13 488 5 204' 8 284

1984-85 -17 791: 2 605 .' 15 136 14 847 5 678 9 169

1985-84 . 16 671, 2 965 '13 706 14 383 6 257 8 126

1985 -87
''.... 18 358 3 313 15 045 15.860. 6 963 8 892

1987-83 2,0 25a 3 564 ,. 15.674 17 603 7 619 9 9S4

1988789
. 22 482 4 038 16 444 , 19 688 8 477 11 211

'1989-90 21 900 4.281 19 619 r 21 435. 9 650 11 785'

190-91, 25 147 4 571 20 576- 22,101 9 614 12 287
./

Repetititns of preparation for sixike entrance examination

136
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Table 20 - Continued

Alternative III
. 'Alternatives IV & V

Altern 'ative VI.
, Rate of iteciz:; to 61!': ,44% Rate of access to 6e.. 50% Rate of access to 6e: 50%Control. o tepetitions*: tight COntroI of repetitions*: loose Control of repetitions*: tight

0M2
012Total ahem, Net Total altern. Net Total altern. NetYear. Cost. cost .C.:.ost. 'Cost cost, Coat, Cost' Cost Cost

1977;78 4 674 2 509 .2165 4 738 2 757 1 931 4 621 2.456 2 165
1978-1 6 049 2 146. 3 903 5 881 2.561., 3.320 5 946 2 117 3 829
1979-80 ; 6 089 4 014 5 698 2 928 2, 770 5.917 2 015 3 9'02
1980-81 7 429 2 066' 5 363 6 600 3 145 3 455 618 1 961 4 857
1981-82 8 784. 1951 6 833 8.418 3 966 ''.4 452 7 905 1.783, 6 120
1982-83 10 881, 2 418 8 463 341:332 553 , 5 779 9 n0 . 1 961 7 439
1983-84 13 608 2 909 .10 699 12 467 4 865 7 602' '12 321 2 634 4 9 687
1984-85 15.113- 3 187 11 926 13 673 5.337 8 336 13 740 2 910 10.830
1985.86 14 251 3 502', 10 749 13 290 5 879 7' 411 12 874 3 209. 9 655
1986087 15 687' 3 907 '11 780 14 662 6 552 8 110 14 577 ,10 624
1987-.88 17 374 4 262 "13 112 16 333 7 170 ) 163 15 719 3 394 11 825
1988-89, 19 391,, 4 746 , 14.645 '18 172 7 987 10 185 17 400 4 353 13 047
1989.90 20 476 5 1.20L 15 356 19 415 8 6,83. 10 732 15 641 4 681. 13 960
199041 21 532 5 515 16 0/7 ..20 418 9 226 11 192 19 56 . 5 037. 14 529

?Repetitions of preparation for sixieme entrance examination
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As in the case of student enrollments, total costs are

relatively unaffected by policy changes: at the end of the perd

(1990-91), they vary between 20 billion CFA F under Alternatives

TV, V, and VI, (high rate of access to,sixieme) and 25 billion

under alternative I (low rate of access). The net cost, On the

other hand, jumps from 11 billion under Alternatives IV and V to

20 billioh underlfAlternative l;the ratio being approximately

the same as t corresponding ratio of terminal student enrollments

(145,000 and 2 ,0010).

Alternatives IV and V are part of scenarios (4) and (6) and

(8) to .(12) considered the cost analysis of the 'first secondary

cycle (Tables 6B and 17). The first cycle enrollment in all

cases (except (4)) is 315,000, a little more than twice the enrollment

of terminal students in the complementary cycle, and its cost

varies between 50 billion (traditional\technolog

and 40 billion (new technologies), which is four imes the

net cost bf the commentary' cycle. 'Approximately then, the

eventual cost per terminal student in the complementary cycle

is less than half the cost per student in secondaiy educatipn.

Alternative I, on the other hand; is part of scenari,o (1) coh-

.sidered in the framework of secondary education. In the year 1990-91,

first cycle enrollment under this-alternative will be 185,006, or 2/3
4

,the enrollment of terminal students in the complementary cycle, and

its cost will reach 30 billion CFA F, surpassing by half the net cost

ofrthe complementray cycle. Once again, the eventual cost per

terminal student is less. than half the per student cost in the'

fir.4t cycle of secondary education.



Table 21: GENERAL COST .SUMMARY FOR THE.FOUR REFERENCE YFARS:
. 1977, 1980, 1985, 1990

Unit : Billion of CFA F.

Year
Alternatives*

PI [2] (3) s [4) (5) (61 [7] . IC [9] (10] (11] [12].

4

1977 -78

1st cycle of ,.

socadni.v edUe.
13.8 14'.7 14.7 14.7 12:9

.

13.2. 13.2 8.0 11.3 11:3 9.2'

.

9:4
Complewotary
cycle **

Total

.

1980 -81

1st cycle of

secondary educ.
17.1 21.6

6.8 g'3.8

23.9 25.4

22.6

5.4

28.0

22.8 17.7

3.5 3.5

26.3 21.2

18.1

'3:5

21.6

19'.3

4,9

24.2

11.4

3.5

14.9

15.5

3..5

19.0

15.8 12.8

3.5. 3.5

19,3' 16.3

13.1

3.5.

16.6

Conplementary

cycle**

Total

1985-86

- 4

.

lsc cycle of

secondary educ.
19.2 36.5

13.7 8,1

' 32.9 44.6

37.2

10.7

47.9.

42,8 34.2

. 7.4 7.4

50.2 41.6

34.6

7.4

42.0

35,4

9.7

45.1

24.3

7.4.

31.7

30.0

7.4

37.4

3.5 25,0,

7.4 7,4

37.732.4

25.3

7,4

32.7

.CoriiPlementarY

cycle**

Total

1990-91

1st cycle of

educ.second educ. 54.6 54.9

45...0

70.9.

.62.8-50.8

11.2 11.2

74.0 62.0

31.4

11.2

62.6

52,1

14.5

66.6
.

38.9

11.2.

50.1

44.8

11.2

56.0

45,4 37.9

11.2 '11.2

56.6 49,.1

38.3

11,2

49.3

Cb m lementar
Y

cycle** 20.6 12,3

Total 50-.2. 66.9

k See, Table 6B, page 62,' for identification of alternatives.

Second Model: net costs

4,

142
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D. Summary of 'costs and general conclusions

When adding the 'costs of#the first secondary cycle and

those of the complAkentary cycle under the twelve alternative

described in Table 6B, and under the second model of complementary

Ieducation,the differences observed earlier are reduced since an

J

offsetting mechanism'is at work: if the first secondary cycle tightens
)

its rate of access, the complementary cycle must,accomodate more

students.

1 Costs are summarized in Table 21. The total projected cost

for the year 1990-91 varies from a minimum of 50 billion CF F to

a maximum of 74 billion -- a difference of 50%. The "bestlialue"

alternatives are: (i) alternative (1), owing to its g'reatly

reduced rate of access to sixieme (30%), (ii) alternative (8),

due to the use of primary school teachers with some -media support;

and (iii) alternatives (11) and (12), as a result of their reliance
-?

on neW.e4cattiona1 settings that also employ very few highly

qualifiedp?rsonnO=munity and distance education). Alternative

(4) is ttpmot g-)cep ';; since it combines a high rate of access

promotions and repetitions in theth tgo
z*.

41:0't cycle t

Frt:thept0.?0... ...lye of cost reduction, it will undoubtedly

be difficlt to .accept alternative (1),since it is definitely.

selective with regard to access to secondary education. Alternatives

(8), c11)and (12) are even less expensive and much less selective,

but rely largely on new technologies or more modern educational

philosop$1ies. The are "liberal-reformist" in nature,

and might meet with substantial resistance on this account.

1 4 3
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beyond 4 times their pcuent level. Yet, all the alternatives

studied exceed this coefficient. It is thus among the least

expensive that the final selection must be operated in any case.

.114

...4*
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The most,reasonable policy, is undoubtedly Alternative (

since its cost does not much.exceed the minimum cost yielded by

Alternative (11), while on the one hand it allows a relatively

wide access to the first cycle of secondary education, and

on the other hand its innovative content is limited to the most

obvious needS(community education, in isolated small:townS and

villages, and marginal media s3pport less costly than Alternatives

(5) and (5), next in order of cost, but it'prOduces a better
0

geographical distribution of effrollments.

The other options, which are\V.1 more expensive, must

almost certainly be discarded because of their cost. There is ample

reason to bear that the growth of the educational system will become

an intolerable strain on the tvorian economy, risking disruption

of its basic equilibria.

As Eicher and Orivel have already shown in their report onithe

cost of primary education,*the present development plans of the

educational systeM multiply on the average by a factor of 6

the real resources allotted to education. Such an investment is

hard to justify since, as of now; the Ivory Coast already

exhibits one of the world's highest appropriation rates lor

education both as, a 'percentage of the national budget (40%) and 'as a

percentage of. the (7 to 8%).

Under no circumstances can one recommend' alternatives that assume

a multiplication ,of real GNP by:a'factor greater the between

now and 1990, and the allocation of more than 10% of the GNP

to .educatiOn. This mevs that expenses''Must not ne 'allowed to rise'

Eicher an d Orive, OE. cit.

1 4.5
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Table Al: Estimates (to 1975) of annual first-time enrollment in CP11 CM2 and sixiime

Year Enter CP1. Enter,CM2 Enter Sixieme

Tridi. .TV Total Tradi., TV Total Tradi. TV Total

1962 70,73,1 70,731

1963 68,163 68,163

1964, 704005 70,005

1965 67,14.6 67,146

1966 69,571 (19,1.)71

1967 72,412 72,412

1968 .71,047 ,71,047

1969 =77,389 77,389

.1970 82,133
. 82,133

1971 67,565 21000 88,565

1972 56,322 35,500 _91,822

4'1973 53,640 45,000 &)13'-i6k0,,

1974 51,808 52,239 1040.47

1975 461/0 69,157 115,748

339017 3.3,017

36,597 36,997

9027 40,827

?k43,937. 43,937 , 20,016 20,016
,

49,208 A9,208 21,080 21,080
",'.t

54,112 54,112 211667' 21,667

60,740 60,740 23,809 23,809

70,493 70,493 26,097 26,097

Sources and Computation:

1) Estimates 1962-1075: Reported total enrollment in grade, less estimated number of
repeaters froM previous year.'

7

Source of t(Aal enrollment data and repetition percentages: Service Autonome de$
Etudes Generates de Planification et,des Statistic*: Statistiques de l'Enseignement
1973-74.' For f974 and 1975: Service Autonome & DOCE: PROJEDOR, Version 04

R
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Table A2:

Projection of annual first-time enrollment in CP1 and CM2

Year Tradi.

Enter CP1

Total.TV

1976P 43,781 87,465 131,246
1977 40,605) 101,657 142,262

1978 35,325 117,572 152,897
1979 35,780 128 ;739 164,519
1986 36,236 141,746 17,982
1981 36,820 154,904 191,807
1982 37,513 167,638 -205,15/

1983 38,210 185,405 224,115

1984 38,016 196,349 234,365

1985 39,664 212,980 252,644

198'6

1987

1988

1989

1990_

Total

Enter CM2

Public Private

'78,000 62 900 15,100

83,000 67,000 :16,000.

89,00 72,700 16,300

01,000 81,80 19,200.

WA,000 .89,000 1.8,000

1727,000 106,700. 20,300

141,000 120,400' 20,600,

150,000 130,800 19,200

'1:1159,000 140,600 e18,100

69,000 151,500 '17500+

.182,000 164,800 17,800.

193,00 17640.0, ,16i900

209,,000 192,400 716,.600 .

219,000 202,700' 1640306

234,000 .218,000 16000

Sources and Computations:

Projqtions based on PROJEDOR, Version 08:

aY .First enrollrants in CP1: As reported in Table 2 of Service
Aut.tnome: Profe;:tion d'Effectlfs, de Classes et de MaTtres
L"7seLpfnement ;rimair (1975/76 a 1985/86):

b) Fircenrollnt in CM2:'
19-6 to 1985.. Tot41 derived from Table 3, above document; as

613eErtion calculated through application of 'implicit CM2
repetition rates (going.froth 47% in 1976-to 41% in.,19854, and
subtracted from totaliCM2'enrollment. Total rqunded-to"nearest
thousaria. Distribution between public and prate sectors based
on relative CM1 enrollment of the two seqors in previous year.
1986-1990. Total in yeal- t calculated as 'a ratio of 'weighted CP1
.entrils.in year4t-5 and t-6: r(2/3*Et_5+1/3 Et_6) . The ratio r
Oat reduced., from .97"'-in-1985 to .95 in '1990. Total rounded to

'to.
thousand. New CM2 enrollments rn private sector assumed

'to.debline linearly to416,'000,in 1990. New CM2 enrollments in
public sector obtaine# as refelal..

pour



Subtable (1)

'Subtable (2)
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Table A3.

Student flow patterns under,alternatil4 options

respecting (a) the rate of access to sixieme,'

() .tie control Of repetitions (in preparation

for sixiame entrance examinations), and (c) the

4 model of complementary education.

4

Cohort of 100 pupils entering the CM2 in year
, ..., .

-

Rate of access: 69%
. ,..

Control' of repetitions:, loose (80%; 50%)
c,Required rate of admission: K = 18%

e

-

Comp. cycle 1st Model Comp. cycle

, Year CM2 CC1 CC2 CC3 lagLmodel

t 100
Y

t+1 66* 18 14 80

t+2 12 4Y 11 54

t+3
, 34 9 43

t+4 20

Rate of access: 30%

Control o,'.7 repetitions: tight (50%; 50%)

Required rate of admission: .K = 22%

Year CM- I.,.

t . 100

t+1 39* 27 35

t+? :a 78

cycle 1st model,

1 .CC1 CC2 CC3

t+3.

t+4.

:20,
. 72,

A.6.-

,
..

,0-

.*Zero under second model of complementary cycle.'

Comp.. cyclet.

2nd model

74

53
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jSYibtable -
31 0 1 * 0.

O I ,
Rate olf aecess: ' 44% le,

Control of Apetitton's: loo, (80%; t0%)
Of ,

.,Required' rate of admissioni K -t--: 24%
,i,

Subtable (4)

ro

Comp.

Year C2it2, 6e CC1

t 100

t+1 61 *. 24 , 14

t+2 23* 15 18 ,

t+3 5 13
. .

t+4

t+5

Rate of access.: '44%

Control of repetitions:

Required rate Of admission: K ic 30%

,
cyc34 1st Model Comp. Cycle

CC2 , *CC3 2nd model

2.
'

. 75

11 52

: lat.' 9 36.,

10., 12

'8

.

tight (50%; 50%)

of

Year .CM2 6e'

100.

t+1 3 30
t=1:2 12* 11.

t+3

t+4

t+5

44,

*Zert under

it

Comp. cycle 1st model, Comp." Cycle

z-4CC1 CC2 CC3

32

,-`1O

461

26.

8 20

5 > 6

4

2nd model

67

48

54 °

1 II
second model Of complwAntary cycle.

.444

1311

4

a



Subtable (5)

Subtable (6)
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Table A3 continued

Rate of access: 50%

Control of repetitions: loose (80%; 50%)

Required rate of admission: K = 28 %.

Year CM2 6e

t X00

t+1
. 58* 28

t+2 .21* 16

t+3

t +4

t+5

6

Comp.

CC1

.13

17

10

Rate of access: 50%

Control of repetitions:

.Required rate of admission: K = 35%

cycle 1st model

CC2_ CC3

Comp. cycle

2nd model

71

10 48

14 8 .32

8 11

6

tight (50%; 50%)

Year CM2

100,

6e

Comp.

CC1

cycle 1st mode4.

CC2 CC3

Cotp. cycle

2nd model
t

t+1 .32* 35. 30 62

t+2 11* 11 8 24 4.3

t+3 4 5 6 19 30
t+4 4 5

,t+5 3

.3' *zero under. second model of complementary cycle... .

fai

1152
4k.;



Table A4: Projection of student ,flows from the first year of CM2 (in thousands)

Subtible (1) :, Rate, of access: 30%

Control of repetitions*: loose

Required rate, of admisiion: K is 18%.

Enter

in

fear iixame

.976 300

.t;

First Moddl u C emplementary'Cxcle
Second Model of Complementary Cycle.

Enrolled ,-in
Enrolled in

Repeat the CM2 Class ,Coq. Cycle Repeat the CM2 Class
fladj;: Adius, 'Public Private Unac13. Adjust. . Public Private Total

.977 32.3 (10.9) (2.2)

978 34.4 34.3 10.3

97$ 34.2 70.0' 23.0

,980 35.1 995' 49.8,

.981 35.1 124.1 74.5

.982 15.7 l45!3 101.7

,983 40.6 185.4 132.3

984 .43.9 184..4, 166.9

985 46.6 199.\ 4199.7

9$6 49.5 214,7 214.7

987 52.9* 228.3 228.3

988 56.7 243.5 243.5

46.1 10.5 56.6

5

56.1

57.8

62.6

70.4

79.5

86.3

92:8

99'.9

108.7

116.2

98'9. q,7 251.2 2592 1270

64 5 2776 277.6

11.2 63.7 (49.3) (40,6)

13,4 69,5 90.2 66.3

13.2 7110 127.4 85,6

14.3 75.3 143.2 102.1

14.1 76,7 160.6 '121.4

13.4 83.8 188.4 153.0

13.6 93.1 213.8 186.9

12.7 99.0 238.0 222.8

12.1 104.9 256.7 256.7

11.6 111.5 274,0 274.0

11.4 120.1 293.9 293,9

112 127.4 314.2 314,2

11.0 138.0 338.7 3387

133.8 10.8 144.6 360.3 360.3

46.1 10.5 56.6

14.1 11.2, 25.3

0.0 13.4 13.4

0.0 13.2 13.2

0.0, 14.3 14.3,

00 14.1 14.1 1

0.0 13.4 13.4 H

0.0 13.6 13.6

0.0 , 12.7 12.7

0.0 12.1 12.1

0.0 116 116

0.0 11.4 11.4

0.0 11.2 11.2

0.0 11.0 11.0

0 0 10.8 10.8

.11

* Reptition of preparations for sixiime entrance examipation.



Table A4: Projection of student flows from the first year of CM2 (in thousands):i.---r---

Subteble (2): Rate'of access:, 301

Control of repetitions tight

Required kate of admission: K a 221

Opr

First Model of Com lementa de Second Model of Complementary Cycle
Enters Enrol ed in Enrolled in

.

ins'.' Comp.. Cycle Repeat the CM2 Class Comp Cycle i Repeat the CM2 Class
Year Sixiame priadj. mitIL Public, Private Total padj. Adjust. Public Private Total

1976 0' ,', . ' 46.1 , 10.5 56:6 46.1 10.5 56.6

1977 3 ,3'': (10.9) ...,524 ,, .11.2 . 63.7 (49.3) (40.6) 14.1 11.2 25.3

1978 3S.2.' ',48.5 '52 1.5 64.5 90,2
. 63.5 o.a 12.5 12.5

1079 36.0.: 78.1 1142, .484 ,11.,1 59.4 126,1 1.9.8 0.0 11.1 11.1
I-.

1'980 .37.2 '113.2 56.6., 1.( 46 56.2 1414,, 13.3 0.0 10.6 10.6
N
LO

.

1981 36.3 142.1. 853 3L6 TA:1:4 ,'47A 158,2 110.8 0.0 8.2 8.2 1. , 1, r,f,,,,,,

1982 38,5 .164.7' 115.3 .41.6 7.1''-'49',s 184.1 141.4 0 0 7.9 7.9

1983 41.2 184.2 147.4 47.0 8,0 55.0 ,208'.5 176,2 0.0 8'4 , 8.0

1984 44.3 201.0 .180,9 51.0 7.5 .58.5 231.5 213.4 0,0
7'.5'

74i,

1985 47.0 215.4 215.4 54.8 7.2' 62,0 249.2 249.2. 00' 7.2 7;2

1986 49.9 229.8 229.8 59.1 6.8 '65.9 265,6 265.6 0,0 6.8 6.8

1987 5326, 244.7 244.7 64.3 6.7 71.0 284.4 284.4 0.0 6.7. 6.7r

1988 564' 261.1 261.1 68.6 '6'.6 75.2 303.7 303.7 0.0 6.6 6.6.... ,

1989 61,5, 279 6 27'96 75.0 6.5 81.5 326.8 326.8. 0.0. 6.5 6.5

1990 64,9
(

.296.1 298.3 79.0 6.4 85.4 347.5 3,47.5 0/0 6,4 6.4

!I Repetition of 'preparations for sixiime entrance examination

c 155'
:1 rP

Nor



Table AA: Projection of student flows from the first year of CM2 (4 thousands)

Subtable (3): lace Of access: 441

Control of repetitions; loose

Required rate of admission: K m 24%

First Model of Complementary Cycle
Enter , Enrolled in

in Comp, Cycle Rat the CM2
I Sixieme Unadj 1.11211p. Private Total

6 30.0

7 32.3 (10.9) (2.2)

t 35.2 34.3 10.3

9 37.8 65.0
,

26.0

0 41.8 87.3 43.6'

1 45.4 101.5 66.9

2 51.7 112.2 18.5

3 58.3 125,5 100.4

63.6 ,,140.3 426 3

67.8 154.1 154.1

721 166.2. 166.2

\ 77.1 177.3 177.3

188.9 188.9

202,0 202.0

4,1

4,, 46.1 10.5 56.6

52.5 11.2 '63.7

55.3 68.6

' '1 ,73.4

66.7 15.4 824

73.1 15.4

85.0 16.5 102.1

97'9 174 115.2

107.5,1: 16.4 123.9

115.9 , '15.6 131.5

124.8 14.9 139.7

135.4 14.5 149,9

145 4 14.3 159.7

157.9 14.0. 171.9

167.8 13.7

48i%

181.5.,,;

Second Model of

Enrolled in

Comp. Cycle

't)tadj. Adjust. 4,

Complementary Cycle

'Repeatithe CM2 Class

Vbblip 'Private Total
1 I

46.1

(49,3) (40.6) 14.1

85.4 65.5 0.0

124. 85.7 0.0,

136.5 .1014 0,4

149.3. :,118,.8 0.0

170.7 '145.2 0.0

193.0 :174.0 0.0

104.3, ,0

232.5 232.5 0.0

248.6 ?48.6 0.0

267.1 20.1

285.8 :285.8 0.0

308.7 308.7 0.0

328.8 328.8 0.0

10.5 56.6

11.2 25.3

13.3 130

,13.6 13.6

15.4 15.4

15.4 15.4 °

16.5 16.5

17:3 17.3

0 16.4 16.4

15.6 15.6

14 9 14.9

14 5 14.5

14.3 14.3

14.0 14.0

13.7 13.7

of,preparations for sixihe entrance examinatim 158

ti



Table it4: Projection of student flows from the firstyearof CM2 (in, thousands)

Subtable (4): Rate of access: 44%

Control of repetitionA tight

Required rate qf admissions: k a 30%

First Model of Complementarz Cycle

Enter Enrolled in

in Com . Cycle

Year, Sixi4me Unadj. (flust.

1976 30.0

1977 32.3

1978 36.1

1979 39.5

1980 44.2

1981 47.8

1982 .52:9

1983 °594

1984 64.3

1985 68,4

1986 72:7

1987 78.0,.

1988. 83.0

1989. 89.5

1990 94.5

Second Model of Complementary Cycle

Enrolled in

Repeat the CM2 Class Comp. Cycle Repeat the3CM2 Class
Public° Private Total pnadj. kipst';. Public Private' Total

46.1 10.5 56.6

(10.9) (2.2) 52.5 11.2 63./> (49.3)

37.6 11,3 51.4 12.3 63.7 88.8

74.0 29.6' 4i.9 11.2cN 60.1 122;

103.4 51. 47:4 11.0 58.4 133.91'

123.1
471.9 13.5 9,2 52.7 144:0

135.5 99:9 48.1 9.2 57.3 162.7

147.0 117.6, 55.0 9.6 64.6 182.3

159.1 143.2 60.2 9.2 69.4 202.2

171.3 171.3 65.0 8.2' 73.7 217.7

183.1 . 183.1 69.9 8.3 78.2 232.2

'i95.5 195.5 . 75.9 8.1 84.0 249.0

208.4 208.4 81.4 8.0 89.4 266.2

223.3 223.3 88;4 7.8 96.2 286.8

237.9 237.9' 94".1 7 7'0,101.8 305.0

(40.6)

62,6

78..1

90.6

103.8

'128.3

156:8

188.0

217,7

232.2

249.6

2664

286.8

305.0

46,1 10.5
, p

14 11.2

0. 12.3

'0.0 11.2

0.0 . 11.0

0.0 9.2

0.0 9.2

0.0 9.6

0.0 9.2

0.0, 8.7,

0.0 8.3

0.0 8.1

0.0 8.0

0.0 7.8

0.0' 7.7

56.6

25.3

12.3

11.2

11.0 w

9.2

9.2

9.6

9 2

8.7

8.3

8.1

8.0

7.8,

7.7

Repetition of. preparAtions for sixitme entrance examination

159

mg.. YAW MM.

160



Ai: Projection of student flows from the first :year of CM2 (in thousands)

lubtable 15).: Rate ofacCeSs: 50%

Control of repetitions. lOOse.

Required ,t4o of cialiiis ior K = 28 %' :

?,ar.

)76

)77

)78

)79'

)80 44.9 84.8

)81 50.7 96.6

182 58.8 104.3

)83 66.2 114.0

)84 72.2 12,6.0

)8,5 . 77.0 137.7

)86. 81.7 148.2

)?7 87.4 158.1

188 93.3 168.5

189 100.3 '181.1

190 106.4 193,3

.%-,

,Enter Erielled in

in Cem2Cycle: .RoTeat the CM2 Class

eixieme., Unadl. .11dust. 'Public Private Total

First Model of Complementary Cycle

s 30.0 46.1

32.3 (10.9) (2.2) 52.5

36.1 34.3 10.3

39.5 64.1 29.6

58;6

73.0

10.5

11.2

54.7 13.1

58,4 '13.3

64.4 r 14.8
A

68.8, 14.4

80.6 15.,6

93.3 154

113 101,2 15.4

137.7- 109.0 14.7

148.Z 117.3

158.1 127.3

168 5 136.8

181. 148.7

191.3 157.9

14.1

13.7

13.4

13.1

13.0

Second Model of Complementary Cycle

Enrolled in

,CorT. Cycle Repeat the CM2 Class

Unad3. Adjust. Public Private Total

56.6

63.7 (49.3) (40.6)

67.8 88.8 64.9

71.7 122.1 83.9

79.2 ,131 5 98.0

003.3 140.5 111.9

96.2 159.3 135.7

108.5 180.1 162.7

116,6 199.4 189.6

123.7 215.3 215.3

131.4 230.2 230,2

141.0 247.5 247.5

150.2 265.2 265.2

161.8 286.1 286.1

170.9 304,6 304.6

4q:1 10.5

14.1 11.2

0.0 13.1

0.0 13;3

0.0 14.8

0.0 14.4

15.6
.

;J04;i)0 15.2

0.0 15.4

0 0 14.7

0.0 14.1

0.0 f3.7

o.a. ---13.4

* Repetition of preparations for sixieme entrance, examination

161

0.0

0.0,

162

13.1

13.0

56.6

25.3

13.1

13.3 ,1

14;8

144

15.6

1512,

15.4

14.7

14.1

13.7

13.4

13.1

13.0
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TableA4: Projection of ..student` flows front the first year of CM2 (ill thousands),

Subtable (6): Rate of access: 50%

Control of' repetitions*: tight

Required rata 151,

Enter

in

rear SixiNe

976 30.0

377 32.3

.978 37.9

.971 41.3

.980 48.1

.981 54.1

.982, 60.3

.983 67.7

,984 .73.1

.985 77.,8

.986 82,7

9.87 88.7'

988 94.3

989 101.8

990 107.4

t.

X' rr

1 J

First Model of Complementary Cyf14 'First Model' o; Complementary Cycle
Enrolled in

'Comp. Cycl.e .122peat the CM2 Class

Unadj_._ Adjust._ ( Public Private. Total

4,6'.1 11.2

(10 (2.2) 52.5 11.2

37.6 11.3 50.7 124'

/73.1 29.9 47.5 10,9

01.8 50.9 45.0 ;'0.5

117.0 70.2 3.9.8 8.5

125.5 87.9 43.,9 5

133.7. 107.0 50.3 8:8

143.4 129.1 55.1 8.4

154.1 154.1 59.4 8,0

164.4 1.64.4 64,0 7.6

175.6 176.5 69:5 7.4

187.2,, 187.2 74.4 7,3

200.7 260.7 81.0 7,2

213.6 213.6 86.1 7.0

Enrolled in
.

Comp. Cycle.- it: ReiieAt the CM2 Class "

Unadj. Adjust..17 Public Private Total

X3,7 (0.3) (406)

248. 88.2' 461.9
.

58.

0

4 120.1 71 5

k
55.5 129.7 87.3

48.3 134.6 96.7

52.4 149.5 117.8

99.1 165.3 142.3

63.5 183.3.4 '170.5

197.5.! 197.567.4i

71,

,70,9

81.7

88.2

93.1

210.6 210:6

225.9 225;9

241.3 !241.3

260.0 '260.0

276.6 276.6

4

ka

''46.1r.

0.0

/

0.0

0.0

10.5

11.3

i2.1

10.9

10.5,

56.6

25.3

,124.1

10,9

10.5

Et. 8k,5 8.5

0.0 X8.5

, 0.0 8.8 8.8

,0.0 8.4 8.4

. 0.0 8.0 8.0

7,6 7,6

1p.o 47,4 7,4,

0,0 7.3. 7,3

0.0 7.2 7.2

0.0 7.0 7.0

=WM

* Repetition of preparations .for sixieme entranceoexamplatilon
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Table A '.enrollment Projections -First Cycle of Secondary Education

Projection
4.

Rath of 'access: 30%

Control of repetitions *: tight

Flow parameters: Diagram 2'

r
Admission Enrollment

Year to 6e in 6e 5e 4e.. 3e. ,

4 .

1975-76 ',
..

29773 23917 20473 15891

T6-77. 31849 26745 21964 17077
3,1

1911-78 P300 4 35964 30251 25675 '121305,

4 197819 1

0 J

)5200 1806 34166 29047 2405

1979-80 36000. i. 38880 36115 32799 28176,

1980781 37200 40176 36936 34670 31815

1981-82 '3630.0 39204 38167 4354.59 33630

1982 -83 38500 41580 37244 36640 c34395

b 1983-84 41200 , 44496 39501 35754 35541

1984-85 44300 4.7844 42271 '11921 34681

1R8546 °) " 41000 50760 45452 40580 '36783
_ T

4986787 , 49900 538,921 ..' 48222 43.644 39363
. 0 ,

'' 1987-88 53600 . :} 57888. 51197 46293 ,42335,

1987-88 53600 57888 51197 46293 '42335

1988-6 56900 6/452' 5,4994 49149 44904

i 1489-90 f'61.500 ' 66420 58379 , 52794 47675
,-

}1190 -91' 64900 ''

\

70092 63099 s, 56044k 51a0

TOTAL

90054

97636

113201

12 6134

135970 i.

143597
1.4

1-4

146460

149855

.155292

162717

173575

185121

197713 66

197713

210499

225268

240445'

*Ilepetitions off preparation for sixieme entrance examinatiop,

ileff



Table A5: Enrollment Protections - First Cycle of Secondary Education

Projection II

Rate of access: 44%

Control of repetitions*: loose

Flow parameters: Diagram 1

Year

Admiss.ion

to 6c

1975 -76

197641

..

-

1977-78 32300

1978779 35200

1979 -80. 37800

1980-11 41800

1981-82 45400

1982-83' 51700

.1983-84 58300'

1984-85 63600

1985-86 67.800

1986-87 72100

1987-88 77100

1988-19 82100

1989 -90 88100

1990-91 96500

Enrollment 4 .)

in 6e 5e 4e 3e Total.

29773 .23917 20473 15891 90054

31849 26745 21964 1077 97363

36208. 32677 27280 21876 118041

39459. 37149 33331 /7171' 137110

42.374 40485 37891. 33198 153948
, *

46858. 43476 '41295 , 37739. 1, 169368

50893 48076 44346 41130 184445

58956 52216 49038 44169 203379

65354 59463 53260 48.842 226919

. 71296 (0 67053, 60652 53047 252048

76004 73150' '68394 60409 277957

,80824 77980 74613 68120 301537,

86429, 812925 89540 0 74315 323209
R

92034 88676 .' 84584 79222 344516

98760 :34427 0450w 84246 367883'I .4 P,

108177 101328 964316 90088. 395909

167

Repetitions of preparation fpr sixieme entrance examination
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Table A5: Entollment Protions

Projection III

Rate of access: 44%

Control of reoetitions*: tight

Flow parameters: Diagram 1

SW4 MIN 4111i4 KAI

cle of Secondar ailo

At1t n :401 011 ment

0 Year
p b fie J,n: 6e :5e

1975-'76 ' /1773 23917

1916-71 'I'. - 349
'1.97')=113

26745

'4e '3e Total

20473 15891 '

Z1964, 17 r714: 6

32677 27280

:P ' .404 37149 33331,

44280 41520, 37892 33

18O-81 44200 . 45431 4350 377

1981482 47800 5584 50836 46340
A :
4'198283 ' , 52900 ., 554301 977 51853 461 5'

198344 59500 ; 6ee791:1 -'60843.1 56077 51t,

1984-85 64300 72Q
;'"i68434 '82060

19886 68400 4. 44 69803N
198-81" ' /72700', i314,97" 78670 75433

1987-88
, 874u,

83616 80243.0

;1589-89 N jY 8 9304,3-:t. 1971a. .9288,,

1989-,90 850 ;,g1 f()33j0 95462 91505 84947

1990-91 945 ) 105934 02 9 073 1 po 911 39

38119

56890,

175069,

192941

212?86,r

235266'

258427
F I

28245

305124

3449'64

,372:44

-('3973,83

thultie pe'.1000;etU4an*Ii.priant deCM2 eritrent, en 6e,' e trouve alrec,eui, con.:
gMent ce, qui est'pi"ivq. au. 'dia#41;14 1 '117, redoublants, et 4 61eves venan de l!etranger oud e6oles

antftieU;einent*II:z.edonnueOluxad4. ionnel B) cons 1nce, pout Oonnattre les
effectifs .*ali, en 6e,,On,i mItip101es en *s par 16, cdefficientq117+04.1inr? On a
proade dija ra'arne:facort pour 1,0410.10 de. e et 3e. insifil par emple, ;'en5e%On vOit ar-river 87,7% des 616ves 'de :6e piiit-;Wae"tedotibl nts, plus-D,3% Iti fltir,additionne1:4,moins 0,
11 d!abandons du flux 3, plus Se 'de oed gmes ecoIes, squri coefficient

petitions of PiePiratiOn fd sieentrancexarnination

*" ,

1.

VP

.
.

Is

,

I'
1.4

C'

17(



Year10111

Enrollment Projections - First Cycle of Secondary Education

12211127.

Rite of acceis: 50%

Contr'ol. of repetitions *,: loose

Flow parameters: Diagram 1

Admissions Enrollment

to Ge in 6e Se 4e

29773 ,

1976-77 - 31849

1977 -78 .32300: 36208

1978-79 36100 40468

1979780' 39500 44280

1980 -81 44900 5f)332

1981 -82 50700 59077

1982=83. 58800 .65915

1983-84 66200 74210

1984 -85 72200... 80936

1985-86 77000- 86317

1986 -87 81700 \ 91586

1987-88 87400 97975\ .

1988-89 93300 104589.

1989 -90 112436

1990-91. 106400 119274

3e

, .

23917 20473' 15891 ,90054

26745: 21964. 17077 97636

32677 27280 21876 14041

37149 33331' 27171 138119
. L

41520 37892 33198. 156890

45431 42350 37740 17'5854'

51612 ,,46340 42181 199240

60613 52675 46155 225358

.67629' 61825 .52464 1 256128

76139' '68982 61578 28763.
,.,

Total&

93040 77662 68706, 315725

88561 84701 77351 342199

939675 90322 84362' 366626

100522 95846 89961 390918

107308. 102532 95463 417739

11h59 109454 102122' 4463,
1

* Repetitions of preparation for sixiime entrance examination

0..



Year

1~111111! IMIPPUP, worm WINO

Table A5: Enrollment Projections -First Cycle of Secondary Ed cation

,Proiection 11

Rate of access:. 50%

Control of repetitions*: loose
4

Flow parameters: Diagram 3

Admissions Enrollment

map', %Mk Pig

to
'6e.

6e 0 5e . 4e 3c Total

23917 20473 158''1 90054
1976-77

31849 26745 219640 170 7 97636
1977-28, 32300 35530 29301 L.. 23803 1' 28 107962

.197g-79 16100. 39710 32688 26078 0947 119423
1974-80, 39500 43456 3 29092 22949 132024
1980 -81 44900 49390 39974 32514 ,25601 147479 W
1981-82 50700 55770 145439 35577 28612 165398
1982 -83 58800 64680 51308 40441 31308 187737
483-84 66200 72820 59506 45664 3?588 213578
198(-85 72200 79420 66994 52960 4b184 239558
1985-86 77000 84700 73066 59625 46605 263996

1986 -8.7 81700
89/870 77924 65029 52470, '2,85293

.197-88 87400: .,96140 82.680 69352 , 0226 305,398

4198849 *00 102630 88449 73585 4030 325694

198990 lodocl 11b330 94420 78720 6Ii755 348225
1990-91 '106400 117040 101504 84034 69274 371852

I

* Repetitions of preparation for sixieme entrance examination
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A5 j e t ti?6n4 First Cycle of Secondary Education

?rojectionVt,
1

Rate of access: 50%

Contra] of ropetitionsP:, s tight

Flow parameters,: Diagram 1 '

Admiisions Enrollment
,'Year

1975-76

1976.-77

1977 -78

1978-79

1979.80

1980-81

1981-82

1982783

1983 -84

198-85

1.985.8.6

1986-87

1987 -28

10819

,4n-90

1 910-91
t.

to 6e 4 in 6e Se 4e 3e Tot-al

11'

Repetitions of preparation for sixAme entrance exatihat'iOn

. 4
t 41

!

I 75i.

29773 23917, 20473

31849 26745 21964

32300 35530 29301 21303

37900 41690 12681'i 26078

4,300 ' 45430 38355 29092

48100, 52910 41796 34136

54100 55510 48677;

60300 66330
. 54749, 43323

61024 48727
'

67700 74470

''',`1/4, , '73100 80410 4 . 54311
1,-' J

77800 85580 60976

15891

17077 r

' 19328

. 20947:

22949

25601
.,,..

30040

32734

38124

42880 ',

'47794

90054

97636

107962

,.'.121403'

135826

154443
-

197136,

22234

6

'2'46 13

268327

I I
82700' 90970 .65840 ,53659, X89203,,

88700 97,570 83692 1.1007a 57939 309274'

)4300 103730 89P764 7 4 4 8 6 ,' 61664. 329644

b101800 111980 9.532 79890 65548 352850 ,

107400 118140 103022 84934, 70303 .37399

644.4,

I

F.4.000 :prert
r I.
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Taber; iecn (continued)

Year _Option Vector (III) Oztion Vectors (IV & V) Option Vector (VIA,

Part A Pai.t II Total Part Part B Total Part A Part B lotal *........._:..

1977-78, 1534

1978-19 '214,6,

1979 -80 .2075

1980-81' 2066

81 -82 1951

1982-83 2148

1983 -84 2519

1984785 2827

1985-86 3134

1986-87. 3457

1987-88 3850,

1988-89. .4221':

1989-90 4692

1990-91 5087

975 , 2509 1534

_. 2146 2284

2075 2478

2066 '2807

9 '1951 . 3089

2418 3600

2909 4273'

3.'Ob 3187 0. 4752

368 3502' 5256.

4150 3907 5802

412 4362: 6458

525
4

4746 7094:

.478 5120 7993

428 '5515 .8'53e

1223

277

450

338

877

, 953?

592

583

623

750

71

89t

'6900

'6940

............_ ,.._..._

2757 1534 .' 922 2456

2561 2117 - 2117

2928 2015 2015

145 1961, - 1901

3966. 1785 - 1785,

4553. 196; 1961

4865 "2304. 330 2634

5337 .,, .2587 323 2910

5879 2864 345 3209

6552 3165 412 3577.

:7170 3526 300 3894

7987' 3858 495 4353

8683 4'299 382 4681

9226 . 4655 382 5037

Part A = Costs proPortiLt,genrollment

*Part B = Costs related to enrollment growth

° r

r '.180



Year

.41

0

1977-78

11078i-79

1:979-80

k980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

1987-88

1988-89

1989-90

1990 -91,

Table A6: Coen of Complementary Cycler Second Model

Cost of Terminal Students

OpLion. Vector. (I)

.Part A Part B Total

104 4..4116k 42280

569 3680 4249

Isql 29814, 4562

2448. 434 677:2

3744 5262 9006

5231 5703 10,34

6.919 6619' 13538

8885 6301 1546

10881 2825 137'64

11814 3231 15*
12871# ,3803 167(
14014 4430 18444,

15317. 4302 19619

16596 3980 20576

*
Part A = Costs: proportional to enrallment'i

'Part al Costs related to enrollment grovt

0

Option Nkctor

Part A Part 13:,

104 1877

"505 '2889

1656

.1 -1987

240

3124

)44 40,715

5296

6526.

295611

3778

558 49511

6470--

8284

916 ga

8126'

8842;

9984

a 11211:,

117e5'
-.4A

1702
ray

,:vr. 8360

, 9173

9951
*
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APPENDIX B

Outline of Selected Technological Alternatives
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0
' I. COMMUNITY EDUCATION:.

1. .International Experience:' The Telesecundari,a. System mf Mexico'

briefly put, the Telegecundaria System (TS) in Mexico
1 1

uses televised instruction to. supplement trained, primary school

teachers in charge of,'Classes at the first7cycle level of.secondarS,

education -- each teacher covering all subject,mdtters in his, one

claSs. (For a 'cot effectiveness study of the project, cf. Mayo,

McAnany and Xle4es [1975]) The system was created in 1968 to help

mexico.'s Secretariat of.Piblic Education provide secondary educa-

1tion to primary graduates who had n9 schools in their Nural areas
ik.

.

(usually in towns of less than 5 00 inhabitants) or who had drop-

ped out of a regular secondary sc oolin urbat areas and wanted a

second chance. The curriculum, testing and crediting systems are .1

the same as in traditional schools (students graduating from TS

have the same right as other students to enter further sc)2901Og

I

-streams).. Each community provides a classroom and TV receiver,

while the Ministry.of EduCation pfovides'bOoks, TV programs and'--

the single primary school teacher per cla6sroom (now with lobal

financing)'.

Cost savings accrue in the areas of teaching (less well-

trained teachers at.lcier salary), administration (smaller rural,
.

Schools demanding lesS administrative over ad), and-facilit/

(TV classes are held in donated or rented rooms i houses or public

-buildings). One major benefit is that secondary educat.i'on can

reach students in rural areas where the government would not have

1



-4
4

built regular secondary schools because of the small' number of

students (class size in traditional schools is double that of TS).

Apparently, Students of TS schools, even those from poorer back-
(

Vrounilipind rural areas, learn about as well as in traditional'

Schools; graduates of TS schools seem,also to have been success

ful in continuing their schoolincrin institutions outside their

small towns parents seem more ievolved in the education of their

children when they have more responsibility for providing class-7
A.

room facilities and seeing to the operation of the school.

.On the negative side, however, it should be not d that

televised programs in the TS'system have been/of poor quell y, acid /i

generally have done Iittle.to improve upon the traditional curri-
.

.

culum orTromote innovative .learning..

-2. Application to' Secondary Education in the Ivory Coat.
* . .

The ehances,for'a successful.extension of the MeXican

experience to the IyQ±y Coast. depends on the similarities and dif--

ferences obsq4poble betiveen educational developments in each

country.'

One clear%sinilarity between the two Countries is a
"

dremati: increase; '_n. numberumber of primary graduates and in the

pressure to contin',:e into he .first cycle of secondary. Also, ,

there is in each case a str g coticeritration of secondary schools
*.

inurban .areas, which means'that rural primary graduates will

hav6 to migCle toeoRtinue.schOoling. Thereis a communication

technology itifrastructure available in both c untries to produce
V

.

and broadcast instructional television progrems to rural and urban

areas. Parents is the Ivory Coast, like their counterpar7 is in
a



ldt/

,.. .
.

.

A4ekiCo, seem'to be eager for theirchildren to enjoy further edu-

cational opportunity and may be willing to invest toward that end.

There are also differences. ihe Ivory Coat, is still in

the process of rapidly expanding its primary ed4ation so that it

may not have a surplus of primary teachers to take up duties in a

TS system.'The traditios against a TS system in the Ivory Coast

mi4lit be stronger than those that existed (and they were formid-

able) in Mexico. Such traditions, for example, would probably

stand against giving regular crib for work performed in a setting,

that, to may, seems more appropriate for collective 'entertainment

than for serious learning. To the extent, howei.rer, that community

,education is extended only to localities from which access to regu-
&

lar secondary schools would be either impossible ,or prohibitively

. eXpensive, the opposition is likely to be short-lived;

'Application to'the Proposed "Complementary Cycle"

Some of the probleMs identified above might be less ter-
.. '4

ious,if community education is ,devibloped within the "complementary
A

any edu

_or example, one would expect less opposition from the more

cycle" proposed in the text as an alternative to second ca

tion.

school interest groups among teachers, the educational

'bureaucracy and parents. if the new system is reserved for students
*sr .

who do not gain access to sixieme. The complementary classes Would

normally be 'located near iprimary school facilities (or even use
. ,

'primary school facilities througS double schdulinanaf perhaps

employ some primary school teachers (a.gain on a double or extended

shift for extra' pay) ;

r

i 7



The main' problem; however, iSwhether community educ7

14

tion as described is adaptable to the c6rriculum objectives of

the com plementary cycle. As wai mentioned earlier, the Mexican
, ,

. * \
.

,.

experience indicates that students can learn general secondary

subjects quite well under the proposed approach.

little evidence about is the effectiveness of ITV or .ra o in

What there"` is

leocktisonal or 'technical subjects. Mexico had.a techn urse.

in. its Telesecundaria, but it waS the least popular h students

0and the one which, in the opinion of project managers, seemed

he least effective. Another .adverse factor. is the low level of
i

motivation toward-work in "academic" subjects which "terminal"-
4 .

. i.-
students of

,
the coMplementAry cycle are:likelY:to exhibit,..and.

m
the strong Supervisioti which repeaters of the preparation.to the

,.. -.

siXiemefexaminatiOn iwili, tend toireqUire.,. On balance, therefore,

11 appears that the new cyCle will be better 7 ved by a dominants'W/
input of teachers'and monitors, 'the television,media providing

4. aonly score margihal support.

i

II.' E=ENgIoN EDUCATION (DISTANCE.LEARNING)

.
1

0..' ,

, Interna,ional,Expe ence: mast. ance Learning in '
. .

,

Adult,E6tcation

, ,

the distance arlening altOrnative,,besides serving young
, .

individualsfOrclOb circiiins,tances to 3ol.n the labor force immed-

iately upon complying their primary tudies, would also be relevant
3

,
*This approach i

f

s soMbtimes called open learning Distance, 1

-,

learning stretses, the fact`that students lear4 away from schOol, pn
their own; usually individually in their homes) and require, itistruc-

''.tion by mail or media; 4nd send hopeworkjn by ail. Open ,learning
'.puts stress' on the.demipratiatior:of.eddqatio ±access achieved by
the sysem4Many,stue.dnts can enroll'anl gain. edits by working
full time and studyin4 at night4.88

.; 0, 'S 4 Y



.bAihe growing mumber..o adults (18 and over) who have completed.

%their primary education and/or dropped out of secondary school and

who wish to complete'the first "cycle of secondary educatioh. It

is. aisip.dfpossible model tc4e used in the nonformal education of

adults not seeking.a school degree. For this report', however,'

attention will'be given.only'to the formal education use of dis",/:

tanps learning.

There are a number of experiences with distance learning

tpat are-Tinning to be evaluated (cf';',..MacKenzie,'Postgate4tand
4

Scupham)., They generalli have.inVol'ved.adults at all -]evelS of the-,

School syStem,but AustraliA has had over forty .years experience

with radio-cbriespondence-schools for scattered prims.ry students.

There are a 9Towing numbei of countries tqat.have begun to use

distanCe learning approaches for secondary revelstudents. brazil,:, .
.

,:,

0plombia, Korea, Mexido, and Japan: have all used some fort of media
.

(TV and/or radib) 4in their systeMs, usually along with.some kiria of

Correspondence., Japan' has had:the longtSt experienceyith distance

16arnin7 for.seCondarystudents'and the resultsjihvs been endour-.

aging.

What arecomponents of a.secondary:-Ievel diStance

learnin.7 sy5tem and w.nat are the implications of each for the ef-
. 114.*' .

f- is
°

1.

fectivenss of- the pzcjec't?

Components:' The distance learnin4, approach usually

:includeS.ths follpwing components.''

Careful* constructed printed.te (either; on

each course seprately or a combined textbook),
0
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. '
,

yorksbeets Or ilomework.assignments (to le `completed

.ankmailed'or taken to as (local) corrector who.
,

r0VieWs and Matks:the-strudeWs work ,arid returns it
'1071.1d ,a ,relatively brief« time [2-3weeks1).

,, r

jtadko.and/or TV pro9ram's.to,r,pinfoice or teach oer-,
N-

tarn aspects otdhe curriculum.

Aktt 4nce.at brief face-to-face sessions with
4

teachers (soMetimesco9e day', a' month at a lOcal.tiU-t.

tdrial center or one'ik. r school sessips'

or bothl
;

There are vartetions aiebund this structure, depending .on local needs

Sometimes,; aria -conbtraints, but this is the general' pattern.: for .

instance, Sq4Aitige kits are sent to'' students to be used'and'retUinee6

or are availableat'local tutotial ceriters.., Students take.couxses

for credit: tajce.e?t&ns and, if successful, receive recognied'_sec-
,

ondary degree4.,

Efliectiveesg:

F.

t7efZectiveness experience in this.

area 044; be summarized.ds'fol Owls;

-Ado
1. TNIVhun-6Qr of users must

the' large fixed costs. of

be large,enoUgh tp"j4stilfy.

4the program., :This means

ihet the demand for education mdst'outstrip'oppor--
4 v

, '
.

V.Inity.So,that people have nOt dcimpleted a
.., : s * '..

certaipaeltel of.,edUcatidn are Motiii,ated.enoUgh.t .,'7'

. \-& , V ,

study', often in-addition to full tame' work ir-

dis
. .,

The distance learning system must not, simply seek,
?

0
0 ,

. . . .
to enrolla'iarge number of, studentsbut'rtiUtt

.

Provide the necessary support to allow a sigpifican

-
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.1 A-- r. number to graduate Dropout_ rates are.expected to

be ,'much higher in .much a system.than in ordinary

secondary schools, but thereis a point beyond

which distance learning would lose any claimto

efficiency and,serve.no-purpose other than to give

people the illusion of having more opportUnity
.

than they do.

3. The organization of the system is more-impprtant'

than in regular face-to-face schooling situations.

Printed materials need,to be more Carefully de-

,veloped and pretested becauSe:no'teacher.is avail-
,

able to answer. student questions. 8low feedback

does not allow a student to review previous work

and strengthen his weak pOints (bOthreliable mail

Or other delivery and a staff of wellorganized.and
.

.

dedicated correctors are essential).,

4. A 'different approach to cost-effectiveness needs to

be taken in distance learning. As MacKenzie% et al.

(1975) point out, students in this kind of system

are quite different from regular school attendees.

They ray, for example, be forced by family con=

4 straints.to drop out of studies, for a-time, and.it

4is difficult to 'put-values on courses completed as

opposed to degrees earned. Making comparisons with

reg lar school alternatives may be impossip,le,

nce Many .students in distance learning prOgrams

simply could not study in other,circumstances.-
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Application -Post-Primar (including'secondary)

Education the Ivory toast
.

There are several circums ances ttpt make distance learn-
.

ing an attractive alternative for.the Ivory boast: (a) All indt--

catiops point to the growth'of a substantial demand for posh-

primary education which no country may haVe4the resources to.satisfy-

throvigh standard schoOl education: (J'apan began a seconclary.dis--

tance learning _program in'1953 because demand for entry far out--;-

stripped _places and still does so.) (b) The ivory Coast., 'with its".

experience with ITV, has the beginnings of aninfrastrUcture to

create both prit&I'and broadcaSt materials. (0A...Zarge number of

potential clients of secondary education are likelyto be pre,-

vented 'from attending regular schools because of geographic' isola-

tion and/or obligations to work immediately upon.completing primary

school.

There are, however, a number of circumstances that would(

mitigate ag4n t the adoption
i

i; (

is a_general'prejudiee of institutional: educators aqainst such a
. _

..

"second class" system (aIthough,the success of the.B.Fitilsh Open

University i-is lc served this aAlittle).- The Ivo4y Coast, with

of such an alternative: (a)' There

;strong roots in French classical education, would'probably beeven

6rtiore hoStile to such an innovation. (b) Delivery and :feedback.
. .

. .

systets.that depend on mail might place too great a.strain o0he

postal service. Alternative systems may be costly.and/or un-7

relible., (This is pot insurmOuntable) howeVer, sinc Nigeria and
o

Kenya have operating distarice learning systems.) ' (c) .Organizational,

4 management.persOnnel.maY be in short enough supply to place the ,syst.
-

.
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beyond present Ivorian .caPaAties..
t

ance might be neceS'sary, and the No
'. 1

further delayed.


